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Sudden Death of an Aina Citizen.
[Special to the Press.]
Damariscotta, Nov. 21.—Geo. C. Nelson,
a respected citizen of Aina, dropped dead
yesterday while attending services at the
Methodist church at Sheepscot Bridge. The
probable cause of the death was heart disease.
Mr. Nelson was a highly esteemed
farmer and was 55 years of age.
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Richmond, Nov. 21.—The item going the
rounds of the press regarding a contem-
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Exchange Street,

plated division of the town of Richmond
because the town had refused to give the ice
companies aud people of Iceboro privileges
in the way of highways, seems to put Richmond in an unfavorable light. It is a matter
of record that during the past eight years
the town has voted to build the roads asked
for by the ice companies and Iceboro people,
and lias built two or more. Another road,
from the ferry road to Iceboro, along the
Maine Central railroad, has not been built
because, after being laid out and accepted
by the town, some of the people over whose
land it was to pass, on appeal to the Coun ty
Commissioners, claimed such large damages
that, with the heavy cost of building it,
would make it unreasonably expensive. At
present Iceboro and the ice companies al1
have roads connecting with the main “river
road” running from Richmond to Gardiner.

eoaSm

Snow at Moosehead.

✓

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, No'v. 21.—A foot of snow has
fallen at Moosehead Lake, and theie are six
inches now in the woods, and the teams of
the lumbermen are all at work.

Easily Robbed.
Gardiner, Nov. 21.—Laft night

the office

Jewell & Son’s livery stablet
entered, find 8200 was taken
from the safe, which was unlocked. An
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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, Nov. 22.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire aud Vermont are fair weather preceded
by light snow in the northern portion, stationary temperature, light to fresh southwesterly winds.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me,, Nov. 21, 1887.
|7am | 3pm |1() PM
Barometer. 29.64 129.74 129.87
31.
138.
Thermometer.i27.
22.
121.
Dew Point. 21.
69.
160
Humidity. 77.
*» ..

»»

7
6
15
IClear Clear
Weather.. Fair
ther....38.2
Maximum
Mean dally bar...29.75
Minimum ther....20.1
Mean dally ther. .32.0
Max. vel. wind....10
Mean dally d’wpt.21.3
Total precip.0
Meau dailyhuru..G5.«

Velocity.

Observations taken at the same moment of time
all stations.
__

Observation.
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11 I
W

Eastport, Me
Portland, Me
Nantucket...
Boston, Mass
Block Island

20.114
20.08
30.02
30.02
30.04

Northfleld... 29.96

Albany, N. Y 30.02
New York... 30.10

Philadelphia.

30.14

Washington.. 30.10
30.00
Norfolk, Va. 30.18

CaTvestSu....

SSEfoii:
“

Montgomery
New Orleans

Cincinnati,O.

Pittsburg....
Buffalo, N.Y.

Oswego.
Cleveland....

80.24
29.88
30.22
30.16
30.00
30.04
30.00
29.98
30.00

Detroit. 29.94
Dodge city.. 29.60
OraudHaveu 29.84

Marquette...
Chicago, 111..

29.78
29.84
lies Moines.. 29.64
Duluth.MIuu 29.80
St.Faul.Minn 29.78
Eeaveuw’rth 29.68
Santa Fe.... 29.90

Assinlbolne.. 80.14
St. Vincent.. 29.90
Deadwood... 29.80

Cheyenne....

29.68
North Platte 29.62
Denver, Col.. 29.68

Halifax. 29.88j

Montreal.

Wind

1.

Place of

eTpmo

!

...

29,921
E.

32

80
38
30
38
32
32
34
30
34
oo
34

|
Si

d

ch**-2
h
c>

©
©•=

32
30
30

28
20
28
48

30
32
30
40
34
32
44
4o
18
10
82
48
62
44

42,
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Oldest Citizen.

1812 war, a member of the Congregatioual
and a man much respected. He will
be buried at his former home, Dixfield, on

Wednesday.
Called to Biddeford.

Biddekobd, Nov. 21.—Itev. F. A. Wilson
of Billerica, Mass., has been ca'led to the
pastorate of the Second Congregational
church here.
For State Broom

Makers.

B a nook, Nov. 21.—The whole broom manufacturing plant of the Penobscot county
jail has been sold to the State Prison at
Thomaston, and will be taken down there
within the next few days. Mr. E. A. Patterson, who has conducted the business hereto-

fore, will go to Thomaston and have charge
of the operations at the prison. The business is given up in Bangor so that more
attention can be paid to the manufacture of
kindling wood. Another reason is that the
men serve such short sentences in the county
jail that as soon as they learn to i»e good
workmen they are discharged.
The News from Calais.
Calais, Nov. 21.—A fire at St. Stephen,
N. B., last night gutted a wooden building
owned by the Barnett estate, and occupied
by Chas. E. Miller, dealer in liquors and
groceries. The total loss was about $1,000;
probably covered by insurance.
Fred Leaban and a playmate named Rouse,
each about 11 years old, were playing with a
revolver this afternoon, when the weaDon
was accidentally discharged, the bullet en-

tering Leahan’s nostrils

and

head. As yet, the surgeons
able to extricate the bullet.

lodging in his
have been un-

Bakgob, Nov. 21.—The schooner Melissa
Trask, which arrived today from Jacksonville, Fla., reports that November 7th a seaman named William Winnie, aged 25, a
Russian Fin, fell from aloft, causing his
death in thirty minutes. He was buried at
sea.
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speculation.

Washington, Nov. 22.—The Interstate
Commerce Commission
today began the
hearing of the complaints in the Standard
These are the complaints of
Oil cases.
George Rice of Marietta, Ohio, against a
number of railroads, alleging against some
a discrimination in favor of the Standard
Oil Company against others, violations of
the long and short haul provision, and
against all unreasonable and unjust rates.
Fifty or sixty gentlemen were in attendance,
ami the proceedings are likely to consume
several days.
The complaint against the Lanesville &
Nashville road was read in full, and the reply of the road was also read. A general
denial is made of unreasonable charges and
the alleged violation of the long and short
haul provision. The alleged discrimination
Is explaine i upon the theory that the Standard Oil Company furnishes Us own tank
cars while the complainants ship in barrels
in the company’s cars, thereby creating a
substantial difference of circumstances and
conditions. The counsel for the complainants then began reading the depositions.
Pensions Awarded.

Pensions have been awarded the following Maine people:
■

; ORIGINAL.
Georgia, widow of George 1). Perry, Portland.
L.
Jeremiah
Pratt, New Vineyard.
INCREASE.

Henry M. Neal, North Whiteflcld.

01_A
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the fisheries says: “Some surprise
was manifested, when, at the Friday after-

arranged by Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain for ,the newspaper correspondents, Mr. Chamberlain suggested that the
noon

reception

result of the Commission’s deliberations
would be a new treaty. If the leading member of the British half of the Commission
took so to the production of a new treaty instead of an explanatory convention, merely
intended to make clear the treaty of 1818, it
is apparent that he takes the same view of
the situation as Secretary Bayard has heretofore held, and probably still holds. .Mr.
Bayard has repeatedly asserted, officially,
and in private conversation, that no satisfactory conclusion could be reached which did
not find expression in an unmistakable agreement as to the rights of the United States
on the Banadian border, and particularly the
commercial and fishery rights. It is safe to
the position Mr. Bayard occupied a year ago he continues to stand to, and
that he has communicated bis views to Mr.
Angell and Mr. Putnam, who will be his assistants in negotiating with the British commissioners. So frequently has the position
of the State Department been reiterated
that it ought to be superfluous at this time to
predict what the representatives of the
United States will ask the Commission to do
assume

that

tomorrow, when the commissioners meet to
exchauge protocols. The annoyances to the
fishing vessels of the United States on the
Canadian coast from the Dominion police
boats have arisen out of a strained and vexatious construction of the treaty of 1818.
Other treaties have been made and terminated since that treat} was ratified, and after
each return to the convention of 1818 the old
The Canadians have
troubles have arisen.
asserted their right to protect their inshore
The United States fishermen, to
fisheries.
whom the inshore fisheries have ceased to be
regarded as worth contending for, have
clamored for an assertion by the United
States of unrestricted commercial privilege,
the right of fishermen to enter all Canadian
ports for all purposes except to take, buy or
cure fish, these three privileges being forbidden by the treaty of 1818.
“So precise have the.Canadians been in interpreting the treaty phraseology that they
have construed the permission to enter the
harbors of Canada “for the purpose of shelter and of repairing damages therein, of
purchasing wood and obtaining water, and
for no other purpose whatever,” to mean
that American fishermen cannot buy bait or
ice or enjoy privileges accorded to all vessels
except USIling

OU

VCSSCiS.

uavniu mm

his associates, in stilting the object sought
to be attained by the American Commissioners, will refer to the article of the treaty
of 1818, under which all the differences have
He will
arisen, and will propose a remedy.
ask that lines shall be agreed upon separating the exclusive from the common right of
fishing on the British North American coast.
To settle the headland controversy he will
ask that it shall be agreed that hereafter the
bays and harbors from which American fishermen are to be excluded, except for entrance to ports, are to be bays and harbors
which are ten or less miles in width, the
distance of three marine miles from such
bays to be measured from a straight line to
be drawn across the bay at ,the point nearest
the entrance, and at the first point where
An efthe width does not exceed ten miles.
fort will be made to secure an agreement
upon regulations to govern the entrance of
United States fishermen to bays and harbors
lor shelter, repairs, purchasing of wood, and
obtaining water, to establish penalties for
infringement of the regulations and for the
speedy trial of offenders. As a means of
carrying out the provisions of such a treaty
it will be proposed that Great Britain and
the United States shall each keep a national
vessel cruising in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
When a vessel of either nation is seized for
violation of the treaty, the commanding officers of the two national vessels shall inquire
into the charge.
If they agree that there
has been no violation of treaty the
it
is
be
If
vessel shall
released.
their
opinion that the vessel should
a
be
to
examination
subject
judicial
it is to be taken into Halifax and the case
heard in the Vice Admiralty Court. In case
of a difference of opinion as to the culpabilthe
seized
vessel
an
umpire
ty of
or third
chosen
person
by lot Is to
decide whether it is to be brought to
trial. A very important
point that the
United States Commissioners will ask to
have declared in the treaty will be that the
fishing vessels of the United States shall
have the same commercial privaleges in Canadian ports as other vessels of the United
States, including the purchase of bait and
other supplies, subject to regulations prescribed for other than fishing vessels.
“So long as Mr. Chamberlain feels obliged
to maintain silence as to the extent to which
these expectations of Secretary Bayard are
to be conceded, or what part of them is to be
rejected, just so long will t'>e outcome of the
One
commission remain a matter of doubt.
remark made by Mr. Chamberlain in referring to the proposition for a commercial treaty has not been repeated. It seemed to him
that ‘the favored nation’ clause might stand
in the way of an arrangement of that sort,
for the empire has treaties with several
countries that, would have to be borne in
mind in entering into a commercial union
with the United States.”
DR. FULTON

IN

BIDDEFORD.

his claim to the seat and does not see how
the Senate can refuse to seat him. The contest is fraught with important consequences
in West Virginia politics. If he should be
admitted he "would only serve nntil the selection of another Senator by the legislature
to be elected next year, but Mr. Faulkner, if
admitted, would serve for six years from
last March, the time at which Senator Camden’s term expired. It is said that neither
Mr. Lucas nor Mr. Faulkner has made any
attempt to draw the salary of Senator, so
whichever one of them is admitted will have
nine months accumulated salary to put in
his pocket.
In the Indiana case it is understood that
Judge Turpie has drawn the salary punctThe signature of the
ually since March.
president of the Senate is required as a preliminary to this, and the inference, therefore, is that Senator Ingalls, who is president of tlie Senate, although a leading Republican, entertains no doubt as to Mr. Turpie’s right to the seat.
Blaine and Allison.

Representative Lyman of Iowa,

in conversation with a Washington reporter said: "If
candidate next
Mr. Blaine shall not be a
for the Presidential nomination then I
elieve Senator Allison will be nominated
If Mr.
by the Republican convention.
Blaine wants the nomination Senator Allison’s name will not be proposed. But Iowa
is solid for Allison, and I believe he would
be elected. He would not, I think, stand in
Blaine’s way, but with Blaine out of the
field Allison would be the choice of the party. Nothing could be brought against him,
He would
either personally or politically.
have the united and earnest support of his
and would command the most of the

Sear

party,
independent vote.”

Augusta News.
Augusta, Nov. 21.—A circular has been
issued by State Superintendent Luce and
Dr. A. G. Young, Secretary of the State
Board of Health, calling attention to the law
requiring a prompt notification to the local
board of health of any cases of infectious
diseases; of the duty of such local boards to
immediately notify the teachers of the public schools and of the teachers and school
officers to exclude the school children and
other persona from infected houses, and if
in spite of these precautions the teacher believes that the school room has become infected, it becomes his duty to dismiss the

school and notify the school and health officers, who shall disinfect the room as soon as

possible.

Attention is also called to the law providing that “No parent, guardian, or other person, shall carelessly carry about children or
others affected with infectious diseases, or
knowingly or wilfully introduce infectious
mu
persons lino oiner persons uuuses, ui pci
such children under his care, to attend any
school, theatre, church or any public place."
(It should be observed that “infectious persons” may be those who are affected with an
infectious disease or those who bear the in-

fection in their clothing.)
About 120 new corporations were
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Augusta Republicans.
Augusta, Nov. 21.—A Young Men’s Republican Club was formed in this city this
evening, and a temporary organization effected. J. H. Manley. O. D. Baker, C. B. Burleigh and Treby Johnson were appointed
delegates to the convention of Republican
clubs in New York city.

Charged

Witn Manslaughter.

Bangor, Nov. 21.—Suumer A. Stuart was
arraigned in tbe Municipal Court this afternoon to answer to the charge of manslaughter
in causing the deatli of William Welch by
pushing or kicking him down stairs Friday
night at Grand Army Hall, where a dance
was in progress under the charge of Stuart,
and which was attended by Welch and a
chum, both of whom were badly intoxicated.
They refused to leave, and an attempt was
made to eject them, resulting fatally to
Welch, who fell down stairs, striking his
head and fracturing his skull, causing death
in six hours. Stuart was bound over in the
sum of $2,000 to answer to the grand jury at
the February term of court.
The Next State Fair.

Lewiston, Nov. 21.—The trustees of the
Maine State Agricultural Society have fixed
the date for the next State Fair September
11 to 14, 1888.

The Plucky Minister Returns to Cive
More Lectures.

Bidijefobd, Nov. 21.—Rev. Justin I). Fulton of Brooklyn, who delivered a series of
lectures against Romanism here last week,
and who created such excitement among the
Catholics that the hall was stoned and the
lecturer was chased by a mob, returned from
Boston to-night, by invitation of the Protestant clergymen of Biddeford and Saco.
He will begin another series of lectures on
the same subject to-morrow evening at the

community is
thoroughly wrought up over the occurrence
of last week. In his pulpit, yesterday, Rev.
Theodore Gerrisb, pastor of the Methodist
church, accused Mayor Parelier of not only
Y. M. C.

refusing

to

A.

Hall.

give

a

The

promise of protection to
declaring that personally

the meeting, but of
he would like to hire
ton out of town.

a man

to kick Dr. Ful-

Declined with Thanks.
S'r. Faui., Nov. 21.—The following letter
from President Cleveland has been received
by a gentleman in this city who Is one of a
number of real estate dealers who some
time ago sent to the President a deed for a
lot on the corner of Grover and Folsom avenues in Cleveland Park, in the suburbs of
this city.
I send you with this a quitclaim deed executed
by Mrs. Cleveland and myself to you and other
parties who were grantors in a deed to me of
the city of St.
premises in Cleveland Park, near
Paul. The object of the deed enclosed is to reconvey the property described therein to the parties who, with the kindest intentions, transferred
it to me as a gift. I don’t know why this laud
should be given to me. and if it is of value I think
that those who, by their enterprise, have laid out
the park, should have the benefit of it. I am

organized

during the six months ending Oct. 31st. Of
these the larger part were manufacturing
companies. These each pay a fee of $50 to
the State Treasurer, unless the capital stock
is less than $10,000, when the fee is $10.
; Hunters and Their Prey.

Banoob, Nov. 21.—The

biggest

lot of

game ever seen in Maine arrived in Bangor,
Sunday night, and consisted of one bull
moose, four caribou, one bear, and eight
deer. Part of this came from Range 9 Pond,

above Iloulton, while the balance was killed
not far from Nickatons and Burlington.
Sportsmen here from a distance are very enthusiastic over the Maine shooting, and one
man declared that “he who could not get a
deer in this State must indeed he a chump.’’
Game Warden Allan of Dennysville says
deer have come down from the interior of
Washington county in large numbers this
fall, undoubtedly seeking the salt marshes
near the coast, and that the woods about
Maelilas and Dennysville are well stocked
with them. Notwithstanding all this, deer
are not plenty in the markets, and there
seems to be good grounds for suspeeting that
some new and successful scheme is being

worked, whereby the animals are transported to the Boston, Providence and New York
Last season venison could be
markets.
bought low in this city, but this year few
are offered, and the price by the carcass is
d ouble the price of beef, although it is well
known many more are being killed than ever
before.
_

Camden, Nov. 21.—G. II. Cleveland’s
shirt factory in this town was burned this
morning, and the Camden grist mill adjoining was damaged. The occupants of the
Cleveland building were G. H. Cleveland,
D. Singhe, gentlemen’s
goods, and Kellar * Clark, shirt
turers. Loss, $15,000 to $20,000;
A.

furnishing
manufac-

insurance,

$14,000.
Keller & Clark's loss was $2,000, about
$1500 worth of which was goods packed to
send to customers. They were insured for
$800.
Mr. Cleveland’s loss on buildings was
$2,500; lusured for $1,500. His loss on stock
and sewing machines was $2,500, which was

partially Insured.
Mr. Siaghe’s loss was his entire new stock
of clothing and furnishing goods, valued at
$7,000,
$4,000.

on

which there

was

The losses of all these

an

parties

insurance of
are

total,

as

there will be no salvage.
The Camden grist mill was badly damaged,
the flouring mill being totally destroyed.
Fifteen hundred bushels of corn, a cargo
that was put in the mill Saturday last, and
500 bushels of other grain were made almost
worthless by fire and water.
The

Pennsylvania

Mary

supplied
them, but
a majority of cases as
engulfed with the ship. The

the people were
steamer’s decks buret when she was foundering. The sunken vessel lies in 20 fathoms
of water. The survivors will sail for New
York Wednesday.
A despatch from Dover this afternoon says
that 80 persons in all have been saved from
the wreck. No more bodies have been recovered. It is the universal feeling that the
fault of the collision rests with the steamer

of that vessel states that
^(Rdef a$ate Wells Friday
in command of

Hartlepool

sue

Election.

___

of the Iiosa Mary, states
that the weather during the voyage was hazy
On Saturday morning there was a heavy fog,
and the Rosa Mary anchored for three hours
off Halfordness. She proceeded at 11 o’clock
and passed East Goodwin lightship at 7 in
the evening. The fog became so thick that
she was compelled to anchor again at 8
o’clock, the vessel being then from seven to
eight miles west southwest of East Goodwin
light. The collision occurred at about 8.30.
The forecastle lookout was the first to intimate the approach of a vessel.
Twenty-three bodies of the victims of the
disaster Lave been identified.

rnnl ictol

Barnum's

Statement.

New Yoke, Nov. 21.—P. T. Bamum, in
interview today said: “All our engagements will be kept, and we shall appear at
Madison Square Garden in Marcii, as already
announced. Our insurance Is $65,OCO and
Not a single person wil1
our loss is $500,000.
be thrown out of work. On the contrary*
many persons will find additional employment. My new winter quarters will be erected at some point, not yet determined, between Newark and Jersey City, where the
facilities are better in every way.”
an

The

Extends the Sympathy of the Country.

Government

Washington, Nov. 21.—The Secretary of
State directed the American minister to communicate to the Emperor the cordial sympathy of the President and citizens of this
country in the serious illness of the Crown

The reply of the German Charge
d’Affairs has, by direction of his government,
been made as follows:
His Majesty is deeply moved by the fervent
and touching words in which the friendly sentiments and good wishes for the Imperial house and
for Germany are expressed. In pursuance with
instructions transmitted by the Chancellor of the
Empire in obedience to the command of His Imperial Majesty, I have the honor, Mr. Secretary,
to convey to you the expression ol His Majesty's
heartfelt gratitude for the sympathy felt by the
President ami people of the United States of
Prince.

The Arctic was in collision with the Vesta
in a fog off Newfoundland on September 20,
1854, and 376 out of 409 passengers and crew
were lost.
The Collins Line steamship Pacific smied
from Liverpool for New York in January,
1856, with 186 «n board, and was never heard
from afterward.
The Austria, a British steam emigrant

America with our Koyal House and the whole
country in the deep grief which rests upon both.
Ills Majesty Is much gratified to be informed of
the sentimeuts entertained by the great nation
with which we are so closely allied.

..

New Yoke, Nov. 21.—A

1Q«tO

lishes

and was burned in midocean, all but 67 oi
her 638 passengers and crew being lost.
The Pomona, an American ship, left Liverpool on April 27, 1859, and was wrecked on
the Irish coast. Of the 475 persons on board
only 24 were saved.
The White Star steamship Atlantic was
wrecked on the coast of Nova Scotia ca
April 1, 1873, and 546 out of her 976 passengers and crew were lost
In the same year, in November, the 1 ranch
steamship Ville du Havre Tas in collision
with the English steamer Loch Earn, and
sunk in twelve minutes, 217 lives being lost.
The year 1878 was unusually prolific in
disasters. The Metropolis, from Philadelphia for Para, Brazil, went ashore on the
coast of North Carolina on January 13, and
of her 260 passengers and crew 58 only were

a

statement by

a

local paper

pub-

gentleman said to be

of the Crown Prince of Germany,
to the effect that Prince William is an invalid, and may not long survive bis father or
He has chronic abscesses of
the Emperor.
the ear, which constantly threaten meningitis, or brain inflammation. Prince William's
left arm was withered at his birth, and his
general health is delicate. In case of his
death while reigning, a regency would be
necessary as his son is but four years old.
a

god-son

MILES OF FLAMES.
Forest

Fires Raging for 650
Along the Mississippi.

Miles

Memphis, Term., Nov. 21.—Forest fires
continue in this section and the damage is
becoming serious. Steamers cannot run at
night owing to the dense smoke from Vicksburg to 150 miles above Memphis, a total
distance of 650 miles. The fires are burning
everywhere within this territory and there
Travel
are no immediate prospects of rain.
by rail is obstructed. Several trestles on the
Kansas City road have been destroyed and
communication with St Louis is now made
via Forest City, Ark. Never before in the
history of the country, has there been such
widespread conflagrations. The loss to the
farmers is very heavy.

Just four months later the German iron
clad Grosser Kurfurst was sunk by the Konig
Wilhelm, of the same fleet, and nearly 300
lives lost.
On September 3d the excursion steamer
Princess Alice was sunk in the Thames by
the Bywell Castle, and 600 lives lost.
The last of the year’s series of disasters
was the sinking of the Pommerania, of the
Hamburg Line, near Dover, England, in
November, by the sailing vessel Moel Eiliau,
when55 lives were lost.
On January 19, 1883, the Hamburg-Amerlcan steamer Cimbria was sunk off Borkum
l>y the English steamer Sultan. Out of 477
persons on board only 84 were saved.
The City of Columbus, from Boston for
Savannah, went ashore on the Devil's Back,
near Gay Head, on January 18, 1884, and 127
lives were lost.
In 1886, on March 13, the Cunard steamship Oregon was run into off Fire Island by
an unknown schooner and sunk in a short
time. The passengers and crew of the Oregon were all saved, but the mystery of the
schooner was never solved.

Mound

City

Burned.

Cairo, 111., Nor. 21.—Fire at Mound City
burned thirty-five buildings, covering two
blocks, and including the residences of Mayor McCracken, Senator Hogan, two hotels,
two livery stables, the Patriot priuting office, three dry good stores and two saloons.
Loss. 850,000; insured for 840,OCX
Many

families are homeless. A negro was arrested charged with being the incendiary.

COOD WORDS FOR MR. REED.

Representative Bingham

of

To

Pennsyl-

_

Washington, Nov. 21.—Representative
H. H. Bingham of Pennsylvania, in speaking regarding the coming meeting of Con“The session will be long and
gress, said:
interesting, and will carry much hard work.
Mr. Reed, of Maine, will be the Republican
nominee for Speaker, if he desires
the honor, and the leader of our side of the
House. He is aggressive, quick, attentive to
the work, well up in general legislation,
fearless, clear in record, and the best all
around man in the House. Carlisle will

caucus

doubtless be elected Speaker. He will be
able to announce his committees before the
Christmas recess, which as a rule begins
about Dec. 19th, and continues until Jan.
Of course the tariff and surplus reve4th.

The New York Press is a one cent newsIt will
paper to appear about December 1.
be Republican in politics and advocate protection. Frank Hatton and Robert B. Porter
will be the editors.
Tha<laa<l hnHv nf on unknown nmn. fthnut
in
brown checked
30 years old, dressed
clothes, was found in the water beside the
East
morning.
at
Andover,
Sunday
railroad
The only clew to identity was a letter ad“Mrs. C. A. Underwood, Somerville. Vt..
care E. Ilarvey.” It is believed that he fell
through a culvert while walking on the
track. The body was taken charge of by
tne selectmen.
William H. Hackett of Portsmouth, clerk
of the United States Circuit Court began
yesterday in Concord to take testimony on
the bill of equity of the Boston, Concord and
Montreal railroad against the Boston and
Lowell railroad to set asld the lease of the
forme to the latter.

to be the great questions. The Republicans will, 1 think, endeavor to eliminate
The tobacco tax will go.
revenue taxation.

about twenty-eight millions.

“A reduction of the trifling internal tax
wureo* IU TTHICU
on spirits wilt
party lines will not be observed. The question of heavy ordnance fortifications and increase of war ships will occupy much time,
and some legislation will be effected.
“Judge Kelley will be on the committee on
his general policy on
ways and means, and
tariff legislation will be the basis or guide
side
of the House will
which the lteyublican
postage bills on
probably follow. One cent
domestic letter matter will be introduced,
be
consummated on this
but nothing can
Our letter rate of
subject at this Congress.
two cents an ounce is the cheapest postage
in the world, when we consider the distance
An effort will be made to reduce
carried.
fourth-class mail matter, merchandise, from
16 cents a pound to 8 cents, the rate of third
class matter.”
»

The people of Bird City, Cheyenne county
Kansas, are holding the court house with the
aid of rifles and revolvers against the people
of Wano. The latter claim that at a connty
election Friday the county seat was voted to
Wano. The people of Bird City claim the
reverse and a serious affray is feared.
Sunday morning as the janitor of the
Methodist church at Freeport, Illinois, was
cleaning the walk in front of the church he
found a dynamite bomb so placed that had

Absorbed by the Standard.
Philadelphia, Nov. 21.—Logan, Emery
and Weaver's oil refinery at Greenwich Point
has been sold to the Standard Oil Company
for about $300,0C3. Senator Emery, one of
the partners, Is a bitter opponent of the
The sale indicates he has
the Standard.
given up the battle. In an interview, he
said: We have found at last that the Standard is too strong for us.”

the door as usual it would have
The discovery caused a great deal
of excitement and the police are Investigat-

he opened
exploded.

ing.
Heavy frosts
the Caroiinas.

Elections.
Halstead
New Yobk, Nov, 21.—In talking with a
New York Reporter Murat Halstead, editor
of the Cincinnati Commercial among other
things said: “The Republicans have had
one or the other of the Houses of Congress
on

the Gospel.

GENERAL NEWS.

nue are

covers

Propagate

New York, Nov. 21.—In response to a call
issued by the Evangelical Alliance, a number
of clergymen assembled this afternoon to
discuss the programme of the General Christian Conference in Washington, Dec. 8th
and 9th, to arrange a plan whereby all Protestant ministers may help to propagate t he
gospel amopg the working classes. William
E. Dodge, Rev. Dr. Strong and other prominent divines addressed the assembly. Among
those who will speak or read papers at the
conference are William E. D >dge, Ulshop
Andrews of Washington, Rev. Dr. Dorchester of Boston, Bishop Coxe of Buffalo, Bishand
op Harris of Michigan, Dr. McCosh
Rev. Dr. Storrs of Brooklyn.

vania Speaks of the Coming Congress.

Discusses

In London,

the Affairs In Ireland.
He

Points Out

the

Inefficiency of

President Crew
a

Endeavoring to

Form

New Ministry.

Nov. 21.—Mr. Parnell today
flying visit to ILondon. He has al-

London,
made

a

lowed his beard to grow and
long. He looked thin and

bis hair
careworn but

wears

slowly Improving.

Sir Henry Thompson, who has been treating
him for a year, insists that he must recuperate ; otherwise he will be unable to bear
the labors of the coming session of Parliament. Mr. Parnell, on having his attention
drawn to Michael Davltt’s speech at Stepaside, yesterday, said: "I do not think it
would become me to criticise or approve the
management and plan of the campaign. 1
was not present at Its initiation and have
since been unable, owing to the state of my
health to take part in active politics outside
"of Parliament. Those on the spot and actively
engaged, are the best; Judges of what their
ownTiouer and the interests of the country
Ilavitt is in a different posidemand.
tion and bis opinion is entitled to respect, as
coming from one in Ireland and a man of
singular aud remarkable courage, who
never shrank from the consequences of his
words or acts. But I ilojnot gather that DavHe rather seemed
itt did criticize the plan.
apprehensive that things might be misunderstood.
“Respecting tha general situation, I may
say that In my Judgment, a more feeble and
inert government never held the reins in
Ireland.
They are teaching Irishmen a
hiost disastrous lesson.
By bungling incapacity, they aie teaching that the law may
the law, as reFor
defied.
be successfully
cently construed by the Unionist majority in
the Commons, is daily defied with impunity
by thousands of members of the suppressed
branches of the League and by every Nationalist newspaper editor in Ireland. In
fact, one of tne extraorainary results ox tne
coercion act and a ‘firm and resolute government,’ is that for every offense against the
law committed before the passage of the
coercion bill, hundreds are committed now.
I leave it to you to say whether Ireland’s
respect for the Imperial Parliament, the
possibility of her continued government by
the same agency or the solidity of the union
are likely to be increased, or whether administrative incapacity does not render much
nearer the concession of such reasonable
powers of self-government as will make our

people law-abiding, prosperous and happy.”
Another Suspect.

A detective has arrested a man named Callan, who disappeared after the death of the
alleged dynamiter Cohen. A quantity of

dynamite was found in Callan’s lodgings,and
the police seized a package containing money

to him by one Moroney alias Melville,
who is said to be an agent in London of the
Clan-ua-Gael Society. Michael Harkins, one
of the witnesses at the inquest on the body
of Cohen, has also been arrested.
sent

the

are

reported

in

Georgia and

The Jacques Cartier and Hochalaga banks
of Montreal, have sued the editors of Le
Moniteur du Commerce for criminal libel in
alleging that the banks had circulated the
currency of the suspended Central Bank.
Senator John Macdonald, of Toronto, will
give $4,0000 for a hospital, if the sum can be
raised to $150,000.
The Philadelphia shoemakers have gone
back to work.
At Jellin, Tenn., trouble exists between
the marshal and some miners over an arrest.
Several persons have been killed.
i

It is reported from St. Petersburg today
that Russia is massing 300,000 soldiers near
the German and Austrian frontiers. The
Polish Jews are said to be keeping Germany
and Austria well informed regarding the
movements of the Russian troops. Prince
Bismarck is expected to call the attention of
the Reichstag to the matter.
In recent raids uponNibilists in the leading
towns of Russia 180 persons were arrested.
Nine officers under arrest committed suicide.
The Czar and family have returned to the
Gatschina palace.
Czar and Kaiser.
The general consensus of opinion in political circles and the various clubs seems to be
that the reception given the Czar of Russia
in Berlin was of a cold and informal nature,
and had no political significance whatever.
The
extremely dangerous illness of the
Crown Prince Frederick William seems to
cast a gloom over the entire city, and the
grand pageant today, to which almost the
entire city turned out. seemed to impress
the onlookers more as a duty than a hearty
ovation.
The protracted interview which the Emperor of Russia held with the Imperial Ger
man

ho
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The demand for urgency fcr M. Jollbois a
motion was rejected 381 to 173.
M. Mlehelin moved urgency for the proposal to abolish the presidency. M. Ribot appealed to the United Republicans to refuse
assent to a proposal which tended to discredit the republic. M. Michelin's motion
was rejected 389 to 191.
The Chamber then adjourned until Thurs-

t.htf ITntPr

den Linden evidently is taken to mean that
the eldest son of the Crown Prince, and
eventually the heir to the throne, is unwilling to hold an interview with the Russian
Emperor. There is no doubt that Bismarck
was summoned to the capital for the express
purpose of dallying with Alexander and
maintaining the integrity of the recently
During the whole
signed triple alliance.
interview, it is stated, the wily German
Chancellor simply dealt in magnificent generalities. The health of the Crown Prince,
in view of the serious developments, is remarkable. lie retains his strength and spirits, his eyes are bright, and his step light.
Evidently he has braced himself to ascept
the inevitable with wonderful complaisance.

Crevy’s Resignation Probable.
M. Grevy, this morning said that he would
leave the fullest latitude in the choice of the
colleagues in a new ministry.
M. Clemenceau replied that the devotion
of the President to the republic was indisputable. and that he might render her a last

service by resigning, in view of the fact thar
his authority had sustained a blow hurtful
to the repunllc.
M. Grevy intimated that his refusal to resign was not final, and he asked M. Cieraenceau to join with MM. Floquet, Goblet and

PRESIDENT

WILSON,

U.

OBEVY’S

SON-

IN-LAW.

DeFreyclnet in a conlerence
of his resignation.
was

the subject

on

held this evening, of

A conference
three hours’ duration.

No decision was
reached.
M. Grevy said that for many reasons he desired to retire to private life but It was his
desire to quit the Elysee Pilace with honor.
He would remain until it was so arranged
that be could take his departure with digniThis ;evening Clemenceau, Fkwiuet,
ty.
Goblet and De Freycenet, each declined to
accept tho task of forming a ministry. Grevy
summoned M. Brisson at 10 o’clock this evening.
The Resignation Demanded.
At a meeting of the Autonomist and Social Municipal Council this evening 300 persons were in attendance and the following

unanimously adopted:

was

The deputies ol the Seine are requested to demand the resignation of the President and only to
support the government which will devote Itself
to tne introduction of reforms and will promise to
demand the resignation of M. Grevy.
The vigilance committee was formed, consisting of 35 members. The vigilance committee will organize the forces of the Republican party for all eventualities.

Sunk by the Royal Yacht.
Viennh, Nov. 21.—The Austrian imperial
yacht, with the Empress on board, collided
during the fog today with an Italian vessel
The yacht was damon the Austrian coast.
aged. The other vessel sunk and one person
was drowned.
An Expert’s Opinion.
Beklin, Nov. 21.—Herr Rose, the German inspector of buildings ahd architect of
Rhine harbor near Ruhrort, Is going to Nicaragua to give his opinion as to the practicability anil paying prospect of the Nicaragua
cauai.
Their

Only

The old English purchase system comit had not a taint of class privi-

This rescript, however, is one which
closely affect the people, as represented by the educated classes. The second
lege.

does not

commoners ineligible for
makes
ukase
every branch of the civil service in all fuThis is an extremely
ture appointments.
serious measure for the government to have
ventured upon. It is a piece of class legislation with a spice of the old Tartar rule
infused into it, and if the ukase be not
rescinded its operation may result in internal trouble. The perversejgenlus of Count
Tolstoi is
stamped on tne face of this
extraordinary ordinance. If his object were
to deliberately drive the great majority of
the educated classes into the ranks of the
disaffected, he could not have devised any
measure more calculated to insure this end.
The cumbrous and enormous establishment
of the civil service in this country, it must
be remembered, occupies,
approximately
speaking and outside the military circle,
nearly one-third of what may be termed the
The effect of the ukase will
educated class.
therefore be readily understood. The competitive examinations for all branches of the
service have, of course, always been open
to noble and commoner alike, and interest,
influence and bribery have largely assisted
in passing crowds of incompetent but noble
aspirants into the civil service ranks. In
every Russian province there are thousands
of this idle and often indigent class of young
nobilitv, educated chiefly at the expense of
on
the
state, who start life
equal
educational
elements
terms, so far as
with
the
middle
but
classes;
they
go,
cannot forget that they are a privileged
class, no matter how indigent. Formerly
these young nobles In the end generally
found easy and lucrative positions.
During
the last decade, however, the heads of the
civil service departments have found courage to discard all incompetent aspirants
whose claims to eleglbility for the appointnlil

I'trivi-

Talent, energy and industry among
the young and educated
popular classes
found merited official acknowledgement and
Now all this is to be changed
leges.

Sromotion.
y imperial ukase. Merit must go to
wall. The old and bitter antagonism

punishment.
The

Cerman

Point

of

View,

German Gazette says: “The
resignation of M. Rouvier has precipitated a
thunder storm that has long been brewing in
the political sky of France. Our opinion as
to the preeepitous path, down which the
French political development is rushing,and
continuation beyond expectation in course of
The North

event.”

The Crown Prince Better.
The following bulletin was received from
San Remo :
The old ematus swelling of the Crown Prince's
laryux has entirely disappeared. Tho reduction
in tho swelling was especially noticeable after the
1 r.»li

uikan fhu

ff/uionInnt dui'hitrfi’H rtf

IX

rpflillull

brown color occurred. Afterwards the surface of
the new growth ou the left side of the larynx
with the suppurating part aud enlargement of
the glottis became perceptible. Since then, respiration has been free aud swallowiug entirely
v

Afghanistan

Affairs.

to the Ameer. The fighting at Abistada
the 15th inst., was between the Ameer’s
The killed and
troops and opposing tribes.

ship

wounded numbered sixty.

Foreign

Notes.

medal and £2 each to Wilding, I’eterson and
Anthony, seamen, for rescuing the crew of
the British bark L’ Ammergtr, of Belfast,
for Miramicbi, abandoned Sept 1st.

Dover’s Desperate Burglar.
Doveb, N. H., Nov. 21.—A burglar blew
open the outer door of the safe in the post
office at Alton Corner, Dover, this morning,
Before he eould
at 4 o’clock, with powder.
get the contents the noise attracted the attention of the postmaster’s father, Mr. Jed
Jones. The burglar ran out doors and Mr.
Jones followed him with an axe. The burglar turned, drew a revolver, fired two shots
One shot came near hitting
and escaped.
Jones.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE DPPEB COOS HOAD.

The

laying

of the iron on the

Upper

Coos

railroad reached Colebrook Friday, thirteen
miles from North Stratford, and trains will
begin running regularly to that point today.
The iron will reach West Stewartstowu, six
The last
miles further, in about a month.
six miles tv the Canadian border, at Hereford, will not be laid until next spring. The
bells were rung ana there was general rejoicing at Colebrook Friday.

Congregational

Ministers

Formerly

In Maine.

The following list contains the names of a
number of Congregational ministers who
formerly preached in Maine. Members of
the congregations with whom they formerly
labored will be interested to learn of their
present fields of labor:
F. D. Welsey. New Gloucester, now In Helena,
Montana. He writes, "1 enjoyed my work tu
Maine, but the vast possibilities to patience aud

work here charms mo." He gave a week s course
scientific lectures on Botany at the “College of
Montana" at Deer Lodge, which he repeated In
the superintendent of
of
Helena by request
schools.
George Michael, Freeport, in ManUOu, Col.
George W. Stearns, Patten, in Acton, Mass.

of

v

v

l»

iKll4Wi>rMi.

now

general

the
be-

missionary In New York State.
Frederic G. Chutter, Vaisalboro, In Littleton.

tween class and mass is to be fanned again
Into dame, atul the cramped and stunted national commerce cannot offer careers to a
tithe of the young and educated generation
against which the doors of the civil service
The measure Is iu one grim
are to be shut.
sense altogether worthy of Count Tolstoi,
who some time ago actually elaborated an
abortive measure or the virtual abrogation of
the emancipation act of Alexander II., as he
considered that the mouiik had been demoralized by the freedom which had been given
him.
Tha French Crisis.

Clarence 8. Sargent, Brewer Village, In Adams,
Mass.
William B. Hague, Brldgton, in New Haven. Vt.
Charles E. Andrews, Biudelord, lu Xorrluglord,
Conn.
Alpha Morton, Wells, In Saxton, Mass.
Warren F. Bickford, Winthrop, In Berkeley,
Cal.
David L. Davis, Flttston, iu Carboudale, Fa.
John H. Gurney, Foxeroft, In Dover, South Da-

Paris, Nov. 21.—Prince Napoleon has sent
letter to Baron Dufour, member of Chamber of Deputies, saying that the resignation
of Grevy is necesssry and indirectly proposa

as a successor.

In the Chamber, M. Jolibois moved that
the constitution be revised, urging that the
sole remedy of the present situation was to
restore the people’s right to nominate the
head of the state and thus make the people
the arbiter instead, as at present, the playHe demanded
thing of political parties.
urgency.
M. Baronet and Mr. Michelln
vor of a revision to abolish the

spoke in fapresidency.

Fixed, Revolving, Flash and Colored
Lights.
[By M. A. Hanua.]
•■I Ut the lamp* In the lighthouse tower.
The *un dropped down and the day was dead;
Tii# shone like a brilliant clustered BowerTen golden and five red.”
That was In the days of the old reflector,

(catoptric) system of fifty

or sixty years ago.
and the kind or character of light must have
bjen w hat was then designated as revolving,
red and white. At that period the only dis-

nor

was

it

nec-

Henry E. Monro, Wlscasset, in Indian Orland,

Ko'hert A. Peacock, Monmouth, lu Somerset.
Mass.
Samuel Hopley, Stockton, lu North Braintree,
Mass.
a John A. Thomas, Northdeld, In Utica, MIcb.
Brewer Village, In
Charles E. Harrington,
Keene. N II.
H. Allen Shorey, Camden, president of Gates
College, Nebraska.
IJBernerd Coding, Freedom, In Groveland, Mass.
Edward B. Tutliill, Burlington, In San Migual,
Cal.
Walter M. Ellis, Phillips, in Mayvllle, Dakots.
Thomas W. Miunls, Denmark. In Wichita, Kan.
John W. Todd, Pembroke, lu Bartlesville, Minn.
James B. Hawes, Winthrop, in Keswldo itidge,
N. B. He was moderator of the Congregational
Union of Nova Scotia auil New Brunswick, at the
annual meeting In St. John, N. H., July, 1887.
Fifteen of the above graduated from the
Bangor Theological Seminary.

on

this con-

tinent was erected on Little Brewster Island, main entrance to Boston harbor. It is
said to have been built solid instead of cylindrical, and that the summit was gained by
It is known, however,
means of a ladder.
that prior to building the lighthouse, a sort
of .irregular beacon, nad,for some time, been
maintained on Point Allerton, a prominent
headland near the entrance of the harbor.
Pitch and oakum, in the form of “bales
or “balls,” burned in an iron brazier oi
basket, was the principal method of lllumiimtiiin. though wood was also used.
It was sometime in the eigntn uecaue oi
the last century that reflectors iiegan to be
used in lighthouses, and it is recorded that
though some lights had nearly a hundred
lamps, each with a reflector, the iight was so

to
poor that mariners prayed for a return
the preceding method of coal and wood fires.
M.
invented
by
The parabolic reflector,
Borda, as were also revolving lights, was a
lightgigantic stride toward perfection in tne
aphouse illumination. Strange to say,
of
as
that
well
as
this
Invention,
plication of
the lenticular system, by M. Fresnel, was
of
lack
delayed for |the
greatly
to
put
enough
artisans,
expert
the
Inventor.
idea
lof
the
form
in
All lights are now provided with the Fesnel
lens apparatus, from which they each ana
all derive their chief power and brilliancy.
The lenses are all made of natural color
glass, no coloring matter whatever being
used in their composition.
These lenses range in size from a first order
one, 11 feet high by 0 feet 4 inches in diameter, down to the various grades to one of
the sixth order, about 18 Inches high by 10
inches diameter. A light of the first order
has five wicks concentrically arranged, the
outer one being over five inches in diameter.
A light of the second ordor has three wicks,
a light of the third order has two, and all
Very few peolesser orders have one each.
of
ple, comparatively, have any knowledge
character*
the
which
many
methods
the
by
ists, some 20 in all, are produced by
the lenticular system.
All lenses of the larger orders are of the
same diameter from tne base ring up to
about two-thirds their height, and are then
crowned by a cupola of prismatic rings so
arranged as to bend the rays of light to the
horizon. A first order lens has 18 of these
rings in its dome-like top.
There are also eight of these rings in the
Between the two
lower part of the Tens.
sections described is the lenticular drum
the principal as well as the more powerfal
part of the apparatus.
,,
,,
For a fixed light this drum is cylindrical In
..

Method.

The persons arrested Friday for throwing
petitions into the Czar’s carriage are RusThey
sians, named Kapitiniki and Rombert.and
peleft Russia to escape military service
titioned to be permitted to return without

pared with

ing himself

System.

guide an expected ship to port.
The first real lighthouse built

John A. Macdonald, Conservative, was
elected to the Dominion House of Commons
for Victoria county, N. 8.. yesterday.
The Liverpool steamship Douro was
wrecked off Cape Ftnisterre and thirteen
persons drowned.
The London Board of Trade has awarded
of the
a piece of sliver to Captain Boggs,
American line steamer Indiana, aud a silver

mi

Wood Fire to the Fresnel

principal port.
Fires of wood, Iburned In a stone lantern
or grate, at the top of the tower, was the
earliest method of illumination.
Fires were also sometimes kept burning on
the summits of high bills near sea-porta for
the purpose of gniding the ‘‘ancient mariner.” A fire of this nature, was, I believe
the first beacon used on this continent to

eligible as officers in the artillery and
engineers, the two higher branches of the

Kuasul

From the

of the

on

service, and that all officers of whatever
rank at present attached to these two arms,
but who do not beloug to any grade of nobility, shall be gradually eliminated and
transferred to the infantry, is the less mischievous of the two in a political sense.
Still It Is sufficiently and obviously Invldi-

Coast

our

Beacons.

distinguished Irom another,

may later on increase to a degree dangerous to the internal peace of the
empire. The ukase ordaining that only
cadets of noble families shall in future be

uroro

Facts About

Interesting

than
essary since there was in no case more
one light at the entrance of any Important
port. Indeed, some nations of considerable
commercial prominence, had but a single
beacon, and that was located at the entrance

Bombat, Nov. 21.—Cabul advices state
that at a grand durbar of the principal
Sirdars throughout the country recently, all
present took oaths on the Koran, of friend-

munto thnv nnunhf

LIGHTHOUSES.

houses no attempt was made to Introduce
be
any features by which are light could

The two imperial ukases concerning the
military and civil services have already created in South Russia a very strong feeling of
resentment against the ministry, a resentment which, says a London News cor-

respondent,

CENTS*

tinguishing characteristics used were fixed
white, fixed red, revolving, either red or
white, and two lights. In primitive light-

painless.

Russian Despotism.

lous.

THREE
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day.

the Coercion Bill.

The Czar’s Dominion.

SUFFERING UNSER FRITZ.
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Wrecks of the Past.
New York, Nov. 21.—The following is a
list of the great marine disasters of the past
century:
The greatest marine disaster of the present century was the sinking of the British
frigate St. George and Defence, off the coast
off the coast of J utland, in 1811, by which
2.000 lives were lost.
The Amson, a West India mail steamship,
was burned at sea on her first voyage, on
January 4,1852, and 102 lives lost.
The Birkenhead, an English troop ship,
was wrecked of coast of South Africa, on or
about February 26,1852, and 456 out of the
638 persons on board lost.
The City of Glasgow, with 480 on board,
and the City of Boston, with the same number, were never heard from after leaving

TT_1_
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possible, and last night s fire
would not interfere with next season’s show.
The insurance on the building and property
burned is as follows: Building, $7125; animals, $35,000. Of the Utter amount $4500
was on the elephants burned, $2250 on the
hippopotamus. The building will be rebuilt
Besides the above propas soon as possible.
erty destroyed were two of the largest chariots, known as the Neptune and tne green
tableau car.
as soon

morning.”
Captain Webster

Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 21.—The official
the
election for State treasur- all the time, so as to have a veto on any
Rep., 385,514; McGran, Ileni., vicious
legislation that might be proposed.
340.269; Irish, Pro., 18,471; Kennedy. Labor,
For Therefore the Democratic party, if it has any
8896; plurality, 45,245; total, 753,150.
judge of the Supreme Court, Williams, Rep,, great public policy, has not yet developed it
383,257; Thompson, Dem., 343,042; Chase, The truth is, though, that it has no princiPro., 18.278; Keiser, Labor, 8477; plurality,
ples upon which to appeal to the country; no
40,215; total, 753,054.
vote at
recent
er was Hart,

it attacked a cow and calf,making an early
Mrs. Rickari unbreakfast of the latter.
beast
away, not
dertook to drive the
knowing or realizing his nature until
warned by a neighbor, when she made a hasty retreat. The animal was shot soon after
by one of the circus employes. Otto Mable,
one of the elephant trainers, by his heroic
Mr.
efforts saved 18 elephants of the herd.
Bailey said this msrninfe to the Associated
Press reporter that #100,000 would probably
The lost animals and all the
cover the loss.

and the fog bell was sounding constantly. I
first saw the colliding steamer off our starShe was showing white and
board bow.
green lights indicating that she was shaping
her course to starboard. We could not shift
our position, being anchored, and with the
tide ebb. The steamer soon ported her helm
and attempted to cross our bows. The tide,
however, not being rightly judged, settled
the vessel on our hows cutting ner to tho
water’s edge. I cannot say whether it was
Whatthe Schelten that collided with us.
ever vessel it was, she proceeded on her
course and soon disappeared in the darkness.
We remained at anchor during the night and
were piloted to Dover at 7 o’clock the next

i.sz

Begin

Time.

Briuokpobt, Conn., Nov. 21.—The fire
which broke out last night in the winter
quarters of Barnum M Bailey’s circus at
Bridgeport, destroyed the large main building, in which were stored all the principal
animals used In the show. .Nearly all of
them were destroyed, including foar elephants, five lions, seven leopards, six panthers, four kangaroos, six horses and a large
Among the elenumber of smaller beasts.
phants burned were Alice, Sampson and the
sacred white elephant. One of the large elephants escaped, and this morning was found
drowned In the Sound. Aside from this
the only animal that escaped beyond the
grounds was a large lion, which wandered
into Christopher Rickard’s barnyard, where

they proved useless in

1

Showman Will

Next Season’s Tour on

with

..

Veteran

The

reporter that the Scholten had just weighed
There
anchor when the collision occurred.
were 800 life belts on board and most of the

mysrii

FIRE.

BARNUM’S

a

passengers were

Parnell,

Mr.

said that his health was

There is now no doubt that Captain Toat went down with his steamer. Mr,
Robson, one of the passengers saved, said to
at Deal.

It

Buildings Burned in Camden.

F.

understand the logic of history.”

bridge. The sea was of the
calmest. Our lights were burning brightly

Contests In the Senate:

on

of the victims of the sinking of the steamer W. A.
Scholten by {collision with steamer Rosa
of Dover, England, have floated ashore

Since 0 0 C10CK.
were on the

REISSUE.

Hugh Robb, Jr., Balleyville.

Daniel B. Uucas, who holds an appointment from Governor Wilson of West Virginia, as United States Senator from that State,
He has sent a
has arrived in Washington.
brief to every member of the Senate setting
forth the grounds on which he claims the
seat, and the reasons, as he views them, why
the election of Judge Faulker by the West
Virginia legislature at Its special session
should not be regarded as valid. Mr. Lucas
says he is quite confident of the legality of

cial

London, Nov. 21.-T\vo bodies

Captain Webster, and with a crew of lti men.
On the night of the collision there was a
shifting fog. “At about 8.30,” he said, “the
collision occurred. We had been at anchor

MR. BAYARD’S PLANS.

Britishers.

Past.

she left

What the Americans Will Ask of the
Vr>n

the

List of Some of the Disasters of the

Daniel T. French, Limiugton.

VVnmr

next year is simply
for
itself
whether we shall give the Democrats all the
departments of the government ofas well as
politics
the executive. It’s the condition
of the country that the control of the entire
governmental machinery hangs on the next
election. That fact gives the coming Presidential campaign a supreme importance.
Then in case the Democrats are successful,
the country can look for a reorganization of
the Supreme Court, with Mr. Lamar at its
head, as the exponent of sound constitutional doctrine, as they view it in the section he
The man who does not think
comes from.
that a Democratic Supreme Court, such as
would be evolved, by the election of a Democratic President and Congress, would declare the war amendments invalid, does not

presents

was

Commissioners Hearing

the Standard Oil Cases.

Fell from Aloft.

(Nov. 21,1887.10.00 P.M.)
Thermo'te

suspected

church,

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

at

the

Phillips, Nov. 21.—The oldest citizen of
Phillips, Mr. Isaac Harlow, who was almost
94 years of age, died at his borne, Sunday
evening. Mr. Harlow was a drummer in the

•'Why do you look

worn, old

was

Washington, Nov. 21.—The Fisheries
Commission held its first meeting today in
the handsome diplomatic reception ;room at
It was an informal
the State Department.
conference and lasted less than an hour. No
attempt was made to enter into a discussion
The meeting
of the fisheries controversy.
was Held only to arrange the line of proIt was resolved that the first meetcedure.
ing should be held tomorrow, at 2 o’clock.
Stenographers will not be employed, but an
outline record of the proceedings will be
kept by the secretaries. At the end of every
session, all of tlie members will agree upon
and sign a formal statement of the result of
the day’s work. Third Assistant Secretary
Moore and Mr.. Bergne were chosen as offiThe frequency of the sescial secretaries.
sions cannot be foretold, but will depend enof obstacles In the
number
the
tirely upon
It is probable
course of the negotiations.
that the negotiators will not attempt to prebut fix
the
for
meetings,
scribe regular days
tile day tor the next meeting at the conclusion of each session.
Perhaps the most important conclusion readied today was a resolution unanimously adopted to keep the
proceedings of the negotiations secret, until
The statement
the conclusion of the work.
is authorized by Secretary Bayard that any
article that may appear purporting to tell
what has been done at any meeting will be
entirely unauthorized and must be purest

Belief that the Rosa Nlary
Steamer in Fault.

GENERAL FOREIGN KLWS.

declaration to make that touches any point
The question that
of business interest.

ILL FATED SCHOLTEN.

THE

Clve Their Side
Captain and Wate
of the Story.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

be

Will

Secretary Bayard Says That No Outsider Can Learn What is Done.

BROS.

old

Work

Interstate

Ladles’ 25 cent Cash,
Gloves fur 25 cents, or one

nov22

the

much pleased by the kindly feeling which prompted the conveyance to me. and beg to assure you
that the pleasure thus afforded Is fully equal to
that which I should experience by the retention of
the lot which I reeonvey.
Yours, very truly,
Grover Cleveland.”

Carried Forward.

2 pairs

RINES

Meeting.

and When

How

50 CENTS FOR 25 CENTS.
puir for 13 cents.
S o’clot k.

Hblds its

Fishery Commission
First

SALE.
mere
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circle around the lamp, and In a first order
letfs is 6 feet 4 inohes la diameter by 4 feet

elevation.
by making

flame of sufficient volumeij-v-**’^
the exact centre of the described drjga, a
lixed white light is the result By substituting a red chimney for one of plain or natural glass, we obtain a fixed red light To
produce a revolving or flashing light, the
lens drum is made polygonal in shape Instead of circular, and it may have from six
to 24 sides, according as the time between
By rotatflashes is to be longer or shorter.
ing this apparatus around the lamp we obtain a flashing light: and it will be red or
white according to the colot of the chimney
used.
For a fixed light varied by flashes, the lens
drum is formed especially for the purpose
and is composed of alternate plano-convex
and annular (bnlls-eye) sections. By causing this to revolve around the lamp we get
a light of the character named, and the kind
of chimney used will make it either red or
white. The western light at the Cape Elizabeth station is a light of this character, and
it shows a flash of four seconds, a partial
eclipse of six seconds,followed by fixed light
of 30 seconds, every 60 seconds. No color
it
therefore white.
and
is
is
used,
Now, suppose the distinctive characteristic
of the light Is to b« fixed white, vailed by
red flashes. This result is obtained by placing panels of red plate glass in front of each
of the annular or “bulTs-eye” sections of a
lens like the last one described. The red
panels revolve with the lens, and a red flash
is exhibited to the observer every time a
colored panel passes between him and the
flame. The spaces between the rad panels
will show a fixed white light. Of course the
reader understands that a plain glass chimIf it were a red one, the light
ney is used.
would be fixed red, varied by red Hashes, and
the red uanels would be superfluous. If a
lens be formed with all annular or bull’s-eye
sections (polygonal) and panels of red glass
be fixed io and in front of every other section, by revolving it around a flame covered
with a plain chimney we get an alternate red
and white flashing light.
If the red, vertical panels cover only every
third section of the lens, we get still another
distinction, two white flashes, succeeded by
a

red

a

one.

..

In all revolving or flashing lights there Is a
partial eclipse between the flashes, which becomes total if the observer Is distant, say
half the light's irungefof visibility and far-

ther.

The sev, ral degrees of size and intensity,
and the many degrees of length of Hash and
seconds to
interval, varying from a few
three minutes, together with other combinaof
tions, of which 1 have only given some
the simpler ones, is what makes the Fresnel
of
other
method
light
system superior to any
house illumination.
Another distinctive feature, Introduced
within a few years, is the white light with
This is for harbor or inland
red sector.
lights only, and the object is to cover either
dangerous shoals or the channel approaches
by a beam of colored light. A narrow strip
of red glass is fixed in the lantern (not lens)
of just sufficient width so that the divergent
red rays will illumine the safe course or
track of vessels bound for or from the har-

bor.
The Ram Island light, near the entrance
to Boothbav, Is a beacon ol this description.
It is a fixed white light, with two fixed red
rays, one covering the eastern, the other the
western approach, from seaward, to Booth-

bay harbor.
Lighthouse illumination, from the time of
with a wood lire at its
Egypt,
onmi.iit
It
P
UMi
down tn
Rn.
the Pharos of

lightening the World” with her torch of
electric light, forms one of the most interesting chapters in the whole range of physics.
INews from North Haven.

Capt. James L. Crockett of the F. II.
Smith intends spending the winter in
Florida.
Mr. C. L. Staples purposes sending two ol
his vessels (the C. H. Haskell and Amy
Wixon, Capts. Fred Lewis and Willie Brown)
to Ipswich Bay, trawling, the coming winter.
Mr. Staples believes it preferable for the
vessels to die in the harness rather than at
the wharves.
Capt. W. U. Banks has recently met with
a sad bereavement in the death of bis aged
mother. She died on the morning of the
18th inst.
The Marine Hospital on Widow’s Island,
Fox Island Thoroughfare, is nearly comis an
pleted. at a cost of over $.'*),oua II.ItGlover
imposing brick edifice, built by W. has furof Hock land under contract, and
nished scores of the island men with wurlc
during the summer and fall.
The clam canning factory,
!“f"7
will suspend
agomcut of Mr. Arthur Blown,
operations very shortly, thus depriving
a maiket for clams, for
many fishermen of
23 cents per
whkh they have been receiving
b
in
Union
school
Hall,
singing
under the tutorshlpof Mr. Jefferson Coombs,
closed last Monday evening after a very Interesting term of 24 lessons. It was fully
attended, and Mr. Coombs purposes giving a
concert very shortly to show the proficiency
of the home talent.
The free High School, under the tutorship
of Mr. Burton, commenced last Monday in
Union Hall, with nearly 40 pupils in attend-

The'free

ance.
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are m all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
Communications that are not
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day.
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Acknowledging with sincere gratitude the sigrevelations of the impartial goodness of Al-

nal

mighty God. the creator of all and the giver of
every present good, which have been vouchsafed
to us In the inestimable blessshigs He has bestowed upon us throughout the past year, and lu
accordance with a venerated custom, and the
recommendation of the President of the United
States, with the advice of the Executive Council,
I do hereby appoint

Thursday, November giih, 1SM7,
a day of
public Thanksgiving and praise.
For the continuance of plenty; for prosperity
In all our material resources; for freedom from
the destroying pestilence; for ihe marked pgpgress of religion, education and the great temper
mice and other mural
reforms; for the growing
strength of the principles of civil and religious
liberty established by the Fathers; for air the
causes for Individual gratitude, let all the people
of this State, abstaining from tlieir usual secular
as

employments and assembling in tlieir places of
public worship or around llieir family hearthstones, offer heartfelt thanks to the Heavenly
Father.

Remembering also that losses and sorrows are
common lot of
humanity, let the people
cherish thoughts of tenderness and
charity and
make glad the hearts of the poor and suffering by
sympathy and generous gifts of material aid.
the

Given at the Counell Chamber in Augusta this
eighth day of November, iu the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyseven, and of the independence of the United
States of America, the one hundred and twefth.
JOSEPH R. BOUWELL.
By the Governor.
Oramandal Smith, Secretary of State.
Mr. O’Brien has circumvented the jailors
and got a new suit of clothes. To guard
against their being stolen he will have to go

Junior year when he was recalled to China
by the home government. But Hong Yen
Chang did not stay long in China. There is
in New York a very large colony of Chinese,
among whom there is not one lawyer, although their appearances in the courts both
as plaintiffs and defendants are by no means
rare.
The young student conceived the idea
of becoming a lawyer for these people, and
applying himself to study, graduated from
Columbia College Law School with honor.
But Chang's difficulties were not over. On
applying for naturalization paper as a preliminary to examination for admission to the
bar, he was informed that the law of the
country alluwed only white and black men
to be naturalized. Being neither white nor
black, but of a mugwumpish yellow, Chaug
was barred out.
Then his case was carried
before the legislature of New York and an
act was passed allowiug him, though an
alien, to practice law before the courts, provided he could pass his examinations.
These examinations be passed most creditably, but, when he presented himself to be
sworn, the justices of the Supreme Court,
Judge Brady alone dissenting, decided that

NEW DEPARTMENT.

CHOICE MUSCATEL RAISINS
loose this
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is said to regard the
President’s cabinet as a rather slow going,
sleepy affair which needs to be waked up.
Mr. Dickinson proposes to undertake the
job. It is a pity he did not undertake it before Mr. Garland was caught in the toils of
Don M. Dickenson

the Pan Electric and Mr. Bayard
dered to Sir Lionel West.

surren-

The St. John board of trade lias been holda series of meetings to discuss commercial union. So little interest is taken in the
subject that though the board includes in its
membership a large part of the mercantile
and its community of St. John the average attendance on professional meetings has
not exceeded a dozen. “At the present rate
of progress," the St. John Sun declares

ing

“commercial union will not become
issue in St. John for several thousand

a

live

years.”

Deputy Collector of Internal Revenue
Murphy is quoted as saylug that “licenses
have not been issued by him in any case in absolutely fictitious names.” It would be interesting to know what Mr. Murphy means by
“absolutely fictitious.” Perhaps he means
that while he has not allowed rumsellers to
manufacture names, he has allowed them
to borrow others’.
This much Is sure,
that they have taken out licenses in
other than their own names. We believe
that this is a violation of the spirit of
the law

and contrary

past.

to the

usages of

the

_

The responsibility for the terrible collision
in the English Channel which resulted iu the
loss of over one hundred lives will undoubtedly be fixed by a British court of enquiry.
Each vessel claims that the other was at
*.. 1 *

^

t:l.lu
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ii. .c

both should share the blame. But it is Dot
necessary to wait for a court of inquiry to
determine where the responsibility for the
bad condition of the sinking steamer’s boats
rests. The officers of the vessel are solely
responsible for that. One of the foremost
duties of the captain of a passenger steamer
is to see that the means of escape—the life
boats and the life preservers—in case of a
_^

disaster to the vessel are at all times available. In this case most of the boats wer«T
Jn

such

to be useless.
TnWfwia no reason to doubt that many of
the people, w ho perished would have been
saved bad these boats been fit for service.
a

condition

as

astronomer Lockyer has surprised the scientists of England with a new
theory of the constitution of the universe.
As Lockyer is a distinguished astronomer
and his new theory was set forth in a paper
read before the Royal Society, it comes to
The

English

the public
worthy of

with abundant vouchers that it is
consideration. It is summed up
in tbe statement that all the self-luminous
bodies in the celestial spaces are composed
of masses of meteoric vapor, produced by
heat brought about by the condensation of

meteoric swarms by the force of gravity.
This theory revolutionizes certain departments of astronomical science, since it removes all the present distinctions between
stars, comets and nebulie, attributing their
differences, as revealed by tbe spectroscope,
simply to variations in temperature. Lockyer, who has pursued his researches with
the spectroscope, has reproduced all these
variation in miniature by warming a meteoric fragment placed in a vacuum tube;
tbrougli which an electrical discharge was
passed. lie obtained all the grades of the
spectra, from the pale nebula to the comet in
perihelion and to a star of considerable brilliancy, merely by increasing the heat of the
substance within the tube. This hypothesis,
if accepted, will undoubtedly have most important results to the science of astronomy.
One English eulogist even goes so far as to
say that it will "weld all previous knowledge
into one harmonious
whole.” But Mr.
Smalley cables to the New York Tribune
from London that it is as yet received by
men of science under all reserves.
A Canadian View.
The Halifax Chronicle apparently has little expectation that the Fish commission

will accomplish anything.

It assumes that
the first question taken up will be the construction of the Treaty of 18!8 and that the
Canadian construction will be sustained.
Then the question will arise whether theie

solution in any other direction. A money
compensation, says the Chronicle, will neither be conceded by the Americans, nor accepted by the British. Canada might be willing to accept a settlement on the basis of the
reciprocity treaty of 1854, the Chronicle believes, but it also believes that the American people will not agree to a new treaty of
free interchange of natural products, a treaty that in the Chronicle’s opinion “would be
too manifestly advantageous to Canada, and
would not seem correspondingly advantageous to their side.” A new interpretation of
the treaty of 1818 and limited reciprocity being eliminated as possible means of settleis

a
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but unrestricted reciprocity or commercial
union, and it considers it “eminently probable that Mr. Bayard will propose commercial
union as the most satisfactory solution of
the whole difficulty.” But the Chronicle
dispairs of a settlement on this basis, because Sir Charles Tupper,
the Canadian
commissioner, and Sir John Macdonald
“represent a body of men whose only aim is
to build up great monopolies in Canada."
The most curious feature of the Chronicle’s
article is the assurance with which it undertakes to say that Mr. Bayard will offer unrestricted reciprocity or commercial union.
The Chroicle ought to know that an offer
from Mr. Bayard of that kiud would amount
to nothing. He would have no authority
whatever to carry it out. Beoiprocity im-

Important changes
law which neither Mr. Bayard
plies

in our tariff
nor his comCongress alone can
mission can make.
make an offer of reciprocity that will be

The Troubles of Hong Yen

Chang.
Hong Yen

The tribulations of young
the Chinese lawyer of New York,
illustrate very well the heighth and strength
of the wall that has been erected against his
people. Hong Yen Chang is one of ten most
promising Chinese youths whom the Pekin
government sent to this country to be educated about ten years ago. After a course of
study in preparatory schools Hong Yen
Chang entered Yale College; and had entered with honor upon the studies of the

SHAW & CO.,
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Support home Industry.
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WINTER OVERCOATS!

__dtf

C. A. PERRY, 245 MIDDLE STREET.

We are now' showing one of the largest and finest
liues of Winter Overcoats ever shown in Portland.
Prices ranging from

Roble’s Speech

Ex-Cov.

Furs

nov5

Repaired

in the Best Manner.
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Feature Combination

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S FURS

CHANGE OF PROGRAMME THURSDAY.
Admission. Boys' Gallery 15 eents. Balcony
25 cents. Orchestra chairs 35 cents.
Noth*—
A lew choice reserved seats 60 cenls.
Matinee
admission, 15 cents. Reserved Seats 10 and 20
cents.
nov22dtt
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found in the

Gentlemen’s FUR COLLARS and
fur store.
MUFFS made over and reCUFFS made to order.
lined. We advise all those in need of Furs to
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Street.

Just received the second lot of Real Alaska Seal
Sacques and will offer them at lower prices than
ever.
Every garment sold at my establishment I
OTTER SACQUES, exwill warrant a perfect fit.
Call and get prices at
sizes.
tra lengths and good
the Reliable Fur Establishment of

eodGnt_

noYia

Doors open at 2.00 p. in.; Performances at 2.30
ami 8.00 p. in.

Largest and Finest Selecti

the

Knowltox,.Manaokb.
OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.

C. H.

—

BargainsinSealSacques!

artificial flavoring. Manufactured and

No

Clear.

congress

ppp. Lincoln Park.

city, in Beaver, Otter, Lyf#, Coon, LECTURE
BY
Op jossum, Skunk, Hare, Cony, Bear and all the
Rev. J. W. BASH FORD, Ph. D.
in
found
a
first-class
other fancy furs that arelto be
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C'hroiuut Mtreel .H. K. ( bnnh, Turadnf
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and 235 middle Slreets.

25TS THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,“SSESEBSSTHi:

from the outset by the sympathy, even of
those who have ruled against him. President Porter, of Yale, and Professor Dwight
of the Columbia Law School, have been his
friends, and the Legislature of New York
has done all it could for him.

eoutr

—

lvtalag,lV«r.9SI, 1897.
of Europe.”
Reserved seats at Stocltbrldge’s, 35 cents; Ad-
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chasing Elsewhere.

ui inirty years.—Engage*
Comedian, Mr.

greatest success
ment of the

ine

NAT C. GOODWIN,
(His

OUR PRICES are the LOWEST

first appearance here in years,)
his own Comedy Co., and first production in this city of the most popular comsuccess
ever known, by Mark
edy
Melford, Esq., entitled

Supported by

TURNED UP.
CARAWAY BONES,
(Jeneral dealer, MR.
Each performance
that laughable

SOMERS BROS.,
No.459 Congress

EStj., Undertaker

Lend Me Five

Street,

and

NATO'. GOODWIN.
with
One-Act Farce,

to commence

Shillings.

MB. GOUGHTLY, Mu. Nat C. Goodwin.
“Greeted with galea of laughter and a cyclone o
merrliaeut.”—Chicago Herald, Oct. 25.
Press imtl Public l iiauliuous.

Evening prices, $1.00, 75. 50 and 35 cts. Matinee prices, 75, 50 and 35 cts. bale of scats comnovlsdtd
Saturday, Nov. 10.

mence

$0.00

Among the speakers at the meeting of the
National Grange at Lansing, Michigan, was
Hon. Frederick Ruble, of Maine. Of his
speech the State Republican, of Lansing,

$30.00.

-to

bis consideration of the theme did him great credit.
Beginning with tire early history of New England,
be marked t lie progress of events that characterized the settlement of that section, from the landing of the Pilgrim lathers on Plymouth Rock to
the present era, ids eloquence of words measuring
with magnitude and solemnity those stirring
anuais. Tile influence of the early fathers of New
Euglaud has followed the history of the Nation

TURKISH

LANCASTER BUILDING, NO. 470 CONGRESS ST.

PRUNES.

broad laud, aud they have Ailed

au

uuusual

WThSteodtf

nov2

The Andover Review for November.
This mouth the Andover Is largely devoted to
discussions and polemics growing out of the recent meeting and action of the American Board.
One question to be settled is the relation sustained
by the Board to the Churches. Is tills relation
that of dominance, or dependance. Besides this
primary point, there are others touching Hie doctrinal issue, the action of tlie majority, a review
of the action taken at Springfield, and a resume
of current comments. But Uns wide range by no
means exhausts the resources of the Andover.
There are other articles and very good ones, on
Paul's Theology, Idealism, and The Open Door
Which None Can Sttut. Book reviews bring up
the rear with notes on German Theology, having
special reference to the present drift of German

METAL SKYLIGHTS
Stores and
for
And VENTILATORS,

E. VAN NOORDEN &

All grades, all kinds, all sizes, all prices.
We have a fine stock of the above
goods at prices that working
men will appreciate.
As a special inducement to customers we
are selling and shall sell

CLOAKS !
Having purchased

a

and first quality
less than the
Call aud get
No prices

LADIES'and MISSES' CLOAKS
bankrupt sale in New York,

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund 6oid 4s, due 1927.
We will receive Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1,
1888, in exchange for the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

WOODBURY I MOULTON,

Ladies’
Heavy Kersey
Jackets at $5; good
value at $8.

MiddleStreet, Portland, Me.,

218

—offer fob sale—

Portland & Oedensburjj
Maine Central consols
Portland & Kennebec
•
City of Portland
City of Portland
»
City of Bath

•

■

•
•

6’s
7’s
6’s
6’s
4’s
4’s

and other first class Investment securities,
eodtf
sept 10

PULLEN CROCKER

l CO.

RAYMOND'S
VACATION

EXCURSIONS.
All Traveling Expenses Included.
p rty will leave BOSTON, MONDAY, JANUARY 16, 188S, in a
New and Magnificent Traia of Vealibnled
Pulluuia Palace Car., with Pallman
Palace Di.in«-6.r Attached.
—

fixihnngc.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

Frank C. Crocker.
Stanley T. Pullen,
dec]eodti

WANTED.
Portland City Bonds, matur-

ing November, 1887,
AND

—

Portland Water Co.

Bonds,

maturing April I, 1888.
We offer in exchange,
choice

a

linejyfsecurities.

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,
ISO Middle Street,

to

AND

Portland, Me.

Sale,

26 SHARES
MERCHANTS’

National Bank Stock
II. M. PAYSON & CO.

Ten Returning Parties from California, under
special escort, and the ticket. n!.o good on all

warning

to invest a dollar
get one of COE,
the
double
worth
amount, as ibis
Fall he will sell one with Silk
aud
It to be
guarantee
Trimmings

MIDDLE STREET.

for Piano.

Many good Piano Pieces in a year are given in
l)it son & Co.’s MONTHLY HISIIAI.
KKt'OKD.
($1.00) in addition to valuable
lists of new music, good reading and a large
quantity of good songs.

BOOKS MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.
Oliver Ditson & Co.,
novl

Boston.
eod&wtc

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 187b.

/~ru

'mk

BAKER’S

flLjrealfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
^'a,;oaf from which the excess of
Oil bos been removed. It has three
times.the strength of Cocoa mixed

IIf
M

IN
Bin

IJM
H
M
m

Arrowroot
Sugar,
|\H with‘IStarch,
economtand *8 therefore far
than
less
onf cent
I Iflx cal» costing
is delicious, nourishing,
| 1 m cup. It
j | B | | strengthening, easily digested, and
I tj |R In admirably adapted for invalids
I
for persons in health.
well
or

|!

Hi Mn

more

a

as

W. BAKER & CO., Dorcbester, Mass,

W. IIAV.TIOND,
296 Washington St., (Opp. School St.), BOSTON,
nov21d3t
MASS.

The General

Dressing Cases in Plush ami Leatherfor presentation or travellers' use. Nothing so compact, neat
and convenient. Cheap at

Agency of the

m ENGLAND MUTUAL
Life Insurance
OF

Company

BOUTON, MANN.,

16 & 17 Oxford

MIDDLE STREET.
nov21

LAMNOIVS Jewelry

Store.

t It Middle Street.

0Ct25dtf

Otter, Beaver, Coon, Lynx, Bear, Monkey, Black
Hare, Black Martin, and all the Fashionable Styles.

IN

PORTLAND

BY

Geo. C. Shaw & Co., A. L. Millett & Co., M. A. Dillingham, Small & Ricker, Geo.
McKenney A Co., S. F. Hunt, G. A. Guptill, M. J. O’Connell, J. F. Norton, John
W. Smith, John S. Fitz, Johnson A Lambert, Plummer Bros,,!. W. Shaw, Frank
W. Buxton, C. W. Lombard A Co., James DeWolfe A Co., M. W podslde, E. C. Farrington, F. A. Billings, A. R. Winslow, M. A. Jewell & Co., Sullivan A Osgood, t.
A. Chase, Morrill A koss, B. E. McDonough.

which

selling

we are

H?

__eodt5m

oct27

UNDERWEAR!
MILLETT, EVANS

& CO.

1 lot Men’s
Shirts and Drawers
I lot Men’s W hile Norfolk and New Brunswick

at$1.25 each.

GRADES

ALL

SUITINGS IN

St.

,,,

Lsidles’^Nsifnrnl
^I'nUltnc'ol
each.
worth

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS
Order*

by

mail

or

telegraph

for $18.00.

FROM $8.00 TO $30.00.

FalmoutH

Under

208 MIDDLE
uovl7

per cent,

JOSEPH CLEAR V, Manager,

Sep&COnBrOMSt"

BoSt°n>

HISTORY. LITERATURE. TRAVEL.
Delightful Illustrations obtained by Hr. Stoddard, m Europe last summer.

Hotel,

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

eodtf

the

MaB|8m

Will

Ore I, INN7, «nd realianc
V. W. Hr««on, of H««ion
of Pnri*. Prnnrcj la*irarl«r
anil Critic.

onoM-nrr

tire month*.
lair

Taitiou Verm to member* of P. s. of A.
member of their families.

Day Class, Life and Antique,1 $20,
6,
By the month.
“
10,
Eveng Class"
3,
By the month.

RELIABLE CLOTHING! Fine

Our immense sale of Fine Overcoats and Fine
Suits for $15.00, $20.00 and $25.00, has never had
its equal in the history of our business.
Anticipating a deman 1 for High Grade Clothing
at moderate prices we have bought largely of the
prominent fabrics in popular styles and take pleaswhich for excelure in showing a choice stock,
and
lence in workmanship
perfection in fit is unsur-

lias

passed.

cox

C. J.

180—MIDDLE STREET—182
Near
novQ

BxcHange street
011

$25
6
10
3

“

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

COLCORD,
<ltf

MISS ALICE C. MOSES,
recent Graduate of the H.si.a "School ef Oratory.amt now employed In the Portland schools,
will receive prlrate pupils or form classes for Evenings and Saturdays. Vecal t'allare and I»rl•arie Kiprrsaiaa specialties. A class 111 tan
icaa l.itrraiare with Illustrative readings, will
be orgulzed as soon as possible.
Kkkekexce—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston,
Mass.
For terms and particulars call at 3 Deerlng
Place,«to 7 p. m.oct4eodtf
a

JUST ARRIVED.

Hats!
just received his New Fall
Shapes from (iuyer, Lamsen, Wiling

and Merrill, who make nothbat the tines! goods and most

desirable styles.

197 MIDDLE STREET.

SOLUBLE

Quinine
PRE8ULY

Pills,
MADE,

We have also received a new line of
Bents’ line Hand Sewed Congress and
Balmoral Boots, especially adapted to
Yonug Men’s trnde. The latest N. Y.
styles. A word to the farmer and laboring man. We are bound to sell you good
reliable goods cheaper than you can buy
them in Portland elsewhere.

Wyer Greene & Go.,
539 CONORESS STREET.

PORTLAND.

LUNG PROTECTORS,

eodtt

HOT WATER BOTTLES,
ANO OTHER SEASONABLE G000S AT

II. II. HAY &

SOY’S

PHARMACY,
1US

middle Street, Juuclioti Freest.

novlO___'‘-w

To Vessel Owners.
Port Clyde Marine Hallway has been thoroughly rebuilt, and is now In readiness to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction .Kuarauteed.
W. C. STIMPSON, JB..
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
deeldtiu

The

c\WjOOV^V
Fine Portrait

Photography.

NO. 514 CONCRESS STREET
NBTLAND, HIE.
Personal attention given to all sitting*.
eodt
JeS

Derebey,

or AT MUSI a, UHKECK,
will devote a few hours each day this winter to
the Instruction of pupils In the Greek language,
anelent and modern. Mr. Derebey Is a graduate
of the schools In Athens and of Amherst College,
and will he pleased to employ some time. If desired. in the private schools of this city, or to priMr. Derebey will be found at
vate pupils.

NO. 778 CONGRESS STREET.
eod2w*

novtu

A large Invoice of Laird, Sclioher k
Mitchell’s line
Philadelphia Boots,
Shoes and Slippers. These good* are
superior in tit, style and durability to
all otheis. Sold in Portland only by

WYER GREENE & CO.

iiB

FARRINGTON,

non members

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

Rev. C. A.

„

any

The evening class lias beeu arranged expressly
to accomodate those whose occupation or engagements prevents their attendance on the day class.
The only differences in the classes (excepting Oil
Painting of course) Is la the number of hours
available for work. Those who tnteml to become
memliers of either day or evening class, or to furnish scholarship»for friends, and who have not
already given notice of such Intention, will confer
a favor u they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard.
t>7 Emery St., Immediately or leave word at the
Society Rooms. Deerlng Block. For more complete Information, apply to any member of the
committee In charge.
E. R. Pierce, C. F. Davis, J. C. Stevens. Inez A.
noyl7eodtf
Blanchard. Committee In charge,

MEDICATED

Removes
Skin.
Imparts a Brilliant Transparency to the
For Sale by
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
Dealers.
all First-Class Druggists and Fancy Goods

_______——

of the

or

Elocution! Literature

COMPLEXION

MILLET, EVtNSmT^gg-g?
I10V19_

Kni'lATienal,.

jan24

HrSK

P

GLOVES.
ladies;

All seats reserved. Prices 25c and 35e. Reserved
seats now on sale at Stockbridge's. Mr. Small will
novlVdtf
not remain over Sunday.

113 I>GAR1, STREET.

Drawers at 62 l-2c.
1 lot Camel’s Hair aud Medlicot Shirts and
each.
Full line of Boys’ Scotch Mixture Underwear at 50c

Hid Gloves for
Don’t forget our 69c Embroidered Back
best in the market for that price.

_dlw

11*

J.

BOYS’ UNDERWEAR, TO CLOSE.

Specialty.

a

Kealizatlon of a tour in the Sultan's Capital on
the Bosphorus. Kevelatious of Turkish home life.
The fascinations of the Orient

His Great Lecture,

m

$2.00

HOMOEOPATHIC

2

Birthplace In London. Glimpses of Newstead Abbey. Byron's Life at Cambridge. An unfortunate
marriage. Foreign travels. Byron at Ml.ssoloughl.

“SOCIETY THUGS!”

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

W ool Vests and Pants, price $1.62 each,

..

CHEMISTS, l.onrlou, England.

margin of

N0.2.LCS#rOn.

City Hall, Saturday Evening, November 26th.

Full line of Ladies’ Jersey Vests, white, long and short sleeves, prices

simply
nlyili half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus

a

Thp. fatal IdftH

Rev. Sam Small

UNDERWEAR.

1 ease Ladies’ Vests and Pants 37 l«2c each.
at 50c
1 ease Ladies’ Vests uiid Pants, Silk trimmed, nicely linished,
at 75c each; also
1 full line Ladies’Vests and Pants, extra quality,
full line of Ladies’ Vesls ami Pants al $1.00, #1.25 and $1.50.

or

on

fur the* world

of march.

iuA o Constan-

Come and Examine Our New Neckwear I

a

Bought and sold
and upward*.

Advent of the world’s conqueror. Ca-sar, In solife. Years upon years of brilliant conquests.

ViftnHniK* <*triiL'i/lH

DRAWING SCHOOL

Scotch Wool Shirts and Drawers at 75c, well worth #1.
^Vlotfllen’s Camel's
Hair Sliiris and Drawers at 48c each, bargains.

a

a

Co..

Julius
Ccesar.

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART.

Wc offer to-day an extra bargain in Men’s Scotch Wool full regular
at #1.25
made heavy Winter Weight Shirts and Drawers, all sizes,
each, regular $2.00 goods.
at 92c each, regular
1 lot Men’s Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers

us

jrANIiSBPPN A

■

cial

s

SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR TO-DAY!

save us
use

TftS&wly

IVIv* I
liOs I

IiOiOi tlnoplo.

a large and elegant line of Overcoats in all the latest styles in Black, Blue and Brown, at lowest
rices ever named. We can show a fine line of

it

our

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
w «*SK1

SALK

Particular attention
Young IVIen is called
CiKATKFlTI,—COM FORT I NO
of
our
to
Kersey, Milton and Rough
Nobby Styles
Epps’s Cocoa. Overcoats, made Extremely Fashionable, with VelKREAKEAMT.
vet Collars,Welted Seams,Silk Sleeve Linings, with
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and
Cloth, Serge and Silk Body Linings.
careful application of the fine
trition, and by
.‘.as
These garments are handsomely made and any
Mr.
well-selected
Cocoa,
Epps
properllesof
breakfast tables with
delicately
provided
flavored beverage which may
ordinary figure can be fitted as well as in the best
many heavy
of such
doctors' trills. It Is by the Judicious
custom make, and at much less price.
articles of diet that constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough hr resist every tenChildren’s Overcoats, sizes 4 to 14, in prices from
dency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
floating around
ready to attack wherever $4.00 to $15.00.
there Is weak point. We may escape many
ratal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
Boys’ Blue Chinchilla Reefers, size 6 to 14 years,
properly nourished frame.”
pure blood and
Civll Service Gazelle.
at
lowest
milk. Sold
prices._
Made
with boiling water
are

COE, 197~Middle

RECEIVED!

a

dl*

371-2 c

OVERCOATS

a

Building,

re-

__"

nu-

Has been Removed to Booms

Dec. 2d and 9th.

by Grocers everywhere.

sysend for descriptive circulars, designating
whether book relating to Mexico or California
tours Is desired.

REMOVAL

Friday Evonines, Nov. 25th,

$1.50 to 1.00

-

[The 8th and 9th Stockbrldge.]
New course. Indorsed by tremendous audiences
In Brooklyn, Philadelphia and Chicago.

as

Sold

California Kxcui.ion..—DecemJanuary 2, 12, 16 aud 23; February
March 8 and 12.
I. A. WHITCOMB.
W. RAYMOND.

All,Wool.
197

Method

Mexico.
Date, of
ber 6 and 8;
2, 7 and 20;

LADIES’
$1.00 HATS! FURS.
one
in a hut can

Analytical

Tn

_

COE.

(*1.00) by Beoht, is not new,
book with teachers, (for the first

addition to above, a parly will leave Boston
Mondav. March 12. In a train of Vestlbuled Pullman Palace Cars, with Dtniug-car, for a Tour of
47 Days through the Soulhern Mime. and

novlsi

Any

iak’s
(76 C.)

—

32 Exchange Street.

Chang,

!

STATES,

principal

Piano.

Schumann’s Album- ($1.26). Good,brief
fairly easy pieces.
A simple and easy “beginners” book is Bel-

—

Special trains, with special time schedules, In
the
order to bring all picturesque sections ot
cities
All the
route luto daylight view.
to be visited, and Ten Days in the City of Mexico.
Side trips to numerous points of iuterest, Including a Mix Day.’ Kxcur.ion over the Pit larC.que Mexican Hailway, witb visits to Puebla, the Pyramid of Obolula, Tlaxcala. Orizaba,
and the Tropics. A Complete Hound of California, with choice of routes returning, and the time
on the Pacific Coast to be extended at pleasure.

octl_____**d
WE
OFFER

Subject

..

CALIFORNIA.

CHARLES HEAD & CO.
({notations constantly displayed.

Classics,
Easy pieces in excellent taste.

but a favorite
easy pieces.

MEXICO,
—

ROSTON,

—

FOB A

THROUGH THE SOUTHERN

CORRESPONDENTS,

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

for

Fairy Fingers.

Grand Tour of 82 Days.

Private Wire to New York and Boston

NEW YORK

titf

novl8

_

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
menbrni of the N. Y.

($1.00.)

SHINE’S
NEW YORK STORE.

Nquare.
eodtf

(*1.00). Has had an exwhich it well deserves.

Young People’s

A

Bankers and Brokers,

success,

LECTURES at CITY HALL.

1.75

...

$25.00 SATIN LINED

FOR

The New classical Pianist ($1.00) just
out, eontalns a truly admirable selection from the
best works of the best modern piano composers,
such as Jensen, Bargiel. Kubenstein, Seiss, Hollaender, Godard, Liszt. &c.; In all 42 pieces by 35
different masters, giving a very unusual variety,
and keeping up the interest of the player from
beginning to end. Medium Difficulty.

ceptional

3 STODDARD

ANOTHER LOT OF THOSE

OF EMINENT MERIT.

Piano Classics.

dtf

I1UV22

nov

]Yew Piano Collections

$2 upward.

Former lady pu-

Waltzing Class-Monday Evening.

eodtl

Specially!

a

Tickets for Gentlemen, *1.00.
pils admitted without charge.

Course tickets f l.SO and $2.00. Evening tickets
and 75 cents. Now on Haig, at Stockbridge's.
Hall fare on the M C. R. R. to all holding tickets,

Market

C'lapp’ft Klock,

Misses’ and Children’s
Garments from

BALL,

50

iioviy

j. B. BROWN & SONS,

THE GROCERS.

marked outside.

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT.
461 CONCRESS STREET,

lOO

SO

W. L WILSON & CO., JUST

BROWN,

Ladies’ Newmarkets and
Raglans, in Black and
Brown, at $7.00
each; worth 15.

—

THANKSGIVING

75c
75c

Fine Satin Rhadames reduced from
Job lot Silk Mixtures 50c Dress Goods
duced to

nov!7

an

PLUSHES IT LOW PRICES.

5 GENTS PER POUND !

high and low overs at
cost of production.
convincing prices.

Stylish Rubber (Hoods

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.

of

Kid and Goat Common Sense and Opera
lasts, all widths, sizes and half
sizes. Only $2.00 per pair.

SO

BANKEBI,;

price

offer at

at

LADIES’

we can

Than Half Price !

Less

we

MEN’S WOOL BOOTS

large lot of

AT

Hall, Thur.du* Ercaiai, Not.
24, ISS7.
Tickets 75 cents, admitting Oent and Ladles.
UOV18
dlw
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

50c

16 inch $1.00 quality for
“
“
“
1.25
19
11
“
1.50 fancy
19
“
“
2.50
19

novl7

sell them

—ALSO—

CO.,

BOSTON.

■

KIP AND RUBBER

-OF-

—

—

.rferhaalc’a

sacrifice.

enormous

lar^e invoice of Fine Turk-

the low

_d6m

Bankrupt Stock

a

■

a

ish Prunes that

Dwellings.

Mills,

*33 t-?3rf''0n Avenue

at

WE OFFER FOR SALE

just received

Galvanized I non and Copper Cornice, and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

VINANCIAI.

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.

We have

pieces Plain Colored Silk Velvets

lOO

num-

]y4

BY THE

Thursday Evening, Nor. 24th.

beyond

ber of places of great honor aud trust. The blood
of New England mingles with that of every kindred current. But let the New Englander endgrate where be will, he never forgets but continues to love the pine woods, hills and valleys
of Maine, the granite hills and White Mountains
of New Hampshire, me Green Mountains of Vermont, tire sound and roar of the ocean as it breaks
upon Hie ruckbouud coast ol Massachusetts, the
lakes and cultivated hills of Worcester and Berkshire, the power aud influence of little Riiody, Hie
Charter Oak of ConnecUcut aud its beautiful river
hustling on to Hie sea. All presents itself iu review before the native of New England.
Gov.
Rohie dwelt in fond recollection on the farmer of
Marshfield and his honorable aud commendable
record. The Grange lias built up a powerlul
organization in New England and is fully represented at this National meeting.

BROS.

TURNER

Him OF FINE CLOTHIMi,

all of its remarkable revolutions, changes
aud progress down to the present period.
Tne
New
Englander has done his part in popii
typical
his
luting and developing the country
New Euglaud Home. Her sous and daughters
are found in every Slate, city aud town in this

GRAND THANKSGIVING BALL!

GREAT VELVET SALE

HASKELL & JONES,

through

SOMERS.

EDWARD

SOMERS.

—

confident the prices are us low' as any one can
An inspection of
sell the same quality of goods.
our stock will prove that we advertise only what
we cun back up.
are

as follows:
Ex-Gov. Ruble, of Maine, Master of Ills State
Grange, ami one of the most enthusiastic patrons
of agriculture that tills country lias ever presented, was the next speaker. He is hardy and
robust, of rugged constitution, aud a gentleman of
the old school. His subject w as New England, and

A.

PIERCE

We manufacture these garments and can guarantee them better trimmed and made than any to be
had from the Boston and New l ork markets, and

speaks

some

worth anything.

FOLLOWING

FRANK B. CLARK,

cr sioim.oo SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

ymuc

Jeff Davis beyond the reach of want for the
rest of his life. Contributions to it ought to
be conditioned on his remaining quietly at
home the rest of his day s.

opportunity^_

GEO. C.

he would not be admitted to the bar because
he was au alieu. Then Chang retraced his
steps aud, on the advice of friends applied
for naturalization pauers again. This application was granted, and the youug Chinaman will again apply for admission to the
bar, on the ground that he is now a naturalized citizen, and that the law of 1882 forbidding the naturalization of the Chinese
applied only to tiie cheap laborers, and not
to a professional man or student.
Though
the laws are most uncompromisingly against
him, Hang Yen Chang has been encouraged

Theme
juim

THE

We

GARDE*,

PARK

FURS! FURS I

Just received 200 boxes of Fine Muscatel ltaisins, crop Wild
Olive, Slipnanatis, Lily of the Valley, Ylang
of 1880. Three crown large fruit. Those wishing a tine
Blossoms,White Rose, Nilsson Bouquet,Violet.
not
should
a
low
at
Raisin
price
remarkably
to
cooking

to bed with them on.
A

Special Sale atof Woodworth’s
35c Per Ounce.
Fine Perfume

S CTS. LB.

AnrMKmjcNTN.

■UOILLANIOII*.

IHIH)8LL4N80DII.

HMCELLANBOIU.

Portland "School

ef Mieeography.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent tort be faligrupt.

Mist A. L. Sawyer. 637

TUL.
FREE

DRAWING

Congress

St.. Portland,

0._M.
SCHOOL

FOR

(IJe.

-A..
MECHANICS,

rath ¥ K AH.

This school will tie opened on Tuesday Evening,
Nov. 22d, at 7.15 o'clock, at .Vlechooic’s Haw*
anil will he continued four months free of charge
to mechanics. Journeymen, apprentices, or those
Intending to follow mechanical pursuits, from any
part of the state; two classes will be fornuMt; one
InArehlteetural and the other in Mechanical drawing; pupils will ne required to furnish themselves
with all necessary Implements and stationery; ftp
of openplications will be received until the Ctmtu
by W. S. LOWELL, Sec. of School
street.
Congress

day

ing

w RIG HIT

9

S

Best $0.00 Cabluet Photographs at

$3.75 PER

DOZEN,

Have taken the lead and the opportunity to secure
Dec. 1st. We emthese rates will continue until
that can be seploy the most skilful workmen
cureil care and attention being given to every deIs
one of the best
tail of the work. Our skylight
In the city, and our instruments and accessories
are

entirely

new.

We finished «. 100 Cabinets during August and
Septet! ber. This we eousidrr a very creditable
showing for a new Arm.
Every visiter Is assured of polite and courteous
attention at

5181-2 Congress St.
WRIGHT'S,
Jell
eo40m

Messing.

PRESS.

THE

Choice.19320

Malaj-'ers....

Good.17318

Store.16@16

Oranges.

TUESDAY MORNING, NOV. 22.

_

WIT AND WISDOM.
Illicit—Wliat's tlio matter with you to-night
Charlie? you look awfully glum.
1
niarllo—Matter enough] I went to my doctor
if I’d stop smoking it
yesterday and he said
would lengthen my days.
Buck—Well, did you stop?
Charlie—Yes; and the doctor was right—this
has been the longest day I ever lived.
"Breathes there a man with soul so dead, who
never to himself has said. I'll cure my aching head
with Salvation OH?” “Yes a few light weights."
Bully boy with a glass eye is what a chap termed
a bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. 25 cents.

KlorlUa—
4 1X1 tt 4 50
Valencia
Hasten)
Messina and l*aCan & Western..23324
Palermo i*hi,3 00.88 50 Limed.20@21

ej£$’..24325

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nov. 21,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Pori!
and 38 cars miscellaneous mercnandlse; for connecting roads 116 cars miscellaneous mercbau.
tlse.
_

Foreign Exports.
KORT-do-FRANCH. Brig E II Williams—26,276 ft lumber 0916 shooks and heads.
BllKNOS AYRES. Bark Cellua-423,272 feet
lumber.
_

Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by II. N Pinkham, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Saturday’s

First Speaker—Say, fellows, you don't know
what a bore this thing of wearing glasses Is; and
1 never have been aloe to get a pair that suited
both my nose and eyes.
Second Speaker—Well, you can’t expect the
tycs and nocs to be unanimous fur a thing.

quotations.

WHEAT.

Nov.

Dec.
76%
75%
766s
75%

Jan.
76%
76V*
76%
76%

Dec.
44%
44%
43%
44%

Jan.
44%
44%

Opening.

Highest.....76%

Lowest.74%

Closing....76%
CORN.

Are free from all crude and irritating
matter. Concentrated medicine only. Carte’s
Little Liver Pills. Y’ery small; very easy to take;
no pain; no griping; no purging.
Try them.

Nov.

Opening. 44%
Highest. 44%
Lowest.

44%

Closing. 44%

1

lowest..

Closing.26%

avocations

WHEAT.
Dec
76%

specimen:

"Can it be true that l am free
From that queer old pest, Ann Larrabee?
I am sure of tills, she once was mine;
But now, O Lord! 1 Iter to thee resign,
I am your
Humble ami happy servant,
John Labbauke.”

Nov
76%
76%
76%
76

Opening....

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing.

76%
75%
76%

Jan.
76%
77%
76%
77

_

European markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON.Nov. 21, 1887.—U. 8. 4s, 129%
LIVi.KP.AJL, Nov. 21,1887.—Cotton market—
Irregular;upiaiids 6 9-ldd; Orleans 6Mid: sales
8,000.bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing;.

OATS.
Nov.
27

Jpeulng....

27%

Highest...

Lowest.
4 losing.

...Nov 22

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool ...Nov 22
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool...Nov 23
Saale.New York..Bremen.Nov 23
Vancouver.Portland ...Liverpool ...Nov 24
Moravia.New York. .Hamburg. ..Nov 24
Valencia.New York..Laguayra...Nov 24

Circassia.New York..Glasgow....Nov
Schiedam.New York. .Amsterdam Nov

.New York.. Bremen.Nov
La Champagne... New York..Havre.Nov
Waesland.New York..Antwerp ....Nov
Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Brltauic.New York..Liverpool... Nov
Aller .New York..Liverpool...Nov
Ceplialoula.Boston.Liverpool.... Dec
EUie

Sunsets.4
Length of day
Moon sets ..11

08|HlgU

water

3SllleigUt

•—

j.

441

(... 8ft2
8 ft 3

1

...

n
in

•\1AK1NE

82%
8.3%

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

82

83%

Jan
44%
44%
44%
44%
Dec.
27%
27%

May.

48%
49%
48%
II48%
May.
30%
31

27

27

30%

27%.

27

81

[By Telegraph.]

Arrived.
Steamship Wintbrop, Bragg, New York— pas.
seugors and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NBT
Sell.) B Stinson, Stinson, Boston for Deer Isle.
Sell Inn.geue, Caudage, Bluelilil,
Sch Tivauo. Geyer, Bristol for Boston.
Sell Lewis R French, Newman, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Barque Ceiina, Mouutfort. Buenos Ayres -W &
C K Millikeu.
Brie E II Williams, Gould, Fort de France—J H
ltamlen & Son.
Sell David Torrey, Orne, New York-Eastern
,,

The lollowlng quotatious of stocks are receiver
dauv:
41
New York and New England Railroad.
116
donretS
4i W.192
C.
Atm.,Topeka an %4auta I*e Railroad. 93%
223%
Beil Telephone tj

cen'na.17%
48

Central 2d series
Mexlcan Central R 7s.
Mexican Central .48
sin

66%
lev's

Mexican Central.
8'iut & Pete Marquette Railroad com..
198%
..
di I ref
Boston & Albany.200
Calil. rma Southern Railroad.I 48
Boston & Maine Railroad. 207

(By Telegraph.]
NEW! TORE, Nov. 21,1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging lrom 4 to 6 percent;

Husband (Just starting for out of town): My
dear, here is a $50 hill.
Wife (hastily)—Oil, John, I'm ever so much
obliged 1
Husband—Which X wish you'd give to the tailor
for my new overcoat. He said be would send the
bill to-aay.
_

Prompt relief in sick headache) dizziness, nausea, constipation, pain in the side, guaranteed to those usiug Carter’s Little Liver Fills:
One a dose. Small price. Small dose. Small pill
Miss

Breezy—Oh yes, young

Mr. Wabash is im-

mensely wealthy, by Inheritance. He w as horn
with a stiver spoon in his mouth, you know.
Miss Shaw—was he, indeed? I should imagine

ft oml lie way he eats that
knife in his mouth.

he

was

born with a

_

The Breath of a chronic catarrl: patient is
often so offensive that he cannot go into society,
and he becomes an object of disgust. After a
time ulceration sets In, the spongy houes are attacked, and frequently, entirely destroyed. A
constant source of discomfort is the dripping of
the purulent secretions into the throat, sometimes
producing inveterate bronchitis, which In Its turn
lias been the exciting cause of pulmonary disease.
The brilliant results which have attended its use
for years past properly designate Ely’s Cream
Balm as by far the best, if not the only real cure
for hay fever, rose cold and catarrh.
“Mamma, where does Dod live?”
“Way up in the sky, my child.”
"Well, ueu, I seen him yesterday a tumniln’
dow n de telegraf pole, wtf a wire in his hand I”
(loon liouskeepers are fast finding out that a
pure Extract made by Joseph Burnett & Co., costing a cent or two more a bottle, goes farther and
makes the most delicious of dishes. Avoid goods
only recommended by their cheapness.
Among queer epitaphs, copied troin tombstones,
is the following, which recites the brief history
of a precocious child:
"Alas! why should I cry to-day.
Poor one who could no longer stay?
My darling little Hannah I
This child could lead and write and spell.

last loan 4, closing at 4. Prime paper at 6@H per
cent. Sterllii" Exchange is dull, actual business
at 4 82(0.4 82V* for «o-day bills and 4 8.‘>.a4 85V*
for demand. Government bonds dull and steady.
Railroad bonds dull but firm. The stock uarket
elosed heavy at or near lowest prices of the day.
no transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 271.892 shares.
» ue Hiiiowmg are lo-day’s quotations of Govern-

United States bauds, Ss..
New 4s, reg..!"b%
lion
Now as, coup.
New 4bis, reg.. .107%
108%
New 4%8. coup
Ueattil. Pacific Ists.1 i5/^
Denver & U. Ur. Ists..11 < Va
lOOy*
Brio 2ds.
Kansas Pacific Consols.101
Oregon Nnv. Ists.110%
H4%
Union Pacific 1st
do l aud Drains .-.
do Stnklns Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
dally by If. N. Putkham, No. 9 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.:
Nov. 19
Nov. 21.
Clos-

Open-

ing

ing

Open- Clos-

ing

ing,
bid

bid.
108% 108% 108%
N.Y. Central.108%
96%
96%
95%
Lake Shore. 95%
80%
Erie common. 80%
30Vs
29%
58%
c8
69
Canauasoutnern.
68%
Northwestern.112% 111% 112% 112%
77%
78
77%
77%
St. Paul.
41%
40%
41%
Omalia common.... 41%
68%
53
63%
Vs
68%
Union Pacific.
8' %
Western Union. 80%
80%
81%
21
20
20%
Oregon Xra'iseon... 20%
133% 133%
Delaware. L. & W. 183% 134%
104% 104%
Delaware a H.104% 104%
79%
79%
78%
Jersey Central. <9%
71%
70%
Fhila & Heading.
71%
70%
23%
22%
23%
Northern Pacitlc... 23%
40%
North. Pacific, pref 40%
40% 47%
38
38%
Pacific Mail. 38%
37%
Msouri paclfic... 3 92%
91%
92% 92%
21%
20%
20%
Kansas Texas. 20%
62%
61%
Loiisisvine & N.... 02
61%
42
42 %
N. Y. & N. E.41%
41%
2i
27%
Richmond Terminal 27%
27%
Scston Produce WSarKot.
BOSTON. Nov. 21.1887. -The following
day’s quotations ot Provisions. &e.:

Sell Perseverance, Willard, Rockland, to load
tor New York-J Nickerson & Sou.
Sch C V Minot, Hathaway, Maclitas—N Blake.
Sch W C l'eudletou, Webber, Damarlscotta—
N Blake.
Sell Majestic, Gross, Bangor—S W Thaxtor.
Scii John James, Powers, Bangor— ltensell &
1
Peerless, Orne, Southport—Kensell & Ta-

Sch'

Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duaton, for Boothbay-D
Choate.

to-

17 00517 75;short cuts 17 26 a,
17 76; hacks 17 75a 18 25; light hacks 10 75;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 7 % at %c P lb in tcs; 8<j8%c
In lo-lb pails; 8%@8%c in 5-lb pails.
Hams lOVbftllc according to size and cure;
pressed hams 11 <t 1 i %c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 6%c t> lb .country uo 6c
Bullet—Western extrafresli made creamery at
27 «28c: do extra firsts at 24 a,26c; do firsts 22a,
23c; New York f ill ma le creamery, extra at 203
27c; Vermont extra entry 26&27c.
Cheese—Northern cliolce at 12@19%c; Oliio
choice il% <Li2c; Northern sage at 12a,t3c. Jobbing prices %c hither.
Eggs—Eastern fresh 26 6 27: tome fancy higher:
do firsts 22(a24c; extra Vt and N H el 2'»a 57c;
choice Canada 22c; good to choice Western 21 %
23c: Midi Iran eiudee 23a25c ;Nova Scotia a. 24c;

Pork—Long cut

Beans—Clioite small N Y hand picked pea at
2 560.2 60 t’ hush; choice New York large hand
ed do-2 4Uo 2 65; small \ ermont hand picked do
at 2 75(c2 85
c hv—choice prime hay at (7 oilal3 00; fair to
goo.l at *16o0a)?10 00; Eastern line $12,i$16;
door to ordinary M2o .*14: East swale 10iS$l 1.
live sirnw. choice, 17 C4)gS18 00, some fancy old
liiglier; oat straw <833 So.
potatoes-Iloulton Hose at 7.3575c l> hush; do
Hebrons80c; Aiooslock Hose at 70.a73c; delicti lis at 7674780.

Poultry—Northern young fresh killed tiirdeys.
cliolce 14316c: do fair to good 12a 1 'c: Western
young fteli killed turkeys, choice 1 c; Northern
f cs.'i killed chickens, choice I4^16c, fair to good
10.512c.
Cattle Marxist:
By Telegraph. J
OHit'AOO, Nov. 21, 1887—Uattie market—receipts 11,000;shipments 8000; steady, fancy at
6 3oa6 65; shipping sieers 2 76i«5 oo; stackers
and feeders at 2 oo®3 20; cows, hulls and mixed
1 36o3 0; Texas cattle at 2 00fi3 20; Western
steers 2 6033 7<*.
flogs,receipts 86,000; shipments 6,000; market
closed strong; mixed 4 5064 96; heavy at 4 i5iy
6,16; light at 4 40 54 75; skips at 3 16®4 40.
8heep—receipts 6,000; shipments 1000; market
strong; natives at 3 0(J(S4 86; Western at 3 00®
Cq.3 76; Texans 2 2633 40. Lambs at 3 75 5,5 16.

Chicago

fw&wTT&S&pwtopofcethly

myb

FINANCIAL

AMFcOMMERCWL

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. Nov. 21.1887.
Business continues quiet in most departments,_
but values are generally llrmer, and In some In
The Flour market
stances excited and higher.
Is strong aud prices have been advanced again by
millers' agents 10 to ftc a barrel. A fair trade is
reported in grain with Corn and Oats about one
cent higher, while on Cotton Seed a reduction
will be noticed. Pork is excited and from 60c to
#1 better on all grades. Lard is up tic. Raisins
Poultry has
lower for Oudura and Valencias.
been in light receipt, but a liberal supply ir expected to-day (Tuesday). Turkeys command 18
(U1 He a pouud, Chickens 13«,l6c, Fowls ic@13c,
Lucks 16;a l6c, and Geese 13$16c, the quality of
which

is only fair.
loUowmg are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions. &c.:

The

r lour.

viram.

iHtMxdCoru. 04o64V4
Bu| eiluie and
low grades.2 75*3 75 Corn, bagilots—<'5.a,ou
Meal bag lots. ..C2ft*;3
X Spring and
4oa.41
XX Spring..* 16*4 36 Oats, car lots
Oats, bag lots
42(&44
Patent Spring
36
Been,
Cotton
Wheats.5 10*6
car lots..24 005x24 GO
Midi, straight
do bag...26 005x2 000
roller .4 60*4 75
clear do....4 25*4 6C Back’dBr’u
I
car lots. .20 005x21 00
3C
atone ground* 26*4
do bag. ..21 0O(g.22 00
lit 1.0U18 st’gt
22 005x25 00
ot
Middlings.
I
roller.4 75*6
clear oo— 4 76**% .do bag lots,21 00(a.2G 00
Provisions.
Wtliter Wheat
Patent*.6 00*5 2d IPork— ...18
Baeks
255x18 76
Fish.
I Clear ....17 765x18 00
CM. v qti—
60
Mess.lo
I
OOiglG
2£
1,urge Shore 4%&4
Large liauk.'i 76*4 Ot I Bed—
7 765x> 8 26
Mess.
lix
6(J
|
Small.3 00*3
8 76(00 26
Plate_
Pollock.2 25*3 25

I

_

Haddock.1 60*2
Hake.176*2

Kx Plate.
00
00 I I.aro--

0

25,88

Scaled

_

„„

•2 tOO ;»lds fine do 2 1 >r:'Z 80: 2800 hols -uperfme
2 0 /3 10; 1400 bbls extra No 2 ai 3 16«.J5o;
at 3 loift.5 O ';
exfr
7 90;) » hi* winter v.f
at 3 15 5 00. SoUlll11,4 tj 0t#‘s MlllUciSO...
• in 11 mi in
moderate request and linn; common
to fair extra at
2.>.©4 o>: good to choice d*» 4 1 >
,q,5 * u. iv\e Hour moderately ac ive and steady.
iviein.s 302, »o-» busu; exports 94.2,5
I.* sli, sales
302,000 hu spot; If©IV* better with a
fair business, partly for shipment; No 2 Spring
«*c fob; No 1 hard old 92c store; No 2 lied at
H1»a a8»*4 eiev, 89©90V4c delivered; No 1 Red
nominal »2e; No 1 White nominal at|90%c. Rye
I «»••»—reeeip s 285,250
is dull. Barley quiet.
push; exports 200 hush; sales i2'*.o» 0 <*ush spot;
hi her and moderately aetiva. closing firm; No 3
t 4‘/a ©of c; No 2 at 55%(© •*•*; store and elev.
bu.ah s
it his—receipts i38,' 1*0 in.sn, exports
i5 vooo hush spot; higher closing steady--No 3
2
at
35 v*'©
at 34% 'J No 3 White ...»a3.'»‘^c; No
3 ,%c; N 2 White at 3t>%,©37No 1 nominal; No 1 1 Whu eat 39c; Mixed Western at 34q
3oc; White do 37(©4lc. <;®:f«e—fair Rio quiet
at lotykc. f^wgHi is dull: refined is quiet: O at
5
ic; ExtraC at 5%;©oVse; While bxtra C at
6V2 ©•> 9 10c; Yeltow at 4%t©5c; olt \ at 5%c;
s ,»m.ard A at 0%c; Mould A 6 01-10 c; Confec A
OVir&o hO-loOc; cut loai and crushed not offered:
u«.v>«iered 0“4 u0%c .cranuialed 0 60-lOUc .t ubes
0 11-10at* 11-16c. enulfutn steady—united at
74%o. Pork firmer and tal ly active; mess quoted
14 15 .© 15 * o for new, 14 uo for old. Beet dull.
I,iti-d li gher ano strong, trade, however, quire
moderate—We tern steam at 7 50; city steam at
7 2.7 refined 7 55 lor Continent ;S A at / 75. Hmie» is firm with fair inquiry; Western at J3«.29c.
f))iv«*r quiet; Western at 9%©11 %c
rt .ghiM to Liverpool dull.t
* ftj* A Hit Nov. 21
l*87—The Fiour market is
winter patents quoted at 4 « 0©
Ann; choice
4 23 t> bbl. Southern winter at 3 00,©3 85; Michigan and Wisconsin winters 3 COa4 05. Wheat
No 2 Spring Wheat at 7<>% e;
strong and higher
»ats are
No 2 Red 7«»%c. Corn—No 2 at 44V«c.
firm and higher—No 2 at 27l/4c. No 2 Rye 54%c.
Barley—No 2 at 7i*©79c. Provisions are active—
Mess Pork at 13 i 0©i3 75. L:mi at 7 lui©7 x2 Va ;
—

fancy

76

Tubs l> %*.-.7«>4<j»7%C
7 V* 5x.7:is c
*> tix..15*182 I Tlorce3—
I
»*14 Palis.T8/i(ft8%c
Not.
Hams li» lb.... 11 o(llV>
Mackerel t» bbi—
do covered. 12 / l 5
shore is. id oo a l s oo
Oil.
Sooie 28.14 00*10 oo
h
eroseue00
[
M.C.. s. 11 00*18
ltd. Per.. 7
a 14 00 IPo
OO
..12
Large
Produce.
i Pratt r.Ast'l.Wbbl. 10V4
Crani erries—
Brilliant. 10V*
Malae.... 6 50® 7 00 I Ueviie’s
8 60*0 00 lUgonlo. 8V*
Cod
Cape
Oo
Pea Beaus...2 50*2
Medium_2 45*2 00 CeBtennial. 8V4
Raisins.
titnn.HU uia2 26*2 40
Yellow liyes. 1 86*2 00 Mnscalei- 2 60(a3 60
i.ay'r 2 6083 00
Loudon
PoUloes.Dusb 76t *80c
Oo Uoultoh.
85c I uuduraLay.. lOflloVsc
7Vi(a8
St Potatoes 3 75*4 75 Valencia.
Onions t> UUI 3 50*3 75
Sugar.
laieu
Turkeys.1. *1S gran,
«< lb.J
Clblfkeus.13*10 Extra C.0Va
Fowls
Seeds.
.lii®12
Osese.13*14 Bed Top....*2 f »2Vk
Ducks.16*10 I imotny Beed 2 76 a 2%
H W 5t 12 Vs c
Clover
Apples.
Choice eating 3 OOP,3 60
Chese.
l 7d<*2oo Vermont_ lo Ca)l3Vi
Common
Fancy Baldns2 .60*2 76 IN.Y. lactory 10,(ftl3Vs
A validated 4*inl2*t3c
Butter.
ICreamery c» tb...24820
Lemons.
Palermo.4 nu*5 00 (Hilt Edge ver....23(826
Herring

ACiugjapu.j

NEW YORK tNov. 21. 1887.—Fiour market—
r.ce-pis 62,579 packages; exports 35 Uhls and
47*i sacks; very strong and in instances a shade
higher, vvitii fairly active trade. sales 27,0;'O bbls.
r :ot.i quoiat:ou*—Fine at 2 o; :it 2 75. »r.p. rsii-Western and Stale 2 50 38 10, common to good
jxtra Western and Mate at 3 15&3
good to
cl;oice;d«. at 8 60a4 s*0; comnioulo choice White
4 75; fhLCj do a]
v, I;rat Western extr* at 4 5 )
at 4 80^5 0i>; Cornu on to giMid extra “• >iUo at 3 15
f* 6 O'); coumioL, lo choice extra Sf Louis hi 3 if? a
5 oo; pater' Minnesota extra i. *>d to prime a(
l 8>«5 10. ir1 6<it/4 80;
choice to fancy do
cluu280 ) bhls city uilo extra at 4 85<&4 T5;

7

30g7 85.
olpls

Whiskey

!

10.

02,,*»*, bins; uneat. 71,*00
178 oVn» kousli; oats 119,'R) >'*bu; ijo
hiifch; «•«!ie\, 84,* o liu-di
»ur, 31,ooo obis; wheat, 116,O*<0
euju. 139,000 hush; oili
99,0 )1 bu rye
tom

4,ouu
b(
50

::.
0

28,Oi t*U.
i- i. u m ».
Nov. 21, i 8<37.—Flour market very
strong: XX at 2 10&2 25; XXX at 2 30(g2 40;
family 2 605,5 06.. fancy 8 80« 3 46; patents at
3 7i> «4 00. Wheal strong amt higher, No 2 Fed
at 7nia7.'» .<•. Corn firm and blgtier at 42@42Vfc.
Oats steady at 27V*(&28c. ltye at 53Vic. iJarley
strong, ranging from 7tMi81 Vic. Whiskey steady
at
t».
l'i evasions aie strong. Fork—summer
cured at 13 26. Lard at 7 00. Dry salted meats—
{Shoulders at 6 60; long clear at 7 uOs clear ribs at
Bacon7 l2Vs ; short clear at 7 21'GgJ 37Vi.
shoulders at 0 oojlong 7 87 Va ; clear ribs 7 87 Vi ;
short clear at 8 12Vi* Hams steady at lOOotg
lSo.nar.t

12 uo.
F* ceipls

Fioui, i ,000 bbls, wheat 33.000 bu,
tsh, barley l.bOo
coi»< 2o,oou bush, oats 41,<joo
bu.*h, rye 2000 bush.
ft.'iipuieuis—Flour 9,000 hbls, wheat 10,0i*0
bush, .,4.in 10,000 bush, oats 7.000 bush, arley
7,<>•«> Push, rye 28,000 bush.
DLTii-DlT.Nov. 21. 1887.—Wheat-No I White
81c;N'o 2 It d8Jc asked.Corn—No 2 at 4we asked.
Oats—No 2 at 29Vie.

eceipts—Wheat 23,200

UKLKAN8,
dull; middling 9Vic.
;

hW

PREPARED RY

Hflnn:ih Grant. Calais for Boston;
Harbinger, do for tfo: Thames, bacofor Bristol;
Josie Hook, Bangor for Htugliaru; Delaware, Im
Ells won 11 for Boston; Mary Smith, Tliomaston
for New York.
Nov 20—In port, sells Sami Hart, from Bluehlll
for N ew York; X A Stewart, Sullivan for Boston;
Montezuma, Calais for tlo; Geo E Prescot, Spruce
Head for New York; Mary Hawes, Kocklaud for
Boston; Susan Boss, Calais for do; Omaha, BanAdegui fordo; Emily P Swllt.Bucksport for do;
Toronto, Brooklm lor do;
flue, Bangor for do;
Maria Theresa, Kocklaud for do; Albert Jameson,
do for do; Cecelia, Bangor for Hbigham; Mary J
Elliott, Wiseasset for Boston; Ariel, Boston for
Balh: Periue, do for Daniariscotta.
SACO, Nov 24-Sld, sens Carrie L Ulx, and Ella
for Kocklaud; Am Chief, do.
Sch George & Albert, before reported asbore
on Wood Islaud, went to pieces 19th in a gale.
fur nmfn.it

POKT CLYDE, Nov 19—Ar, sells MUidora, irom
Orland for Boston; Minetta, Winterport for do.
Sid, sobs Essex, Minnie C Look, S S Lawrence
Irene, Carrie B, Alba, lmogene, ana City Point.
BOOTHBAY, Nov 19—Sch E It Nickerson,
Slone, in passing through Towuseud Gut, b-tweeu
Southport and Boothbay, ran into a bauk of rocks,
carrying away iibboom. and sprung bowsprit;
she was haulalso sustained other light damage,
ed off and towed into Boothbay by steamer Sameset. The vessel at the time of going ashore was
unmauagable on account of the wheel gear break-

8c Co., Lowell, Mass.
$1; eix bottle*, $5. Worth $.'» a bottle.

Dr. J. C.
I’nce

Ayer

MORSE & PINKHAM,
9

Exchange St.

FUOM MKltCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Wood’s Holl 21st, brig Hattie Bain, McBull
Kiver, 80, 6 days.
Donald,
Ar at Liverpool 2Uth, ship St Nicholas, Crocker,
San Francisco.
Sid fin Naulniao lltli
lor Sail Francisco.

Launches—The new lour masted schr in the
yard of a M Beau, Camden, is to be launched
about the first of December. She has a carrying
capacity of 1400 tons, and is to commanded by
Capt J G Crowley, late of sclir H S Culver.
The four-masted schr Frank T Stinson, in yard
of E S Crosby, Bath, is to be launched in about
two weeks. She measures 923 tuns and will hail
from Bath.

Total Assets

...

Agents.
111111

CllA1CLESTON— Ar 19th. sch Conecuh. Southaid, Pascagoula, tor Port Koyal, to load forBat-

11KICHMOND,

VA—Ar 19th, sch Maud H Dudley, Oliver. Kennebec.
GEOKGETOWN. DC-Ar 19th, sell H H Benedict, Mason, Kennebec.
BALT1MOKE—Ar 19th. brig Daisy. Nash, from
Washington, DC; sells Win Frederick, Burgess,
Charleston, It Boweas,Thompson, Kenuebec.
Cld 19lh, barque Edw OClark, StaUl.Aspinwall;
schs Andrew Adams, Adams. Providence; Josiah
If Smith, Case, do; Jennie F Willey, Chadwick,
Newhuryport, (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Pin, baruue Syra, Pettengill, Sau Fernando; Hannah McLoou, Aevrill,
Cardenas; sch Augustus Hunt, Hall, Boston.
NEW YOKK-Ar 19th. sells Decora, Berry, ApE P
ple river, NS; Nellie Star. Cole, Shulec, NS; Win
lingers, Moore. Batli; Lunet,Swain,Calais;
V Hutchings, Mahoney, I.ubec; Leonora, Bonscy,
Mantle.
Ar 21 st. barque Emita, Nash, Fcr andina; sch
Lewis A Hougdon, ilodgdou, Nassau, NP; Geo M
Adams, Saunders, Brunswick; A B Crosby, Masters, Aspluwall.
Ar 2i th, brig Minnie Ahbie. Look, Alligator
Pond 17 nays; sells It D Spear. Fair. Feruandina;
Mlisa H* knur Cnliins Kt.liillli. NH:
Will'1 odd.
Wood, Calais; Willie Mai tin, Holbrook, Portland;
Emilia S Briggs, Gray, Wiscasset: Louise Hastings, Block Island: Sandy Potut, New Loudon;
Lawrence Haines, Providence.
lid lam. ship Sea King, Getchell, Portland O;
sclis E H llerrunau, Wood, BucksvUle, SC; Alas-

ka, Clark, Boothbay.
Sid l'.itli, snip Clias Dennis, for Calcutta.
PALL ltlVElt-SId 18th, scii J Kennedy, Bunk-

hush.

Nov. 21 1887.—Cotton

is

NEWPOliT—Sid to 19th, sells J 8 Gilmore,
Hale, Bristol for New York ; Louis Hastings,
Gray, Block Island for do; MA Aclioru, Bird,
ftocklaud for do; Ella F Crowell. Freeman. Deer
Isle tor do; Julia A Decker, Freeman, Piovlncetowu for New York; Alice Belle, Baker, Pawtucket lor do; Titos N Stone, McDouald. fur New
York; Mary Jane, Arcy, Pall Klver for do.
NEW BEDPOltU—Ar 19tll, sell Maud Briggs,

Young, Bangor.

Sid I9t.li. sens Nina Tillson, Greeu, and Lorlng
Ballard, Beane, Baltimore.
VINEYAKD-HAVEN— Ar 18th. sells Alpine,
prank in lor Providence; Helen, from Bangor tor
Norwalk,
Sid 18th, sells Thus Bordeu, M L Allen, Idaho,

C

and Gautei Pierson.
Ar 18th. sclis Florence J

Allen, Baltimore for
Boston; Hiram.Tiverton fur Weymouth; Siubad.
Yoik for itockland.
Sid mill, selie Stephen Benn tt, Mattie B Bussell, A l, McKeeii, Orrie V Drisko, Fostiua, Lucy
Jones, 0 B Paine, J G Pillsbury, Alpine, Helen,
ltatl'er, end Olliers.
EDGABTOWN— Ar 19th, sell It M Brookings,
Small. Port Johnson lor Batli.
UYANNIS—Sid 19th, sells D M French, Childs,
Bockpurt tor New York; YVm M Snow, Maddox,
Bock land fur New York; MelvPle, fm Boston for
Phlladelplila.
BOSTON—Ar 19th sell lialpli M Hayward,
Baker. Baltimore; Jas llotbwell. Lombord, from
Hoboken.
Old min, sch Cellna, Adams, Kennebec, to load
for Baltimore.
Ar goth, sell BeuJ Courtney, Baker. Keunchcc

LAP

HYDE, 453Va

W. 8. RAYMOND, 277 Washington St., Boston,

ROBES.
An clesant assortment of All Wool
mid Plush Lap Robes, in the new »reen
shades received To-day.

COE.
Middle

197

Street^

TO

CREAM BALM

WANTED

WANTED-

TIO

wUhLhxi rr'ii'80^’

WANTED—The

WANTED—llecruits

Partnership
I1AUL

TO

LET—House with 16

Congress

oil

rooms,

Restores

the

SALK—Fishing Schooners Arizona and

1
George Washington, in the best of order for
IxOR
the business. H. M. SARGENT, 8 and 13 Coro-

STEPHEN
and
ffiook,

Job

agreeable.

This Plaster
directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.

acts

Hill ALL

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give Instant relief by
between
the
applying
shoulder blades.
Nil 4. UP.
jyFor Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Side and Back
Aelie. they are a
'and speedy cure.

certain

HA IN.

Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or five for 81.
Mailed on receipt of price
Uro‘ ®* *"®““win
Trademark, Patented >'>'
A. C’o., General Agents, Boston,
cod6m-nnn
novl

in

OF ■
Rough.™

HRMS
,

Skin ■
and Clear.
1 Blemishes H

iply

r|

pimples,
cuts, saltB

ind sores of™
tried youH
2 it.
ra
K < IIEIIST. ■
t Druggists,

c’t of price.
F6. CO.,
., Conn.

ex-

and
ft A EE OK EEAftK—The
modern built brick house No. 601 Cumbereleven
It
has
and St., between State aud Mellan.
tubs
rooms, besides laundry aud hath room, set
for washing with water closets of the most apno expense has been
fact
In
proved pattern.
ventilation.
spared to insure perfect drainage and one
oi the
The neighborhood and location is
choicest in the city. For terms, &c., inquire o
J. W. PEEKING, 323 Commercial St._1 ~-3
new

Spoken.
Sept 11, Iat40 S, ion 43 W, ship St David, from
New York lor San Francisco.
Oct 13, lat 24 N. Ion 31 W, ship Sami Skoltield,
Bishop, from New York for Calcutta.
Nov 18. lat 37 0.1, Ion 72, brig Minnie Alible,
from Jamaica for New York, short of provisions
and was si pylied by steamer Sirius.

be

Yo-^ryKesp^tfulij,

oct20_

f DYj£R
dtf

ftAEE—1 second-haud 12 horse power

14 horse power boiler
17*011
engine, and
insniratorand all fittings at
heated
one

with
bar-

check with the order, we wilt
(solid advertisement) one day in a
million copies of leading dally newspapers, Issued
tn the largest cities of the United States.
For 100,

pump,
hOUNgain. Address, B’tPPEFORP S10VE ocotf
PKY, Biddeford. Me.
liofiftCN

Two

print

_

ftnle

For

Fraaenden

•«»

ONE

I liis Furnace is of recent

WA

young man in an
references. Ad-

ST.__17

1

BOARD.
three
gentlemen can be accommodated with first
BLANCHARD
at
rooms
and board,
class
HOUSE. Free St., a few doors from Junction Free
l*-2
and Middle

BOARD

WANTED

Fils

—

Two

or

Streets._

FOUND.

AND

B. J. WILLARD, W¥s Federal
wire

TENNEY & DUNHAM,

St._lb-1

bracelet

with pendant

gold
halls of stone and crystal; also two gold plus
LOST—A
with small chain attached. The finder will confer
a

favor

Jy2«

by leaving word at 1)7 SPRING ST. 18-1
Return to
piece of Silverware.

ltfNES BROTHERS aud receive a
L»T—A

Agents for

18-1

I.A'T -A Rubber tliat is not
call and examine them and see
all
for vourself; they will wear one third longer than
any other. p. W. DEARBON, 381 Cougress'St.

ForN

17-1

_

Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites,
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen’s cafe and billiard-room added, and ttrst-class
in every respect.
noons Fito.ti si.imi a day up.

IB I I P.

WANTED-By

Office.___211
oct27

capable, well-educated

voting
WANTED
lady to learn proof-reading, bv B. THURS97 Va Exchange street, Portland. >le.
&

J. F. MEflROW & CO., Proprietors.

GIRLS WANTED.

SI

experience in paper box or book binding work. Apply in person between twelve

ALL POINTS WEST.

we
oil

$1,000,000.00
Cash Capital all paid in,
2,383,800.53
Reserve for re-insurance,
481,323.82
Reserve for all other claims,
1,374,856.93
Net Surplus,.

are

dooms.

\V.
novl

LEAVE PORTLAND. NOV. 26, 87, 1 P. M.
Personally conducted; first-class coach to destination; sleeping accomodations free; curtains, pillows and mattresses furnished without charge;
the best excursion of the season; time the quickest; route shortest; price the lowest. For further
information call or send for circular, to

UNION TICKET OFFICE,
40

Exchange Hired*

novl7

Portland, I?Ic,
©od2w*

desirable rooms, furnished or unfurnlsned; parties In want for tinwinter would do well to call at the 8T. .JULIAN
HOTEL. as they are letting very low._21-1

TO

—

A

few

steamship company

AHBirALI-

international
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

llll.ll

LITTLE & CO.,

S

I

I

DISCOVERY!

A

anO
It is acknowledged to be tins .best, safest
ior
most potent and effectual remoa> .known

this child-killing disease.
Sold Toy all DrugsleM.
TRICE 33ckSCe.andBl.00.

Dr. JOHN F. TBUE 4 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
*#-Tapn Worms a Specialty. Tape Worros
minutes
and
removed In from one hour
three hours.

thirty

to

TnThs& Awly

janl

ALL PAJtTfl OF

—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 F. M., for KASTFORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnrough tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. ggr-Frelght received upto 4.00 F. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange Ht., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J, B. COYLE,
of State street.
nov 14au
_HPU «au—pi.

Boston 1 Philadelphia
m

LINE,

STEAMSHIP

BOSTON «ierj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

WINTER
Eease or

SAMUEL THURSTON,
ana.

H.-A.U far the BIIBOITT OKU.U
lltf

TUNING TO OHDEK.

YOU

IF

—

ARE

OF HAVING A

I.iffe

Size

I.ET—A very pleasant furnished front
with bay window on first Horn-at 1«1
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 tf

J.

room

or

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—

LINK FOB—

California, Japan, China, Centra!
and South America and Mexico.
From New York, pier fcot ol Canal St., North
River. (or Man Fritnci»ce via The Isthmus of
Panama.
NEWPORT.sails Monday, Nov. 21, Noon.
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday, Dec. 10,
2 p. ill.
For Freight, Passage, or general Iniormatlon
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS A- CO.,
113 State Mtreel, Car. Hraad Hi., Bastaa.
dtl

eiO_

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

uovlO

I

&

CO.
dlw

JOSEPH
May 16.1887.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

■WINTBB

ABBAlTOEilUNTH.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
day evening at 7 o’clock; arrivlug In
connection with earliest trains (or

every week
season for

fur Providence,
^Throngfi'tickets
New York, Ac.

Worcester,

Returning,
ery week day

novitf

■.•well,

leave INDIA WHARF. Boston evevening at 5 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE, Manager.

1H87-8— WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

—

IMM7-N

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland, via Movllle and Halifax.

LI1KBP30L

HER VICK,(via

Londonderry)

Hniling Pule.:

j

From

I

Liverpool.

bti-hivm
STEAMhKS.

Vain-unver
November 3d.
HHISTOl, HKUVIi K,

From

A.C'L'.'il’iii

-■—

I From

j

Portland,

vla Halifax.
j November 24,

Avonm.nilli 1’
...

i.*

Partlnad u follows:
Aabura nud
I.ewioiaa, 8.30 A m.t
4.60
12.50
p. m.; I.ewioiaa ria Hruaa*
wick, 7.05 a. in., 12.66 tll.15p.in. For Hath.
7.05 a. III., 12.56 and 4.55 p. m., and on SaturKacklaad and
days only at 11.16 p. m.
Kni aad Ciucalu K. K., 7.05 a. m. and
12.66 p. in., Brunswick, fJardlner IlalliM
well, anil Augusta, 7.06 a. m., 12.65, 4.6*
and 111.16 p. in. Faruaingten »la Cewla7.00
ion, 12.60 p. m.; rla Brunswick,
.TIaomouth, s la*
m.
m. and 12.56 p.
a

For

----

Ill lOD,

A bmh, 12.80 p. ID., Waterville aad !«•»hrraa, fin l.ewi.ton. 12.50, ria Aaliaeta,
Wntera. m.. 12.55 and tll-16 p. m.. and
Helfno*
eille Saturdays only 4.65 p. in.
12.50 and 111.16 p. m.
uail
Ucilcr,
m.; vl*
It it u go, via I.ewioton. 12.60 p.
Auaii.m, 7.05 a. m., 12.66 and tll-15 p. la.
7.06
a. at.,
H.
A
H.,
Hanger
and tll.16 p. m. Kllrworth aad Bar
p. m. Ml.
tll.16 and 12.66
llarbar,
Canal y,
Mirphra (Calais), Aroostook
Pravlaces,
Mi. John. Halifax, aad the

7.0?)

Pmcolnqoiu

Street Station, stop at
CONG HESS ST. STATION,
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
with
pointsFast and West. tThe night express
Sunday*
sleeping car attacbed.runs every night
Included, through to Bangor but not to 8kowbeand
gan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
The
moru,
as
follows:
due
In
Portland
Trains are
Ing train from Waterville, Augusta and Bath
8.45 a. m. i Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; day train*
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Waterville,
Bath, Augusta and Kockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60
limited Tiekrm, Unit aad secaad clam, fan
all paiam ia tba Province* aa aala at re.
dnced rates.

PORTLAND, NT. DESERT k MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.

CNTII. FCKTHKH NOTICE.
the Steamer City af Richmond, Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between I ortusual
land, Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via Tueslandings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every
a.
m.
4.00
day and Friday, and Machlasport at
every

Muuda^aud Thursday.

ICtitc* of

I'nuagei
Cabin.$50. $GG, $76.. Return $100,$126,$150
.Return..60
Intermediate—30,
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,
For freight or passage, apply t<«
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
UI

auuiu

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. H*

ARRANGEMENT-OF

Opp. the
kep28

exhibition.

Falmouth

TRAINS.

On and after Jl«nda7v Oci«bcr il, MIT.
Passenger Trains will ls««r® F*rifa«d*
Far Wsrceater, CliaiM, Aj«r JmbciJm.
Kuhbua, Wiadbmu and Kppinf at T.JO
am.
a. aa. and 1.047 p
Far Tlnachraier, laacard, and points Norta

Kacbr»lrr,74aria||ral«, Alfrad,
bara, and 8aca Hirer at 7.30 a.

WalMj*
1.470

-., ..o«, ,.oo.
tf.AO, and (mixed) at «.30 p. at.
Maccarappa, Cnntberlond .Vtillo, Wotb
at T.J«
! |brook Junction and Woodford's«.‘AO and
and 10.00 a. m., 1.00,
(mixed) N...TO p. m.
For Core.i A raar (Herring) IO OO a. as.,
*
■tiOOnn.l B.'JO p. m.
The I .OO p. in. train from Portland connects at
..sale for
Tunnel
Iloo.uc
with
Janet,
Ayer
the West, and at Cnioa Brpol, Worcester, fej
New VorUyla Norwich I.tne, and all rail,
B. B
via Mpriagheld, also with N. T.A N. E.
(“Steamer Maryland Koute”) tor Philadelphia.
and
and
Month,
the
Baltimore, \V ..hi.glon,
with Booton A Albnny K. K. for the West.
awe.
J
"
rotbroolt
Close connection made at
don with through trains of Maine Central R.B. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Kailway.
....
Through Tickets to all poluts West and South
For

land A Rochester Demit at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’#.
J> W. PETERS Bn#t» ^
oct22dtf

effect

Maaday, On. J’l, AH&t*

Old Orchard, 7.80, 8.40,
•5.80,8.15 p. m.
ln.25 a. m.. 12.40,3.30, *5.30,8.15 p. m. North
Her wick,Great Pall., Dorn 7.30,8.40 a.m.,
Exeter, Harcrhill,
12.40,3.30, *6.30 p.m.
l.awreuce, Cowell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
Hochc.trr Pnrmiugtou, Alloa
3.30 p. m.
Nlmarheater
Hu j, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40,3.30 p.m.
ami Concord (Via Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (*la So.
Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
t »Vla Eastern Div. to Scarboro Crossing.
(SUNDAY TRAIN*
for Honioa 1.00,4.16 p. m. via East Div, to Scarboro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Por Ho.ion at)2.00 am., dally,t9.00 a.m.. J1.00.
t8.0o p. ill. Ho.ion for Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
ni., 12.30 p. m. (“7.00 p.m. dally). Pape Eliza-

(5.30 p. m. West. Div. Pass.)
1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00, 0.00
Port.mouih. Newbury
a.m.. 1.00.8.00 p.m.
port, Silica, L|no 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 1.00, 6.00
9.00a.m..
1.00, 6.00 p. m.
p. m. Amobury
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York.
Lines
for New York.
with
Sound
{Connects
“West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro
Crossing
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for tale at Put tluad Miatiea Tirkel WHce and
at I aien Tirkrt IIMcr.411 Exchange Mtreef
JAS. T. PUKBEK, Gen'l
beth. 9.00

Suco

a. m.

9.00 a.m.,

Manager,^^

J. FLANDKK8. Gen. F. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’l Agent,
oct21dtf

Co.

Bass’ English Ale
GUINNESS’

_Portland.
Ruuiford Falls & Buekfield Railroad
pall Arraageasral—la Effect Oct. I, 1**7
Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.t
Lewiston 8.00: Mechanic Falls (mixed trala)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Uebron 0.30;
K. Sumner
Buekfield 9.45;
10.36; llartford.
10.56; Canton 11.15.
1-30
Leave Portland
p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.15: arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
3.60: E. Sumner 4.0«;
Buekfield
E. Hebron 3.40:
Uartlord 4.12; Canton 4.27; Ollbertvllle 4.35 p.
_

_

""RETURNING—Leave

Canton 4.30, 0.16 a. m. i
arriving at Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.06 p. m.
STAKE CONNECTION®.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buekfield 3.60 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Cantou 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.30; Dlxtleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Returning, leave
Brettuu’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 6.00, Dixfield 7.00 a. in.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.H5 p. m.
h n RHimmKl). (l. T. A.
octSdtf

Portland and OsdansDur? R. R.
PORTLAND an<TMONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Faclllc Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.

Hitvv«.

On and after September ltnh 1887, steamer
Gordon, (.'apt. James 1,. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr's Island for Portland at (>.46 a. m.;
Bailey's Island 7.0O; Harpswell. 7.15; East Mid,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk's, 8.00; Hope Island 8.05; Little Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40. arriving In Portland at 0.15 a.m.
Itetnriung will leave Portlaud for Orr s Island
and all tntermcdia*e landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH DAN ILLS, Manager.
sepllldtf

STOUT,

< omui. nring MONDAY. Ofl. IO. 1*77.
ami uutil furtner notice. Passenger trains will
_leave Portland as follows: MM
for Bridgton. Fryeburg, No. t’ons^ulway pabjan*. Retlileheiii. Lauras12k*-■*—t. r, Whltetleld, Littleton, Wells’ Klver,

Montpelier,

St.

JobMbury, Newport,

Slt.r-

brooke. St.Johns, Montreal. Burlington, Swauton,

OgdensbnrK and West.

Local. Portland to Bartlett and In
terniediate stations with Stage connections (or
No. Windham. Standish, l.lmlngton, Schago, Naples, ParsonsHeld, Kezar Falls, lien mark, Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Train. Arrive in Parllaatl.

10.33 n. ui. from Bartlett and way stations,
S.II3 p. in. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, SupL
CHAS. H. KOYK. U. T. A.
Oct. 7, 3887.0Ct7dtl

EXHAUSTED
▲ tirewt

For Sale lu the Original Package by

VITALITY."

Medical Work for Yoons and
Middle*Aged Men.

IMPORTERS,
uov24

Fore

Street.
__dtt

Medical Booms 93 Frarkllu St., Poland, Me.
USED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
Is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic phy
slclaus, 1 will take their esse to treat and cure
them. 1 llnd that about lour-fltths ol the cases
up to die can he cured. Examinations at a
lstauce by letter with their full name and place
of residence nail one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, gl .uo.
scpisii
Office hours 0 a. m. to 9 p. iu.

Dlt.
on

MjknJl„r

...uu,u.

,,,*

OR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

and examine those

HICKSON,General Manager.
WM. EDO A It, (1. P. A..
J. 8TEPHENSON. Supt.

D.

410

your children, call at

CLIMATE.

TRUMAN BURDICK

Wnl aad Mauthweat.

Par Bmim 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 13.40 3.3C p. m.
Ho.ion for P.rll.nd 7.30. 8.80, a. m„ 1.00.
4.00 p. m. (5.00p. m. arriving No. Berwick at
8.00 p. m.. connecting with 0.36 p. m. train for
Portlnnd. 1 Nraroco HCark. Put Poiat,
Muro, Hiddeford 7.30. 8.40.10.25 a. m„ 3.30,

or

Colored Picture
of yourself, your friends,

Kates to

R. STANLEY & SON,

—

Crayon

dtKeilaeed

WESTERN DIVISION.

THINKINC

eod3w

Exchange.

Tickets Mold

beat
CaaaJa, Ortrail, 4'blraga, .7*11
tduriaanli, si. I.aaia, Oiaaka, oagiaaw,
Ml. Paal, Maltl.ake Clly. Bearer, Maa
Fraarioca. and all points In tb# Norihweal

in

Harpswell Steamboat

ment.

I

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

INLANDM TEA.HKKM.

The sole agency of this world renowned Instru-

OFFICE

35 Exchange St., «nd Deeot Foot ot India Street

Far

New Kraatwirh, Narn Mcolia, Prince Edward* Island, and Cape Breton.

Iiuituil

Agents.

It,.,tl Estate of All Kinds for Sale,

STREET._18-1

mo

X

—

DOMINION LINE.

2

NEWPORT R. I.

I.ET—Unfurnished.

PEARL

FOB

EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHNN. B..HALIFAX. N. S
AND

TICKET

_oct21dtt

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p.m. Returning, leave Fter
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent*
sept21-dtf

—

day

Parlor
Montreal.

F. E. BOOTHBY.Oen’l Fass. and Ticket Agt.
Portlani.. Oct.20.1887.

For NEW YORK.

►

a

more

A suite of pleasant
rooms including bath room, heated by steam;
also one furnished room. Inquire at No. ill

IlO

«

$5,239,981.28

The next Union Ticket Ofilce Excursion will
I.ET

EXCHANGE ST.

STATEMENT JANUARY 1, ISSTi

wheat
selling at very low
ton lots; beef scraps,
figures; special prices
nest eggs, egg cases
poultry bone, oyster shells,
B. DALION & CO., 27
ect., always in stock. C.
77-1
Preble St.

hich

8;
S|

OF NEW YORK.

DECEIVED—400 bushels of
w

1

x

jyl6

Continental Fire Insurance Co.,

A. 8. HIN11S,
iiov21il3t

UiKUEEEANEOrg.

fr««T
for poultry,

i

I

No. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

Co.,

W. D. Little A

WANTED—A

—

IMe

—AND—

reliable girl at 145Danforlli St
18-1
Apply between 9 and 10 a. m.

WITH

_coJ3m

INSURANCE.

CO.,

and one, or four and six o’clock.
streets.
corner pine and Brackett

i®

“

EIJItOPJEAN PLAN.

a young lady who has been in
one of tlie largest dry goods stores in Bos
ton and Montreal, a position as saleswoman. UnAddress “B.J.” Press
derstands fancy work.

TON

Furnace Co's Coeds.
__eoqu

%

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now hept on the

LOST—Several

A

Magee

I

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business and places
of amusement.

bad cases of Rheumatism by
parties who have been using Newell's Mixto try the same
line- the Under is requested
remedy; price BOcts. C. WAY & CO., sell It.

—

0

REVERE
HOUSE,
BOSTON.

reward.

D AT
coal tar;

FB.HAI.E

construction,

having been used with unparalleled success the past two seasons. The reputation
of Hit1 luce goods being second to none,
so there is no discount but they have put
on the market the best heating Furnace.
This Furnace has the wrought iron lire
pot and the brick linings are brought
near the radiator so there is a great improvement made and increasing the nower— the surface beiug at all times kept
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can give the most satisfactory referoaces of a number that have used the
Boston Heater. Be snre and see the Boston heater before you purchase.

plain gold ring. The finder will be
LOST—A
suitably rewarded by returning the same to

AND

_

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

ELixTR|

“IJOSTONTHE AT ERM

man withagme knowlegde
the Job printing business; StW# ag*. t‘xWA ofNTKD—Young
perlence, nay desired and reference. Address
21-1
P. o. BOX lu76, Oily.

XTKD-A situation by a
olllee or store; good city
dress 67 BERING

TRUE’S PIN WORM

MAGEE FURNACE CO’S

HELP

MALE

j

Dec. l.
Sardinian,
Dec. 15.
Nor. 247"
|
I Parisian.
—Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
*60, $65 and $76 •„ intermediate. $30; steerage,
$20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Huston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McUOWAN,
422 Congress St., or .or passage or freight to fl.
& A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
nov21

TICK FIB8T-CLA88 8TEAMEK8

b‘J'dtt

LOST

—

60 lines

For 30 cents (stamps) we will send Book
of 200 pages about Newspapers and Advertising.
Address
GEO. P. KOYVELL & CO.,
Bureau,
Advertising
Newspaper
10 Spruce St., New York.
eod&wlm
jiovS

is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Market
horse cars
Square, Portland, and convenient to thehouses on
ami are among the most desirable

eotllynrmcS

iyio

|

fttreet, Oakdale* Dming.

of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
tor hot
bath room, is steam heated; piped
and cold water aud has a commodious and extra
contains
other
The
connected.
stable
finished
nine rooms and in arrangement and style oi nmsn

■
H

■

__

,,

brig Motley, Harper,

cor-

happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
My twenty-live years expemy new quarters.
rience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of tile Portland furnidll
ture Co., warrants me fn believing that I can
satany order entrusted to my care to your entire
isfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from. I remain

or 30 fonts of type,
condition,
cases, rule, leads, reglet, furniture, etc.;
Address, H. C.,
mau.
a
good opportunity for
Press
Office.___

land.

......

lltli

DAILY.
Bath Times.
Augusta Journal.
Biddeford Journal.
Bangor Commercial.
Portland Press, (e. o. d.)
WEEKLY.
Kennebunk Star.
Augusta Journal.
Lewiston Gazette.
Bangor Commercial.
Mathias Union.
Bath Sentinel.
Paris Democrat.
Biddeford Journal.
Press.
Portland
News.
Bridgeton
Calais Times.
Presque Isle No. Star.
Courler-Gsz’e.
Kocklaud
Herald.
Camden
Hkowhegau Reporter.
Ellsworth American.
Herald.
Thoinaston
Chronicle.
Farmington
Waldoboro News.
Uoulton Pioneer.
Waterville Mail.
If you prefer advertising throughout the
Middle. Western, Southern or other New England
States; also In Canada, equally as good offers can
be given on application, stating what States you
want to use. This scheme of advertising in State
Combinations of Local Newspapers is a good one.

with

If. A. Atkinson a Co., bouse furnishers,
HAVING
Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall

Land Company’s property.
Also tor sale, one hundred or more house lots—
Enquire oi
Prices low; terms reasonable.
ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Kxchauge St., or
18
Exchange
No.
Sty PortBAILEY
&
K. O.
CO.,

| THE NA T/OiVA L REMED Y

—

*■

A
Fraui l.cwlalau aad Aakar*, 8.85
18.06. 8.16 and 8.36 p. m.
k ah n m
m.
6.45
p.
Fraai O.rbam, 8.85 a.m 12.05and
Tlawircal, 12.06 a
From Chicago aad
б. 46 p. m.
From 4|uebec, 12.06 p. m.
,
d
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night tram ana
train between Portland ana
cars on

specified.

as

Peering

Foreign Ports.
Ar at lqulque Oct 4, ship llecla, Snow, Pauama<
to load nitrate for Europe.
Arat Honolulu 4th tost, barque Edward May,
Johnson. Bosi. n 134 days.
Arat Vigo Nov 9th, barque Annie W Weston,
Meyers, New Orleans via Cadiz.
Arat Bowling loth lust, brig Tai ifa, Sawyer,

„„

(@omI ffiu/rUei,

ner

stands,

FOR

THUBUPAY.

I_I

Nov. 10.

DIRECT

For a check with the order, we will insert
five Inch advertisement (this advertisement
occupies five Indies ol space) in all the Maine
Newspapers named below, One Month, advertisement to appear in every issue, Dally and Weekly,

BERRY,

CARD.
permanently associated myself

WATEIHAL FOR MALE.

self-inking)

a co-

GeneralFire
name of I»«w
Ac chiinipliu. at office formerly occupied by
Sterling Dow. No. 60 Exchange street, opposite
the First National Bank, PoHland.,
^
AUGUSTUS CHAM PUN
Portland, Nov. 1,1287.mw'2-.'iv
a

Mo, 87 flam atiwt

MALE OH EXCIIANGE—Good farm
28 acres, 4 miles from Portland; good
14 1
buildings etc. G. W. GROSE, Peering.
A

|

THURSDAY.

a

1

«<iD

Annapolis, NS,

D'C»

have

$100.

of
rNOK

Hallowell for New York; J M Morales, Gardiner
fordo; H li Metcalf, Augusta tor New Haven;
Fieri Jackson, Portland for New York.
Sid to ltitli, sells .ill Perry, fin Plymouth for
Roekport; Alpine, Krankliu lor Providence; Enterprise, fin Boston for Calais; Georgian;), do for
Bath; E M Sawyer, Amboy for Ipswich; Sarah
Louise, Plymouth for Calais; Kenduskeag, Port
Johnson for Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 19th, sell Sophia Jameson,
Brown. Bangor for Boston.
Sid 20th, sells Isaac Keene, and Henrietta, from
Orlaiid lor Boston; H B Metcalf, from Augusta
for New Haven ; Ernest T Lee, Calais for NYork ;
Jas Barrett, Hallowell for do; J M Morales, from
Gariliiiei for do; Prank Herbert, Bangor for do;
Jas Baker, Newburyport for Boston.
MIL!.BRIDGE—Sid 18th, sells D P, Strout, for
Portland; Addie J, Francis, do.

Ar at

WASHINGTON,

day formed

this

undersigned
THE
partnership for transacting
Insurance business, under the firm

212

Wharf._

CIRE.HAY-FEVER PRINTING
job press (foot power,
and 26
cellent

particle

mTcT

will'carefully prepare claims for arrears of pay
bounty and pensions. Superior facilities forspeeoy
je22d6m
settlement of claims.

change St._________17-1

Is applied Into each nostril and is
Price 60 cents at Druggists; bv mall
registered. 60 els. ELY BROTHERS. 235 Greenwich St.. New York.
sepSeod&wlynrm
A

FOR SALK.

Notice.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

smith,

U. S. Claim Agent,

Foil

anti Smell.

the"

10-1

iso

Senses of Taste

TRY

Apply

Liverpool nuil i-orlluu.l Hrrrirr.
From Portland
From Liverpool I Ttl-amfh
STEAMER I y|a Halifax.
via Halifax.
|

A

WANTED—I

■

Boston.

$25.00

days.^

_13-1

REWARD.

1888.

Winter Arrangements.

1887.

Sheets

j

TO

11 SALK-Bought and sold, SojrallCar
Heater Stock. By N. S. GARDINER, Brok
er. No. 40 Exchange St._181
ft A EE OH TO EET-On Fessenden
St.. Peering, 6th house from shell road, 2
story house with 6 furnished rooms, large attic,
&c., cemented cellar, Sebago water, stable, good
drainage, large lot. N. S. GAKPINEK, 40 Ex-

Ci e a u s e s t li e!
Nasal Passages.!
Allays Pain and
I a 11 animation.
Heals the Sores,

....

Philadelphia.

—

Catarrh 1710ft

ELYS

'’sui20th,

S'Ar a!'Port Spall) 16th lust, brig Sullivan,Wiight

HEARING.

WHEREAS

SALE—A new modern style house in
I leering, location and privileges equal to
the
in
state; very nleasnt and convenient; to
any
be sold this fall. Enquire on PREMISES, West18-1
ern Ave., Peering Centre.

barque Skobeleff; sells T A Lambert,
Celina, and others.
MABBLEHKAD—Ar 19th, sch 11 J llolway,
Woodward, Hoboken.
DAN VKBSPOltT—Ar 19th, sells Brave, Staples
and Lucy Wentworth, Hanna. Elizabeth port.
SALEM— Ar 19th, sells Alabama, Warr, Hoboken Bed Jacket, Arcy, Elizabethport; Ulrica It
Smith, lingers, Hoboken; Franconia, Young, fin
Buildout.
,,
Alsoai- mth, sch Paragon, fm Elizabethport for
Bangor; Ernest T Lee. Calais lor Newark: Prank

17th, ship Jas Nesmith, Jack-

»-

—

WANTED

merclal

of the Ocean, Peterson, Amboy ; Telegraph. Kellar. Kondout.
Lid gist, snip Henry VMarti, Perkins, Plilladel-

^Ar'af Liverpool

NOTICE

street, General Agent.

Henry Trefethen and B8 others
have petitioned the City Council to lay out
Ageuts In every town In Maine
and
of
Art;
or
Public
Album
Hill’s
Street
for
a new
Way in said city.—lieginnlng
TO I.KT.
Biography
at a point betweeu tlie houses of Daniel Trott and
nothing like It; also the new edition of Hill'* ManE.
K.
HAKLOW,
from Island Avenue
to
extend
address
Trott
and
For particulars
ual.
George
riio LET—A first-class tenement of 0 rooms on
to Pond Grove Cemetery; and. whereas, said petiGeneral Agent, No. 75 Atlantic street, Portland,
sevX Green street. Also, for sale, 30 houses,
1(i*
the
was
referred
City
Council, November
tion
by
Enquire of J. C. Me._
eral of them near new depot.
7,1887, to the undersigned, for them to consider
WOODMAN, 105 V-1 Exchange St.Al-1
therefore
and act.unon,
WANTED.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested,
LET-Up stairs tenement of six rooms I
—that the Joint Standing Committee of the City
213 High St.; possession given Immediately.
will meet to
our new
on laying out new streets,
at
to
call
Council
Gentlemen
SPRING
130
Enquire at
ST._
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
men’s department shoe store, No. 453 Confree of
of November, 1887, at three
shined
26th
hoots
the
their
day
LKT-A lower rent, seven rooms, sunny
and
get
gress street,
o’clock in the afternoon, at the said point of beand convenient, 167 Franklin St. Enquire
charge; we have in our employ a first-class boot
ginning. and will then and there proceed to deterof A. S. RANDALL, 204 Commercial St., Portblack who will “shine ’em up"any time. DEAN
1°-1
mine and adjudge whether the public convenience
land.
Bit OS.. 453 Congress street.ld-1
requires said street or way to be lald’out.
rooms.
six
Sebago
sleigh,
havlnga
good
LET-House containing
Given under our bauds on this fifteenth day of
Any person
of a late style and in first-lass condition,
water, good drainage, large garden; rent *150;
November, A. D., 1887.
1
RENTIbS
of
hear
to
low
sale.
a
for
sell
at
horse
to
may
wish
CHA8. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor, j
Apply
price
also a good
which they
1Q1
as to
LORING, No. 31Mi Exchange street.
a purchaser by addressing with particulars
Commute on
cash
lowest
and
! lavine out
of
name
maker,
WM. H. SMITH.
how long used,
,
Neal
LET—Cottage house of 6 rooms. 101
Press Office.H>*
JOHN F. RAND.
SLEIGH,
price,
j
New
*ew BtrL®ls’
St.; large garden; price *12.50per month.
EDWARD W. KENT,
10-1
citizens of Portland to know
W. H. WALDRON, 180V; Middle St.
)
ROBERT A. McCLUTCHY,
1
dtd
that Mrs* Dr. McKay, a regular educated
nov!6
rilO LKT-A down stairs rent, 127 Emery St.,
physician of 30 years practise, and the most reX 6 rooms, cemented cellar, very convenient, markable healer In America, is stopping at the
one of the best locations in city, will be let cheap
UNITED STATES HOTEL, for a few
Enquire at 130 PINE
to the right party.
City Mabshal’s Office, 1
STREET._
for the United States
POBTL4ND, Nov. 7, 1887.)
beLET-Iu a central location a nice furunmarried
men,
able
bodied,
of
REWARD
twenty-five dollars will be paid
Army;
nished room, up stairs, large, sunuy and
tween the ages of 21 and 35 years, are wanted for
for information that will lead to the arrest
pleasant, for gentleman and wife, or two ladies.
the Cavalry, Artillery and Infantry; good pay,
and conviction of aDy person or persous guilty of
Anply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
rations, clothes and medical attendance; hearty
breaking glass in any public building or cliureh in
18-1
for
the
wanted
cavalry
EZRA HAWKK8,
are
men
especially
young
tnis City.
and colored. Apply at
white
both
City Marshal.
regiments,
novSdtf
TO LET—*600—The three story
4 4
Me.
Portland,
EXCHANGE
ST.,
42Va
store on Commerc ial St., for several years
PosStore.
wish to Inform the Ladles of
COPARTNER*If IP NOTICE*.
occupied by Curtis & Davis as a Fish
session given at once. Connected therewith is a
Portland that I have nice rooms, and am
wharf ami free dock privileges. J. DROWNE, 30
to cut and make dresses in first-lass
prepared
1"-1
out hv Prof .1. W. Livingston’s imState St.__
proved method and guarantee a perfect nt. mho.
l.ET—Rent of 0 rooms: price *13.50.
1-4
R. STEVENS has this day been admitted
A. J. PKAV, StflVa Congress St.
A. E. STEVENS Sc CO.
Also disirable house with bath room, hot and
10 this firm.
cold water, steam, perfect drainage. GEO. C.
Portland, Nov. 14,1887.novlSdlw*
KN#
CAftDN.
B I'M IN
HOPKINS, 88!!; Exchange St._17-1

IlO street; possession given immediately.
to L. TAYLOR. 385 Congress street.

for Philadelphia.
Ar gist, sclis Lady

naujiui

Congress

Mass.

LINe7

ALLAN

STOKE

.....

ncrueil,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Maine

a

TO

—

Lake, Batli.

MTEAUIERM.

CITV'AOVEHTIME.TIENT*

AUENTS WANTED.

ancea.

_

$508,458.65

Morse & Pinkliaw,
novl2

planking.

Domestic Ports.
ASrOUlA, O-Ar 10th, ship Kiverside, itawley,
San Diego via Portland.
SAN FUANC1SCG—Sid 12th, ship Gen liuox,
Libby, Port Towuseud.
Ar 13th. ship Kosie Welt, Welt. Port Discovery.
NEW CHILEANS—Ar 10th, sell Kale E Morse,
Hutchins, New York.
PENSACOLA-Ar 10th. sch Hattie Dnnu, Poland. Galveston.
BltUNSWlCK-Sld 16th, sch Nellie S Bickering, Flowers, Boston.
SAVANNAH-A1- 20th, sch Aarou Keppard,

CHINE** c

TO

8200,000.00
Cash Capital
173,833.58
Reserve for Re-insurance
“
“
all other claims
33,909.43
...
100,715.54
Net Surplus

p.m.

12.60,12.65 and tll.16 p. m.
sar-All trains timed as above from Commercial

LOOK FOR THE FURRIER AT WORK IN WINDOW.
man or woman.

Memoranda.
Sell Mary J Meade, at Jonesboro, broke from
her moorings during the sto mol the lull and
drove ashore on the rocks, staving slhrough the
Fishermen.
Sid tm Canso NS, 18th, sch Grade C Young, (fin
ltoeklaiiQ ) for hanks.

232

ran

_

lust, ship Bohemia, Trask,

MIDDLE
in every town in

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

5S 3“«a’.d^S.

1.30

7IOSI ».* V, On 84, HIT,
Puuragrr Truiar will lease

CO.,
STREET.

on

ESTABLISHED IN 1844.

and 1.30 p. in.

а. m.

On and after

R. F. SOMERS &

SAE.E—$060 will buy a splendid dining
to sell the improved Steamless, Odorless
room
Washington St., Boston; seats 40; WANTED—Agents
FOR
Non-boil over Kettle. The only perfect,
*1000 year besides your living; and
Statement U. S. Brandi, June 30,1SS7. you elear
and odorless kettle in the market. E. B.
steamless
JOHN
splendid chance for smart

OF NEW HAVEN CONN.,

llarbaiu!

Far

1.16

m.,

i.goand 5.37 p. m.
Tlaolrru'l and Chicago, 8.80

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

The store we opened a year ago in Clapp’s Block, 459 Congress Street, under the firm
Robert F. Somers can he found at his store, 232 Middle
name of SOMERS BROS.
Street. He has no connection with any other firm.

ESTABLISHED IN 1830.

SECURITY INSURANCE CO.,

UEPAKTl KEM.
aad L®*bl*B,7.10A

Auburn
6.37 P- m.

and

WE HAVE SOLE)

II

Total Cash Assets at Head
Office
$17,385,642.85

■>»■’ MOW®A¥, M«y IS, IJWT,
iraiaa will rua a. follow* ■

|tf

We have the largest stock of Furs to select from. We have everything in the Fur
than any other
line. We make our own Furs, and guarantee that we will sell cheaper
article we take in to
store. We have the advantage by keeping our own Furriers. Every
and mean to let the
repair is done by a practical Furrier. We have every advantage,
Fur Garment made or
public know of it. We do all kinds of Fur work. Any kind of a
Ac.
repaired. Collars and Cuffs put on Gentlemen’s Coats. Rohes repaired, relined,
We invite the public to look over our stock and prices before purchasing.

LONDON,

Reserve for re-insurance
$531,780.48
“
“
all other claims
95,889.78
...
Net Surplus
827,759.55
Assets iu U. S.
$1,455,429.81

aud

_

NORTHERN ASSURANCE CO.,
OF

«i Tini;it AKKAKOEnEm
On

FURRIERS !

INSURE WITH

ing down.

Ar at

PRACTICAL

FIRE INSURANCE!

er, New York.

Demesne Market*.
jjy

CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY, Nov 19—Ar, sells Minnie E Look,
from Macliian for Boston; Essex, Millbridge for
do; Patriot, Jonesboro for Portland; Gen Worth.
Viualliaven for do; B II Brown, do for do; Sami
Huff, St George for New York; K L Warren, Bos
FROM OUR

bottom
«n

Jobbing price %^lc higher.

I

fatigue, headache, debility, dizziness,

indigestion, and loss of appetite. I concluded that all her complaints originated
in impure blood, and induced her to take
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. This medicine soon
restored her blood-making orgaus to
healthy action, and in due time reestablished her former health. I find Ayer's
Sarsaparilla a most valuable remedy for
the lassitude and debility incident to
spring time."
.7. Castright, Brooklyn Power Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y„ says : “As a Spring
Medicine, I find a splendid substitute
for the old-time compounds ill Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, with a few doses of Ayer’s
Bills. After their use, I feel fresher and
stronger to go through the summer.”

MINIATURE ALMANAC, NOVEMBER 22.

May

Naw York Stock and Money Market.

Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clang to Castoria,
When eho had Children, she gave them Castoria,

Nathan S. Cleveland, ”7 E. Canton st..
Boston, writes :
My daughter, now '_’l
years old, was in perfect health until a
year ago when she began lo complain of

20
26
26
20
26
29
30
30
1

..

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When ehe was a Child, she cried for

effective blood medicine ever discovered.

Mexico. ••• .New York.-Havana.Nov 24
Ciiy Alexandria.. New York..Havana.Nov 24
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.. Nov 24
Cienluegos.New York..Havana.Nov 26
San Marcos.New York. Havana.Nov2t!
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool ...Nov 20
Umbria .New York..Liverpool...Nov 26

...

Wisconsin

rule in well-regulated families ; but now
all intelligent households keep Ayer’s
Siirsupnrlllu, which is at once pleasant
to tlie taste, and the most searching ami

rOR

Belgenlaud.New York..Antwerp.

....

Boston shock Market.

Yfl mot

do for a stupid boy’s excuse ; but
what cau bo said for the parent who
sees bis child languishing daily and fails
to recognize the want of a tonic and
blood-purifier? Formerly, a course of
bitters, or sulphur and molasses, was the

SAILINC DAYS OF STEANISHIPS.
FROM

was

May

MONDAY, Nov. 21.

Dec.
43%
44%
43%
44%

Nov
44%
44%
44%
44%

Opening....

“Did n’t Know’t
Loaded”

MOBILE,Nov. 21,1887.—Cotton dull; middling

CO UN.

are

The English hurial yards offer epitaphs of a
quaint and plaintive nature. The following is a

May.
30%
30%
301%
30%

Monday’s quotations.

If there Is a more able protector against the
Ineursiou s of disease than Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, we have yet to learn of it. Against the
periodic attacks of fever and ague It affords a
sure defense, it renews waning vitality, and counteracts the Infirmities of age; it prevents dyspepsia from becoming chronic, and eventually annihilates it. It rouses the liver and kidneys when
dm mant, and Insures a regular habit of body. To
the nervous It Is of inestimable benefit, imparting
steadiness and vigor Into an enfeebled physique.
The term, “delicate health,” Is usually another
While the Bitters Is procurname for debility.
able, the weak need never despair of physical
wnose

26%
26%

llignest..

An Able Protector.

ersons

Dec.

Nov.

striped bass, mum?
Y. 11. (hesitatingly)—No; 1 think 1 would prefer something In a small check.

i

44%

Opening.

Fish dealer—How would you like some nice

laborious, or Involve exposure to
un/avoraule climatic influences, w ill also And llie
Bitters an able protector.

44

May.

48%
48%
48%
48%

OATS.

pYoung housekeeper (to fish dealer)—What kind
of fish have you this morning?

reinforcement,
sedentary ana

May

81%
82%
81%
82%

am TRUUK RAILWAY OP CAS AD A.

middling 9V4c.
9%c.

RAILHOADA.

TIIIHELLANEOrM.

OTiaCEI.I.AIVKOlTM.

SAVANNAH, Nov. 21, 1887.—Cotton dull and
lower to sell; middling a 9-10c.
CHARLESTON, Nov. 21, 1887.—Cotton at a
stand; middling 9a/ic.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 21, 1887.—Cotton is quiet;

2.'9

Hotel.
dly

given
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AMUSEMENTS.
Park Garden -Opp Lincoln Park.
Gilbert’s Thanksgiving Ball.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Welcome’s. No. 62414 Congress St-2.
Turkeys for Ten Centt—Ford* Rich.
Hotel Sanitaria—Bellevlew, Florida.
Twitchell, Champliu & Co s Spices.
S100 Reward—8. Mescrve A Son.
1 luno.
For Sale—Siiuare Grand
To Shipbuilders and Owners.
Store—2.
Book
Coles worthy
Wanted—Machine (.Iris.

terday, aged

93.
Ha was a native of Scotland and came to this country in early life.
Mr. John.Tilton, who died at South Molunkus last week, of cancer In the stomach,

X. John Little & Co.
wen Moure & Co.
Rlnes Brothers—2.
Situation Wanted.
Toneme t lo Let.

Men Wanted—2.
House to Let.

presented

Ministers, Lawyers. Teachers, and
otliers whose occupation gives but little exercise,
should use Carter’s Little Liver Pills for torpid
liver and bllousness. One Is a dose. Try them.

_d&wlw

DON’T
that eold of yours run on. You think it is a
But
it
light tiling.
may run Into catarrh. Or Into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. 1‘neumouia Is dangerous.
Cdi'sumpllon Is death Itself.
The breathing apparatus must be be kept
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there is trouble ahead.
All the diseases of these iiarts, head, nose,
thToat, brouenlal tubes and lungs, can be delightfully and entirely cured by the use of Boscbec’s
German Syrup. If you don't know this already,
thousands and thousands of people can tell you,
They have been cured by It, aud “know how It is
let

lueinseives.

imhuc

uui)

v ,111.5.

iu

aan

anj

druggist.

New York for the steamer Eleanora.
It is reported that Woodman, True & Co.,
have increased their offer to their creditors
from 35 to 40 cents.
A still alarm yesterday called Machigonue
No. 1 to Mr. M. P. Emery’s on Free street.
had caught lire. Nodanmge.
Yesterday in cosstng the horse car track
on Congress street near Holland’s apothecary

chimney

store the axle of one of W. L. Wilson & Co.’s
delivery wagon was brokeu.
Socialistic Schemes to secure a higher degree of human happiness will be the subject
of Dr. Dalton’s lecture at St. Stephen’s this

evening.
“Bobby” Wheelock, the well known base
ball player, has been signed by Manager
Burnham to play shortstop on the Worcesters
next season.

Turkeys are now selling for 23 cents and
by Thursday as high as 25 cents will be
Chickens may be bought
asked for them.
for 15 or 20 cents a pound.
The Maine Central Belief Association held
a meeting in the Boston & Maine conductors’
was
room yesterday,
Itoutine
business
transacted. Already over 200 employes have

joined the association.
A gentleman of this city found some fine
specimens of black smoky quartz crystals
in some fragments of the granite which is
being used in the construction of the Union
station.
A petition is being circulated among the
residents on Congress street, west of Vaughan,
to have the outer curb moved a foot nearer
the middle *of the street and raised slightly
so that the terrace will not be so deep.
Nelson H. Campbell and Fraik Wheeler

arrested, yesterday for breaking into
Shaw’s store Saturday night. The money
they had spent and tne tobacco was found
under a pite of boards on the Dump.
Ladies interested in sending children to
a free sewing school are invited to bring
them to the room over the vestry of St.
Stephen’s church any Saturday afternoon
were

oY.Innlr.

Portland No. 2 has been taken out of
service and the spare engine put in her place.
No. 2 has not worked satisfactorily for some
time and a man has been sent for from the
factory to make the needed repairs.
All the ladies who are willing to help in
the work of the Woman’s Work'—-room this winter are earnestly requested to
me^Utfl-Tiiday, Nov. 25tli, at2p. m.. at Mrs.
J. P. Baxter's 61 Deering street.
Sunday night thieves broke into the store
of Patrick Burke on Adams street and stole

carrying

on

pounds of tobacco and a
quantity of groceries. They obtained an entrance by cutting out a panel in the door.
about twenty

There is

clue to the thieves.
Blanchard will lecture in the
vestry of the Congress Square Church this
evening at 7.30 o’clock on “Jesus and the
Sabbath.” All persons interested in the exposition of the New Testament from the
no

Henry

liev.

Liberal Christian (Unitarian-Universalist)
point of view are cordially invited to attend.
Cargoes of cod and haddock were landed
by the following vessels yesterday; Electra
Eaton, 20,000 pounds; Mabel Kenniston,
20,000 pounds, and the Georgia Willard, 6,000 pounds. During the rongh weather
Saturday the Georgie Willard lost her main
boom.

Yesterday morning Benj. Keller, mate of
the steamer Enterprise, fell overboard from
the steamer John Brooks to which the Enterprise was made fast while she received coal
at Kandall, McAllister & Co.’s wharf. Mr.
Keller swam to the rudder of the John
Brooks and held himself above water until
a line was thrown him by which he was
hoisted to the wharf.
First Parish Bazaar.
Mr. Gilbert is at present rehearsing ladies
and gentlemen for some exceedingly pretty
dances to be given at the First Parish Bazaar
on the evenings of Dec. 6tli and 7th.
These
will consist of a “Continental Minuet,” in
which a round dozen of very 6inall boys and
the same number of little girls will take
part; a “Greenaway” quadrille, the music
for the dancing being in this case vocal; and
a
The dances
peasants’ festival dance.
are supposed to be given for the entertainment or pleasure of Turkish ladies in their
oriental booth, of Moorish design, and made
gorgeous with rugs, tapestries and rich coloring. The fair (in this case dark-eyed) occupants deign to amuse themselves by watching, from amid their luxurious surroundings,
the

sportive fancies

lively dancers. A
picturesque effect will

of the

very brilliant and
thus be produced, one which Mr. Gilbert has
_especially planned for this occasion, and

*

which uisweU known skill will make most
successful and beautiful.
This is but one feature of the entertainment. Booths, presided over by pretty maidens, in costumes of various nations, will
contain pretty things innumerable, offered
for sale, and a rare opportunity will be given
to select lasieiui

unrisunas

guts,

away.

Many of our readers will remember Prof.
Sinding, professor of Scandinavian languages in the College of the New York, who
Portland
some
visited
twenty years
ago to canvass for copies of Thorwaldseu’s
works. The professor has just died in New
York at the age of 70.
Mr. O. B. Whitten will represent the Portland fish firms at a meeting of the New
England Association will be held at the
Parker House, Boston, at 11 a. m. tomorIt is probable the views of the convention will be sent to
Washington to
Messrs. Putnam and Angell.
Mr. F. B. Edgecombe, formerly superintendendent of the Frederickton, N. B., Rail,
way before it was absorbed by the New
row.

Brunswick Railway, and now
merchant of
Frederickton,

a

Companion is from
the pen of Holmau D. Waldron, chief clerk
in the passenger .department of the Maine
Central Railroad, this city, under the nom
de plume “\V. 1). Ilolman.
Being his first
effort in literature it speaks well for Portland amateur talent.

Thomas, Jr., at Home.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., accompanied by
his wife,
reached home at 8 o'clock last
evening,
having come direct from New
York, where they arrived by the Inman
liner City of Chicago, on Saturday. Mr'
Hon. W. W.

and Mrs. Thomas spent the evening at the
residence of Hon. W. W. Thomas, Sr., where
Mr. Thomas
a family reception was held.
has taken rooms at the Falmouth Hotel and
will reside there for the present.
Mr. Thomas said to a representative of the
Pkkss that his trip across was very pleasant
for this season of the year, the weather
being extremely mild. The City of Chicago
is one of tlia best of the great Atlantic
steamers and is a favorite among travelers
for the eomfort with which her passengers
make the voyage.
Mr. Thomas has crossed
four times in this vessel.
Mr. Thomas spoke of the kindly feelings
entertaiued by the government and people of
Sweden for America and Americans and
referred to the market afforded by Sweden
for the products of this country, Indian corn
and pork alone being bought of us by the
Swedes to the value of about $4,000,000 per
annum.
The tendency of politics in Sweden
at present, however, Is toward a protective
policy which would naturally result in
injury to the trade of America. Mr.

Thomas said that tile trial and execution of
the Anarchists were watched with the greatest interest by all classes in European countries. By the just and vigorous proceedings
which followed the crime of the Anarchists
and ended in their punishment, Mr. Thomas
believes there has been created an increased
faith on the part of Europeans in the permanency and stability of American institutions.

question as to the stand
jng of Mr. Magee, the present AmerUan
minister to Sweden, and the reports derogatory to him, Mr. Thomas said that he did
In

Tickets

attention.
on

Frederick A. Quimby.
Mr. Frederick A. Quimby died in this city
yesterday, after an illness of not much over
twenty-four hours. He was seized with a
severe attack of colic at noon Sunday, and

although everything was done for him that
could be done he had not strength to rally
and died at 4 p. m. yesterday from exhaustion.
Mr.

the descendant of one of
the old Portland families. He was engaged
in the wholesale grocery business when a
young man, but later became interested in
politics, and was United States Ueputy Marshal for some twenty years. Later, he becaino clerk to Mr. Payson Tucker, the vice
president of the Maine Central railroad, and
filled that position a long time. For several
years he has not been engaged in business.
He leaves a widow, but no children.

Quimby

was

Important to Mothers.
Boston, Nov. 22.—Every mother in New
England will be interested in the request of
the editor of The Boston Sunday Globe.

lie wants all mothers to send in at
once the
bright sayings of their children and

will be printed next Sunday.

to

a

not believe them to possess any foundation
in fact. He was personally acquainted with
Mr. Magee and knew that he stood well inthe estimation of the leading people of

Stockholm.
>.

Cleaning*

they

Send at

from Abroad.

The closing lecture in the St. Lawrence
street church course was given last evening
the Rev. C. H. Daniels of this city, on
“Gleanings from Abroad." The lecture was
both attractive and instructive, and was
listened to with the closest attention by the
audience.
Rev. Mr. Daniels has recently

by

visited Europe, and he gave his hearers last
evening an insight into his own experiences
and reflections as

a

traveler.

It was not a

lecture drawn out of books, but woven out
of his own observations of scenes and sights
abroad.
The speaker

genial

manner

jus ramuies

the most friendly and
took his audience with him in
in

luruugu

jiaiy,

owiizerianu aim

Norway, and, without the aid of the stereopticon, he pictured in a vivid manner those
scenes and objects which most excited his
interest and enthusiasm. Next to seeing with one’s own eyes, is the privilege of
looking through the eyes of another, especially if lie be an intelligent observer and posWe can
sesses the art of vivid description.
scarcely, in this notice, enumerate the interesting places and scenes which Mr. Daniels
made us see. In England is the charming vi 1lage of Somerton, in Somersetshire, with its
ancient yew tree, its rural beauty, and its
Mr.
crowning glory, the village church.
Daniels found a Yankee store in this old
village, which contained something to suggest every letter in the alphabet. A coa ch
ride through Devonshire was finely
described. Then we were transported to Pari s
own

and placed beneath the Egyptian obel isk,
and made to see the surrounding objects of
interest—palaces, gardens, fountains and
statues—scenes that invited the lecturer to
give his own thoughts and reflections upon
the revolutionary history of this wonderful
city. But, reminding us that he is only a
gleaner, the speaker passes on to Rome,
which he calls the grandest city on the face
of the earth. Here Ts the centre of a vast
most superb
power; here the
spiritual
church. What he saw and how he was
moved in Rome, the lecturer tells us. He
traces the footsteps of St. Paul along the
Appian way; shows us the hired house he
lived in, and the probable place of hi9 death.
The classical ruins and places of the Eternal
City are pointed out. and the social life of
its streets graphically depicted.
Leaving Rome, we are taken over the Alps,
tlie sublimity and glory of which are painted in glowing pen-pictures. We dwell for a
short time in tne land of William Tell, visit
old Geneva, and are regaled with reminiscences of John Calvin and Rosseau. Finally
Gersums-to
we are taken

once.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Wednesday evening, November 16th, 75 invited guests assembled at the pleasant homo
of Mrs. Emily Soule at South Freeport, to

houses

NAT GOODWIN.

Goodwin, Jack Mason and Leila Farrell.
The New York Tribune says:
"Mr. Goodwin has a mint of money in his success
The Times says:
“Nat
‘Turned Up.”’
Goodwin with ‘Turned Up’ could run a
Broadway Theatre a year.” The Chicago
“The large audience fairly
News says:
howled with delight,” and the Boston Globe
says: "The people laughed till they were
sick.” There is a great demand for tickets.
J AN AUSCHKK

COMING.

Mine. Janauschek, the acknowledged leading tragic actress of the day, will be in Portland Dec. 7th. and mpersonate her great
character of Meg Merrilies in the musical
drama of Guy Mannering. The present tour
a#

Iona

n c

oliulr

to

marlo IA fulfill

nnimnnmnnin

of last spring which she was compelled to
cancel on account of breaking her arm at
Newport last May. The present tour is
Janauschek’s farewell.
She has with her
the same excellent company that supported

her when she played Marie Stuart here
three seasons ago.

some

THE Y. M. C. A. COURSE.
The fourth entertainment in the Y. M. C.
A. course will be an illustrated lecture byC.
E. Bolton of Cleveland, Ohio on “Vienna to

The lecture will be given
at City Hall, Monday evening, Nov. 28th.
Reserved

seats can

be

obtained at Stock-

bridge’s.
NOTES.

Nat Goodwin had to make
Philadelphia the other night.

a

speech in
Cause, big

house of friends and admirers.
The engagement of Booth and Barrett at
the Boston begins Dec. 12th and continues
two weeks.
“Julius Ctesar” will probably
be produced the whole of the first week.
“Merchant
of Venice,” “Othello”
“Hamlet,”
and "King Lear” being given the second.
“She,” the dramatization of Haggard’s
novel by W. H. Gillette, is to be produced iu
magnificent style at Niblo’s Theatre, New
York. Eight elaborate sets of scenery have
been specially painted for it, aud the production will employ nearly two hundred people.
Two comedy characters, not in the novel,
have been introduced in the play by Gillette.
The piece goes to Boston later in the season.
John L. Stoddard will give the seventh entertainment in the Stockbridge course next
Friday evening, an illustrated lecture on
“Julius Csesar, with unusually fine views.
Gilbert’s opera company will present
Boccaccio’’ and “Beggar Student” at City
Hall the first part of next month.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—Mary E. Sawyer to J. H. O’Neil
$1000.

Falmouth—J. A. Ingalls to H. W. Sarecnt. $800
Brtdgton—Agent Church Trustees' to Isaac
Crowtner. SI.
Yarmouth—C. Mahoney to Mrs. Mary E. Low.
$1 and other considerations.

Impressions of Europe.
Rev. Dr. Bash ford’s lecture on “Impressions of Europe,” which will be delivered at
the Chestnut street church this evening will
be exceedingly interesting because Dr. Bashford is a very observing man, and a writer
and thinker whose impressions would be of
much more value than that of the genera

tourist. The tickets will be found at F. B
Clark’s, and at Chamberlain & Homsted’s.

Alleged Smuggling.
Yesterday, before Commissioner Rand,
William J. Watson was arraigned for smuguw

uuoucio m

pwmwco

iiuui

uiq

i7U*

minion of Canada into the United States.
He was held to await the action of the grand
jury at the December term of the District
Court. Mr. Bird appeared for the government and Mr. Lunt for the defendant.

Drawing School.
last day applications will

Mechanic*’

be
Today is the
received for admission to the Mechanics’
free school for instruction in mechanical and
architectural drawing, and ail applicants are
reminded that the first meeting is appointed
for this evening at 7.15 o’clock in the school
room, Mechanics’ Hall, for assignment to

class.

A prompt attendance is
Fun for

required.

Thanksgiving.

Boston, Nev. 22.—The Thanksgiving
number of the Boston Daily Globe will
be illustrated and will be full of interesting
Thanksgiving stories. It will be issued tomorrow

(Wednesday) evening

and

Thurs-

day morning. Leave your orders with your
newsdealer today.

Browning’s

Poems.

Bellows will read this afternoon:
“Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came
“Garden Fancies, No. 2;” “By the Fireside;’’
Mrs.

“Instans Tyraunas;”
“Herve Riel.”
SUBURBAN

“Popularity,’’

and

NEWS.

BOWERY BEACH.

Ever since the completion of the Cape lifesaving station in July last, nothing this side
of the tomb has shown so little signs of life
up to Saturday last, when the protracted inanition seemed to have an ending, and a
heavy two-horse team, driven by Mr. Leander Tnindy, arrived at the station with a
load of furnishings.
Among the trappings
was noticed a desk, cook stove, bedding, lots
hand
tin
of
lanterns, and a large
dishes,
number of oars. Besides these, a large, new’
dory occupies ttie boat room.
The storm of Saturday night was quite severe, and after II o’clock the weatner was
densely thick with rain and fog During
Sunday four storm-bound steamers passed
the Cape, bound for Portland or east of
The sea ran about as
there.
any previous storm this fall.

heavy as

in

YARMOUTH.

Mr. Monroe Bucknam met with a painful
accident last week, while plowing in his

field. He was endeavoring tn cVear the plow
with his foot, wlienjlsrir&rses started, dragging him alongtH ground and breaking one
of the tytanSol his ankle. Dr. A. H. Bur-

banjt-Eltends

him.

witness the marriage of her second daughter
to Mr. Sumuer C. Soule. Kev. C. L. Nichols, pastor of the South Congregational
The preschurch, performed the service.
Tlie couple
ents were many and valuable.
will reside at Porteu’s Lauding. Freeport.

t.
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which was fraught with admirable description, classic allusions, historic reminiseences
and entertaining instruction. It proved to
be a happy conclusion to a course of entertainments which has been exceptionally fine.
The Milliken-Pitcher Case.

The case of W. H. Milliken & Co. vs. Geo.
H. Pitcher, came up before Judge Gould in
the Municipal Court yesterday afternoon,
Mr.
having been twice postponed.
Pitcher was a travelling salesman for W. H.
after

was

arrested for embez-

warrant sworn out by the firm.
The defendant pleaded not guilty. Hon.
on

a

Charles F. Libby appeared for the prosecution, and N. & H. B. Cleaves for the defence.
Mr. Horatio Clark was the first witness for
He testified that Geo. H.
the prosecution.
Pitcher had been employed by the firm, and
was discharged Oct. 25th, after drawing up
his account with the firm, in which he included 8152 collected of Twltchell & Goodrich of Bethel, lie figured that he owed the
firm 8198.
Mr. Pitcher drew his check on
the Casco National Bank for 8168.
The firm claim that they have overcredited
Mr. Pitcher 8250.
The defendant denied
that he had been overcredited.
Mr. Clark testified that sometimes the
salesmeu were overcredited to the extent of
from 825 to 8100, and when on the road they
sometimes took part of the money collected
from customers to pay their expenses. Mr.
W. H. Milliken was absent on account of
sickness, and W. H. Milliken, Jr., was the
next witness to testify for the prosecution.

The following witnesses for the defence
swore, and all testified to the reputation for honesty and integrity of Geo. H.
Pitcher, the respondent: J. M. Boardman,
H. H. Jones, H. M. Whitman, M. S. Gibson,
Gardiner Walker, E. S. Fossett and J. H.
Walker. The case will be continued today,
were

at 3 p. m.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR.

any.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
An electric lamp fell in Nerombega Hall,
Bangor, Saturday night, narrowly missing
the iieads of some dancers.
The Whig says that Mr. Harvey McKenna
gave another exhibition of remarkable skill
at billiards Saturday evening at the billiard
Mr. McKenna
room of the Bangor House.
first played the three ball French carom
Mr.
David
with
Fogg, making 500
games
points or no count, and this resulted successfully for the former. He then played the
fourteen inch balk line game of 250 points to
Mr. Fogg’s rail game. After this Mr. McKenna gave an exhibition of severnl of his
best and most skillful shots.

The delegation of eleven Knights Templar
from Coeur de Lion Commandery of Charlestown, Mass., headed by Em. Sir Horace E.
Boynton, P. C., also Grand Lecturer of the

Commandery; Em. Sir William T.
Kowe, Commander; Sir Charles W. Sawyer,
Generalissimo, and accompanied by Em. Sir
Eugene U. Richards, Commander of Boston
Commandery; Em. Sir Jphn E. Sawyer,
Commander, and Sir C. J. Farrington, Generalissimo, of Portland Commandery; Em.
Sir Charles E. Pierce, Past Commander of
St. Omer Commandery, South Boston, and
Em. Sir M. P. Morrill, Commander of Cyprus
Commandery, Hyde Park, and a delegation
of the Portland Sir Knights, arrived in Bath
Saturday afternoon and became the guests
of Dunlap Commandery of that city, of
which Em. Sir Frank A. Palmer is the Eminent Commander. The afternoon was spent
pleasantly, regardless of the easterly storm
raging without. In the evening all were
present at the special conclave of Dunlap
Grand

Commandery. After the reception and welcome of the visiting fratres, Em. Sir Horace
E. Boynton presented a set of engraved and
framed resolutions, similar to that presented
Portland Commandery on Fridav evening.
Em. Commander Palmer received the gift In
a neat speech, and the Sir Knights attested
their acceptance by their warm applause.
An exemplification then followed, in which
After that
the visiting officers took part
made by
came a banquet, and speeches were
I.
William
and
E.
Horace
Boynton
Em Sirs
Rowe of Coeur de Lion, Sir William Hogan
Comof Dunlap; Em. Sirs E. H. Richards,
mander of Boston Commandery, and Chas.
of
E Pierce, P. C. of St. Omer Commandery
South Boston; Em. Sir E. M. Fuller Grand
Ballou
J.
W.
Geueralissimo, and K. Em. Sirs
and John O. Shaw, Past Grand Commanders
of Maine; Em. Sir John E. Sawyer, Commander, and Sir C. J. Farrington, Generalissimo, of Portland Commandery. At midnight the visiting fratres took the l ullman
sleeper for home.

which sell everywhere l'or #1.00, to be closed out at

only 50 cents each.

SALE THIS MORNING AT 8 O’CLOCK

YORK COUNTY.

and

who has not

everybody

already bought

this

season

should be sure to see these heavy cold weather
good quality shirts for only 50c each.

MEDLICOT

xui

This is

UNDERWEAR BARGAINS

Proprietary

one

“Standard Patent Medicines.’’ Of course
we are getting to that age in life when we
are forced to conclude Life Itself is a humbug, and naturally distrust anything that
has not withstood long and tried experiences.
Being a physician 1 had the curiosity
to know how such a sale of two medical
preparations could be sustained for so many
years. The perfect system upon which the
business is conducted, and the pharmaceutical arrangements for the manufacture of the

a description of their ail.
ments, testimonials of their cures, etc., I
feel like endorsing Dr. Green’s suggestion
that the Government accept such valuable
formulas, and license them for general use
by giving protection to the inventor same as
patents generally.—Copied from N. T. Druggists’ Circular ot Oct., 1886.

“O,

how wretched is

hangs

on

index

Soap.

that poor

man

that

princes favours,” and knows not of

These

extra

are

Exchange 8t._
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Walter Scott's novels,

24

FOUND—10sets
volumes, Illustrated, bound In gold aud cloth,
will sell for *8.60. 25 The
for
_22-1

St.

the

LODGING, by
BOARDING
Day or Week, at WELLOOME'S. No. 524Vi
Casco. Our aim Is to make

Congress St., Opp.
table the best to be found in the city considering
prices charged aud degree of excellence main-

be sold at

to work evenings,
would like a position
either writing of any description or working in a
store. Address E. B. 8..I63 Grant St., City.
22-1

50c.

of a very salable color and this
reduced price.

69c.

fully worth $1.00 anywhere, but as we
close them out now our price is more
than 40 per cent discount.

are

our

tained.22-1

SITUATION

WANTED—A

are

to

mau

man

young

drive horse
man.
ApSt.. Port22-1

to

WANTED—A
shoes; steady job to the right
to E. MORRILL, 327 Cumberland
ply

land, Me.

(from
Dow St.) 6 rooms newly papered anil painted
trice rent for small family. Apply to 8. W. JOY,
LET—House No. 2

TO

mason

Horton

aud builder, No. 4 Adams Court.

22 1

LlfT—Lower reut in brick block No. 88
Federal St,, modern Improvements, furnace
in cellar. 7 rooms. Apply to ALBERT D. BOYD,

TO

No, 363 Fore

St._22-1

IKD IMMEDIATELY—'Three men
who have bait experience In pressing hay.
36 PLUM STREET, betwee 12 and 2
at
Inquire
p. tn. or 7 p.

WAN

m.___22-1

WANTED—An experienced saleswoman In a
Tf
fancy goods store. Address with referB. C„ Press Office, Portland, Me.

ence,

22-1

SOUND AT LAMT—A nice place to board.
at reasonable rales; at WKLLCOME'S, No.
22-1
624L: Congress St., Opp.

I

Casco._

coats.
WANTED-Three
Apply
So. Waterboio,

RICKERS,

SALE, AND RISE.

Me._22-1

MALE—Square Grand Plano,

FOR

one.

a good
205 SPRING 8T.22-1

of Children’s Underwear
a
lot
smallest sizes with
large
just received,
mended places in them. We shall almost
give them away, as follows:

We And in

a

lot of 5

E. B. & B.

Children's All Wool Scarlet ledlcated Underwear Just Received

A NEW LOT OF

BROS.

Ladies’ Newmarkets
In Checks and

ANNEX!

THE

Stripes

RECEIVED.

JUST

Prices $9.50, $10.00, $11.00, $12.50,
$13.00 and higher.

Wednesday

Open

Morning.

years.

In Bath, Nov. 17, Miss Lucretia Mitchell, aged
83 years.
In Gardiner. Nov. 17, Mrs. Hannah, wife of
Auuis Littlefield.
Canton, Nov. 8, Lizzie, wife of W. A. Lucas,
aged 28 years.
In Litchfield, Nor. 14, Mrs. Lucinda, wife of
Waldron Otis, aged 02 years.
In Kumford, Nov. 1, Mrs. Fhila. Knight, aged
52 years.

Catarrh
May affect any portion
cous

membrane is

of

found.

the body where the muBut catarrh of the head

by far the most common, and, strange to say,
the most liable to be neglected.
It originates in
a cold, or succession of colds, combined with imThe wonderful success Hood’s Sarpure blood.
saparilla lias had in curing catarrh warrants us in
urging all who suffer with this disease to try the
peculiar medicine. It renolfhtes and Invigorates
the blood, aud tones every organ.

s

We invite you, Ladies and Children, to visit the
Annex at the rear of our store, up one flight.

■“For 25 years I have been troubled with catarrh
in the head, indigestion, and general debility. I
never had faith in such medicines, but concluded
to try a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It did me
so much good that I
continued its use till I have
taken five bottles.
My health has greatly Improved, and I feel like a different woman.” Mus.
J. B. Adams, 8 Richmond St., Newark, N. J.
“When I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla
catarrh troubled me less, aud new I am entirely
cured.” Jane Hiney, Lumberton, Ohio.

Cures Catarrh
“I suffered severely from chronic catarrh, arising from impure blood. It became very bad,
causing soreness of the bronchial tubes and a
troublesome cough, which gave great anxiety to
my friends and myself, as two brothers died from
bronchial consumption. 1 tried many medicines,
but received no benefit. I was at last induced to
try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I am not the same
man In health or leelings.
My catarrh is cured,
my throat Is entirely well, and dyspepsia trouble,
with sick headache, have all disappeared.” £.
M. Lincoln, 35 Chambers St., Boston.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Bold by all druggists. Jl; six for *5, Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.
IOO

Aha

A ..I In

janl

SICK HEA9ACHQ
~~

•*-

«r~lPositively Cured by
ni mrrn p these little Fills.
ilinlt I L l\y They also relieve Die
trees (rout Dyspepsia,
M n digestion ami Too
^HlTTI
S'
Hearty Luting. A per[■4oT 9III ao
\# Jn gj tect remedy fur DizzirH|
B V |L,S» ness, Nausea, Dr.-vr.J.
«
ncea, Dad Taste in tlu
Ijs S O
’-Mi IrBSasnV*
Month, Coated Tongue,
Pain In the Side, &c.
0ii
ijBHlWIigfea
They regulate the Bowleia and prevent Consti|MWW«aWW
pation and Piles. The (smallest and eaaleattotake.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a viol. Purely Veg.
Stable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mall fortl.00,

OPENING OF HOLIDAY GOODS.
grand feature will be our new Art Department, made up of Plush Goods, Trimmed and Untrimmed Baskets, Imported Articles of every conceivable kind. Tidies, Scarfs, etc.
Doll show for Children in the same room.

PURE, AND

IS

ONLY FAMILY

display whether wishing to

SOFT

SOAP
AND

OCtlO

16

Years,

RECEIVED.

Paper Shells,

90.0*1 per Thousand.

—

AND

0. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle St.

eodtf_

WEDDING
Invitations engraved or printed. W.W. DAVIS
A CO., Kairnten, 4 4Wnl It., Boston,
sep!2eod3m
Send (or samples and estimates.

Now, mark well what it consists of:

“BISHOP”

The Bedstead 6 ft. 2 in. long,
4 ft. 6 in. wide.
The Bureau 3 ft. 4 in. long, I
ft. 8 in. deep, 5 ft.
9 in. high.
The Bureau Class is bevelled,
and is23x29 in.
TheCommode is4ft.8in.high
3 ft. 6 in. long, I ft.

FloridaOranges
The I Mini Assortment of

3in.deep.
The Chiffonier is 5 ft. 9 In,
high, 2 ft. 7 in. long,
I ft. 7 in. deep.
The Class on Chiffonier is
23x13 in.
The Table is 24 by 18 in.
4 Cane Seat Chairs and Rocker, also Towel Rack.

French Gandies
2Qc lb.

This CHAMBER SET Is made in NATL’RURAL CHERRY color, NATURAL ASH
color, ANTIQUE ASH color, and IMITATION MAIIOUANY color. It is the only
CHAMBER SET in the market which
has a CHIFFONIER THROWN IN, or in
other words, you get a CHIFFONIER for
nothing,as the set itself is worth all we
ask for it without the CHIFFONIER,
and asevery HOUSEKEEPER knows the
value of a handsome CHIFFONIER with
its Ure big drawers and cabinet, besides
the advantage of two mirrors in one
chamber, so that husband and wife can
always make their toilet without Inconvenience.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.
dtf

ASK FOR

—

Ground Fancy Spices,
The above grade of spices bear

Arm name and are ground abpound tins, net weight, the fol-

our

quarter
solutely pure. We pack
lowing assortment: Jamaica Allspice, Saigon Cassia, Amboyna
Cochin
Ginger, Penang Mace, Singapore NutAfrican
Cloves,
Ginger,
megs, Singapore Black Pepper, Singapore While Pepper, and African Cayenne.
For sale by W. L. Wilson Ac Co.; A, L. Mill,‘It Ac Co.; J. F. Norton,
Corner Cumberland and Stone streets; G. H. Me Kenney, 39 Pearl
street.; S. A. JNaddox, corner India and Middle streets; J. L. Bice,
Libby’s Corner; M. Scanlon, 13 Washington street; Johu S. Fit*, corner Cumberland and Washington streets; M. V. Best, 37 and 39 Free
street: Stevens & El well, corner Purk and Fork streets; S. F. Hunt, 94
Middle street; F. W. Shaw, corner Oxford uud Mayo streets; Sawyer
A Dyer, 574 Congress street; Sinull Ac Kicker, 149 Dnnforlh street.
eoilUw

Something new in a Perfectly
Ventilated Full Dress Glove for
Gentlemen.
Shades in stock suitable for Evewear.

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

ALLEN&C0MPANY,
245 Middle St., Cor. Plum.
dtf

oct28

EMBROIDERY
We bare one of the finest lines of Fancy Work we have ever had, and would
invite the Ladies of Portland and vicinity to examine before going out of town
to make their purchases.
One lot of
Creuel and Ftlloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.

No. 8 Elm Street.

rmisneci

Lnamoeraei,

591GongressSquare

for ELEVEN PIECES that we ever saw.
Now we only hare 80 of them (2 carloads' and part of the lot must go to our
other stores in

iIpormt MICE

All kinds of ladles’ and gents’ furs
made over. Muffs, Caps, Holies, newly
lined, and old furs made to look like new.

COB,
STREET.

—

AND

Hoyt’s

best

Florida

We shall
So you must choose quickly.
sell fer cash or, if you don’t want to pay
down
and
all cash, why
pay $10.00
per month; out under NO CONSIDRATI0N NEGLECT seeing this set.
Besides the above you know we are the
for all kinds of
HKAD0UARTERS
CHAMBER SETS from $17.00 up to
$700 per set.
—

{5.00

Suits,
Carpets,
Stoves and Ranges,
Drapery Curtains,
Dining Room Furniture,
Dinner Sets, all prices,

Saper

"WE iPmm.

C**
SfaSasas*.

J^SJjsSSSSSsfiSS
l^2S?SSy^?s5*»

a&ssg^f

and In a word complete House Furnishings at our ever POPULAR PRICES and
by our POPULAR METHODS.

We Always Have Something New!
and it you don’t know it it is your own
funlt; and if yon do know it and need
the goods and buy what don’t suit you,
because you have not seen our ENORMOUS SHOW ROOMS, we trust you will
do so no more. We can’t suit everybody
but everybody can get new ideas of
HOUSE FURNISHINGS by visiting onr
Mammoth Establishments.

‘

'ft***

?Wttjior

§0$^$iL\z:
Streets.

HEADQUAKTcn$

" ••‘•'i

PORTLAND, ME.
Write for Cuts anil Prices;

also Terms.

C2**-

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER

BUILDINC,

BRANCHES,
Auburn, Biddeford,
and

Bangor

Rockland.

470
sep5

Congress

Street.
dtf

WINTER
GOODS.
Men’s Scotch Caps
Boys’ Soft Hats

Driving (Bores

FURNISHING

MIDDLE

for

a

STREET.

TO NEWSPAPER MEN.
Rare

ISAAC G. ATKINSON. Gen. Manager
OPEN EVERY EVENING.

proportion

COE,
197

■

25 cents
“
40
“
M
“
50

Boys’ Caps

All other ijoods in
few days.

Oranges.

These oranges are the finest In the world. They
Each
are packed In boxes of 176 to 200 and 240.
orange Is carefully selected and wrapped In tissue
with the name of Bishop, Hoyt & Co.,
nange Lake, printed on each wrapper. We have
secured the agency for this celebrated kind of
orauges, and shall receive them every Tuesday
Dealers will please bear this in mlnu and give
their orders as early as possible.
IflO.'It'Stn A HALL.
uovlOdlw

*

—

ROcliland.

ORANGES.

'have Just received the first arrival of

m«CHANTS

Autourn

HOUSE

WE Bishop

Amos L. Melt

$55.00

REPAIRED.

FLORIDA

the public patronage.

& CO.,

ATKINSON

_dtf

MIDDLE

We also keep In stock iHrltONALO X CO’S line Chocolates, BonBons, nud Specialties, which are
acknow ledged to he unsurpassed.
Our stock this season comprises
a larger assortment than ever. We
respectfully solicit our share of

Set,the OnlyChiffonierChamber Set, and the Biggest BarChamber Set at
gain in a

FURS

197

12 I-2c lb.

I
uesr

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
The lot of imported Table and Stand Covers which we are to
sell to-day have been spread out on the two long counters near
the Glove department where they can be seen and examined by a
good light
We want to draw special attention to the ones at two fifty
each; they are very cheap, and as there are but fewjof them, only
first comers will get a choice.
Those large Jute Velour cloths in a dozen different colors are
exceedingly pretty goods for the money and are quite the newest
things lor round tables. The Viennese squares with fancy borders are irresistible and the whole; collection is worth coming
down town to look at.
Our exhibition of needlework novelties will be continued this
week, after which the goods remaining unsold will be removed
to make room for the immense stock of Holiday Goods which we
shall open then.

Broken Candy

No YOUNW COUPLE should go to
HOUSiKEEPIN'O without one of these
sets, because nothlug provokes the
young wife more than for the husbund
to insist on his share of the mirror. So
YOUNI! MAN and see
take warning
these Sets, and believe us when we say
it is the

Cor. Pearl and Middle

octll__

PURE

We PREDIOTan ENORMOUS SALE

Blddeford,

ning

QUALITY

20c lb.

by any house iu the business

ever offered

Priees $5.00 t« $10.00 and $12.00.

pur-

NEW YEARS TRADE.
TWITCHELL, CMPM & CD’S

I

EXTRA

—TO—

Gants de Luxe.

Revolver* nnd A mm unit! on. Wholesale
and Retail.

Sep 12

and

d3t

uov22

...

4thptf

OXJPSTS.

“Club”

14

12,
JUST

X. John Little & Co.

in

Wholesome!

Grapes
Malaga
CHAMBERSET

Parlor

IS

WHICH LEAVES THE
HANDS

MISSES,

FOR

Wednesday Morning.
Come and see the
chase or not.

|

Style, Handsomest Finish, Most
Convenient and, without
doubt, Greatest Bargain in a

NEWMARKETS WITH GAPES,

novlO

THE

SMOOTH.

Striped

The

uov22

THE INDEX SOAP

Checked and

V

u&wlynrm

"

A NEW LOT OF

Sizes

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Fresh,Pure and

the Latest

the Best Style, Chamber Set,
the Newest Kind of Chamber

DEATHS.
In this city, Nov. 21.1). Burtle, daughter of Merrick B. aud Klla L. Fray, aged 8 years 4 months.
f Flayers on Wednesday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
at late residence, No. 9 Kussell street. Burial at
Great Falls, N. H.
In Boothbay. Nov. 6, Susan Johnson, aged 77

After carefully considering all the Interests involved, the Ueuerul Manager of
the Atkinson House furnishing Company has derided to offer to the citizens of
l’ortlaud and vicinity

cases

9 and 121-2 cents
2 Smallest Sizes White Underwear
“
15 and 20
Next to larger sizes of same
All Larger Sizes Rise 2 1-2 cents from Size 20.

In Gorham, Nov. 19, by Bev. J. Colby, Fred
Mayo Higbt of 1) yton aud Miss Emma Almira
Clark of Hollis.
la Bath. Nov. 17, Chas L. Mace aud Miss Tillie
Ogle, both of Brunswick.
In Saco, Nov. 10, Harry Hooper of New Vork
and Ml93 Grace E. Gilpatrick of Saco.
In Biddeford, Nov. 16, Cbas. L. Bachelder and
Marlou K. F. Chase.
In Boothbay Centre, Nov. 9. Bradford Baker. Jr,
and Miss Myra Conley.

SUPPLIES!

Place

machine girls to stitch on
at once at LONGLKY &

FOR THIS

Thanksgiving

*30.00,

published

29c each.

Heavy, Good $1.00 Undershirts,
These

22-1

AND

heavy,

RINES

MARRIACES.

Warreu’s Household Physician, latest edition,
18B7, full library binding, agents price *«.0O,
•fill sell for 84.50. COLESWOBTHY Bookstore,

change

50 Doz. Gent's Imitation Darnel's Hair Underwear at

recipes with which we were made acquain ted, are sufficiently convincing to us
that the August Flower, for Dyspepsia and
Liver Complaints, and Boschee’s German
Syrup, for Throat and Lung Troubles, were
for the complaints they are recommended,

doctors, giving

ever

stock of

Shipbuilders and Owners.

first class

two

most excellent remedies, and only regret
that in much of our practice medical ethics
prevent us from prescribing them without
When we
making the formulas public.
were shown the great quantity of voluntary
letters having been forwarded Dr. Green
from all parts of the country, and from ali
classes of people, lawyers, ministers and

all sizes and no more will
so low a price.

large and varied

Hah Mills, Me., Nov. 22.1887.
hundred dollar* reward will be paid for
the arrest and convictioir of the party who
broke into the store of 8. Meserve & Son, at Bar
Mills, on the morning ol Friday, November 18th.
8. MKSERVK & SON.
MAINE FURNITURE CO.
nov22dlw»
CHAS. W. McKENNY.

Dore Bible Gallery, containing over 100 superb
illustrations; agents price *6.00, will self for
*1.76. COLESWOBTHY Book Store, 82 Ex-

TODAY.
are tin

call attention to their

BEING

GREAT UNDERWEAR SALE
1 Doz. Gout’s Winter Weight at only

& CO.

desirous of reducing our large stock of
Western Pine Masts, we are prepared to
offer them, either rougti or manufactured, at
greatly reduced prices.
W. H.8IMONTON & SON.,
,2U Commercial St., Portland, Me.
nov22dlin

of the best

Medicines.

A visit to Dr. Green’s Laboratory, at
Woodbury, N. J., lias considerably changed
our views, and especially our prejudices in
regard to what are generally known as

MARION
Those wishing a pleasant home for the winter
mouths In a delightful climate will hud it to their
advantage to consult the proprietor, HR H.
KNIGHT.
Also furnished houses and rooms for light house
nov22eod2m
keeping.

To

it‘

A. L. MILLETT

FLORIDA.

CO.

opportunities for gentlemen who
appreciate genuine values in good goods to
MALE—20set* books, Charles Dickens'
FOR
works, 15 volumes. Illustrated, gold aud
provide against severe weather.
cloth, published for *16.00 for only *6.50. Dr.

These

me anmc.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. w. AX.!-*?*

9. o. HIII.VV.
maria

ONE

$1.75 to $2.50 grades at $1.39 for all sizes.

It is rumored that a large hotel is to be
built at York the coming summer. It will be
four stories high, and furnished with electric lights, elevator and other modern im-

provements.
Eliot is awakening to a good and noble
work through the efforts of the Eliot Libraorganization recently
ry Association, an
formed for the establishment of a public lithe
of a public building
and
erection
brary

Would be no cheaper than the price* we now
make on all kind* of Fine Priming. We offer this
week a Job lot of Bill Hernia, Non- Puper
and Envelope* of first quality, at about half
Don’t fall
price usually charged for such goods.
to call and get our price*.
t’*r. Enknagr
A Fore Mtreelv*
FORD A RICH.
uov22dlw

SlOO REWARD.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Miss Minnie Raymond of St. Albans, b
miss of fifteen years, has pared, coied and
strung forty bushels of apples this fall in
twelve days.

F. O.

BELLE VIEW,

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

On account of the inability to obtain suitable poles, it is doubtful it the electric light
company at Hallowell get their plant in running order this season. They find that there
has been so great a demand throughout the
State for poles that it is impossible to fiud

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission merchants

TURKEYS for TEN CTS.

HOT JK L SAM IT ARIA,

winter.

l*~

to Dunlap Commandery at Bath.

5 Sims OF a.\TC IIMRWEAR

Am iom MLM.

rCKNITVIB.

ADVEHTIMENIENTM.

NEW

HI FOR SO CENTS.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

United States Marshal Charles B. Harmon
of Portland, has been making arrangements
for the removal of the steamer Mary Morof a
gan, which is at High Head in charge
keeper, to Bucksport, as the authorities do
not wish to her lay in the ice in Bangor all

rapidly thrm.ph

C.,«h

zling

should be the rule this week.

Wednesday and Thursday Portland Theatre will be Crowded by the friends of Nat

coast of Norway, where the lecturer
once more thrusts in his sickle and gleans
from its impressive scenes.
the

Milliken <jfc Co., and

sale at Loring, Short &
Harmon’s, Owen & Moore, Stockbridge’s,
W. S. Banks’s and Woodward & Sumner, 123
Exchange street.
are

reply

PARK GARDEN.

There are lots of new faces at the Park
Garden this week. The whole company appears In the first part in their act, the Trip
Down the River. Miss Belle Cushing opens
the variety part with some songs and ballads
which she renders finely; Rogers and McGee
introduce an Irish specialty entitled “A
Book Full of Kiddles,” with songs, dance8
and funny snyings; Gles, the lightning chalk
and crayon artist, gives some wonderful pictures, making colored landscapes and portraits with remarkable rapidity; Venatta
and Adams give a plantation sketch, and
George C. Marshall gives a fine exhibition of
trick solo dancing. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lucas
appear for another week in their musical
sketches, and Mr. T. J. Hefron, the oue
legged song and dance artist, gives exhibitions of dancing and high kicking accompanied with songs; Homer and Lingardclose
their act
the bill with
entitled, ‘‘First
Lesson,” introducing
burlesque skating,
medleys. Ac.. It is a good bill and crowded

Constantinople.”

Japan-

booth, in charge of a “Japanese young
man,” will be among the novelties.
The dance music will be of the best, aud
the promenade concert each evening, promises to be socially a charming affair. The
flower booth and the refreshment room will

special

prominent
visiting

is

number of the Youth’s

ese

receive

a

The leading article In the Thanksgiving

The Fraternity Club met at the Preble
House last night.
We have received lteid’s railroad guide for
November.
A large propeller has been received from

hatwepn 2 and 3

interesting case for the medical
men.
He lived thirty-eight days without
taking any nourishment, gradually wasting
an

Portland.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The

Harper’s Magazine.
Next Friday evening the friends and pupils of Hr. Bounds, principal of the Normal
School at Plymouth. N. H., will tender him
a complimentary dinner at the Preble House.
Dr. Joseph Parker, of London, will not

number of

appear in Portland this winter. He has cancelled all his dates and will return to London early next month.
Rev. Charles Miller, of Skowhegan, the
oldest Baptist clergyman in Maine, died yes-

Wanted—Saleswoman.

nov22

Postmaster Palmer is confined to the house
by illness.
Miss Harriet Lewis Bradley, of this city,
will contribute a Christmas carol entitled
“St. Anthony of Padua’’ to the Christmas

NEW ADVKKTINKIIKNTN.

THE STATE.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

chance to buy a

MRSTCLASS

Count; Newspaper and Job
On ravorable terras.
DODD, Newspaper

Printing

Office

Address W., care HORACE
Advertising Agent, 8«5
Washington street, Boston.
nov2ldlw

.

